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ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
.••••••••X>U On discussion in the subsequent five Chapters of this paper, following

as are posed for public consultations :-

L.IIVERSAL SERVICE POLICY OBJECTIVES, DEFINITION AND
COPE

What should be the scope of low speed data services? Should it be limited by
the speed of a dial up internet connection or ISDN connection or a leased line?

NTP 99 envisages provision of low speed data service to balance 2.9 lakh
uncovered villages in the country by the year 2002 under USO. Service is
delivered through a terminal apparatus. Should it be interpreted to mean that

(i) All new village phones would actually be Public Tele-info centres (PTIC)
having Internet capability in accordance with the IT Policy?

(ii) The existing 3.17 lakh VPTs would be upgraded to PTICs by 2002?
In such a case what should be the minimum terminal equipment configuration
and should the cost of this PTIC terminal equipment be also included in the
USO cost.

Telephone on Internet:
Envisaging a situation where voice over IP is permitted in India for Ubiquitous
telephony services by the ISPs. Whether ISPs be asked to discharge their
\ISO? Whether ISPs should also contribute to the Universal Service Fund
(USF)?

Internet to all DHOs :
Whether the current state of Internet Service meets the NTP 99 objective of
Internet Access to all DHQs or will it be met only after the provisioning of an
Internet node at each DHQ? The stipulated target for Internet access to all
DHQs is Year 2000. Whether ISPs be asked to provide such nodes in their
service areas in addition to the incumbent?

3. PRESENT SCENARIO ANDFUTURE PROJECTIONS

YPTs

Technology for VPT

1. Should a technology neutral approach be adopted for VPTs and the most cost
effective technology model in a given situation be considered for disbursement
from the Universal Service Fund i.e. a standard reference proxy model for a
given situation.

2· ting FSPs

Number of uncovered villages in each area of operation of private FSPs were
given in annexure of tender enquiry documents and accordingly reflected in



Annex. III of license agreement. Evaluation criteria included weightage for the
number of VPTs to be installed in awarding the license for basic services. Now,
in the period between tender enquiry and signing of the license agreements, some
VPTs have been provided by DOTIDTS. The issue to be considered is whether
DOTIDTS should be treated as a " Carrier of last resort" and compensated fur
providing these VPTs? Next stage comes after signing of license agreement when
number of VPTs are not provided as per the agreement and subsequently
DOTIDTS provide these VPTs.

3. Should DOTIDTS be compensated as a carrier of last resort?

4. Can private FSPs be absolved of their responsibility of providing VPTs in view of
paid L.D. and for offered migration package or setting up of UAL fund?

5. If DOTIDTS was providing VPTs and getting compensated through long distance
revenue, then private FSPs either should pass on their compensation amount in
the form of increased revenue share for a limited period or should pass on these
benefits to consumer.

6. The policy of giving extra weightage to commitments obtained for VPTs from
prospective bidders while considering the grant of licence does not seem to have
succeeded. Should this be continued in the present or any other modified form?

7. Can it be considered that all VPTs may be provided by DTS with suitable
compensation from USF?

4. GENERAL. CONCEPT OF UNIVERSAL SERVICE AND ITS FUNDING

1. Should the USF be used to compensate the access deficit caused due to
below cost rentals of rural DELs and low calling urban DELs as well as
lower call revenues, or, the access deficit be compensated through
interconnect charges and only the deficit in operating costs compensated
by USF? In other words, whether interconnect charges be also an
instrument of subsidy to provide rural DELs. and low calling urban DELs
as an alternative to the USF or complementary to it?

2. What should be the definition of Eligible Revenue for the purpose of
UAL?

3. What class of operators should fund the UAL ?

4. Whether the percentage contribution of UAL from different operators
providing different services be the same or different? If it should be
different, the criterion thereof?



5. Whether there should be a Proxy Model for evaluating the claims of USO
submitted by the eligible carriers?

6. Should adjustments be made for the reimbursement to DOT (DTS) of the
licence fee while considering their claim for payment from US Fund?

5. ASSESSMENT OF COST - APPROACHES AND METHODOLOGIES

VPTs:
1.

2.

Should the capex recovery for VPTs installed prior to NTP 99 be considered
for support from USO Fund?
Estimates for costs of providing VPTs vary over a wide range. For the purpose
of support from USF, should standard costs for ordinary, hilly and tribal areas
be adopted?

Rural/Remote:
3. Is it reasonable to assume that average cost of rural DEL is 40% higher than

that of Urban DEL?
4. As revenue sharing on interconnect compensates for access deficit, should

USF be used only to subsidise the shortfall caused by excess of operational
expenditure over revenue? Whether USF should finance only the capital
investment or recurring deficit of providing a rural telephone.

Low calling Urban DEL:
5. Whether UAL should be raised to provide Universal Access in both urban as

well as rural areas? This will involve subsidising of loss making telephones
irrespective of their geographical location in the service area.

6. Whether low calling urban subscriber should be defined as those upto 500
metered calls per month or upto 200 metered calls per month.

6. ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENT FOR ADMINISTRATION OF USO

1. How should the administration of USF be organised?

2. Who should monitor the achievement of te1edensity target in rural areas and
decide on the quantum of subsidy to be given from the USF?

3. Recognising that Universal Service is a dynamic concept and needs to be
reviewed periodically for defining its scope, commensurate with development of
communication technologies and information services, should a Universal Service
Advisory Board, with experts from operators, financial institutions and consumer
groups, be constituted, under the aegis of TRAI, for the purpose to undertake



annual review of-the services to be covered under Universal Service Obligation,
proxy network model?

4. Should the UAL be shown and charged separately in a customer's bill like service'
tax or be embedded in the cost and reflected in tariff?

5. For USO funding, separation of accounts of various service products is essential.
For clarity and transparency, should the accounting formats and procedures for
unbundled services be standardised? .



Chapter 1

1.0 BACKGROUND

L Access to Telecommunications Services has become the prime mover of the socio
economic development in this information age. The role of Telecommunications,
an engine of growth with multiplier effect and a social leveler, has been -globally
well recognised. To bridge the prevailing information gap between 'the
connected' and 'the not connected', governments the world over have
endeavoured to ensure the ubiquity of telecommunication nation wide. Provision
of Universal Access to Basic Telecommunication Services at affordable price is
considered important by the governments of all countries and mandated by their
policies, regulation or legislation. -

Universal Service is a dynamic concept that provides for Nation-wide coverage,
non-discriminatory access, and widespread affordability. Nation-wide coverage
requires huge investments and also entails high operating costs. To meet the
criterion of affordable pricing, the revenue may fall short of cost and hence cause
deficits. The Universal Service policy has to reconcile the three contending
criteria, i._e.availability, accessibility and affordability'

Availability- Provision of telephone service, whenever and wherever required, i.e.,
even in uneconomic areas such as rural & remote.
Accessibility- Uniform, Non-discriminatory tariff in the service area - No
discrimination in terms of price, service and quality regardless of geographical
location, based on the concept of geographical averaging.
Affordability - telephone service should be priced so that most users can afford it.
In uneconomic areas, this may mean tariff such as rentals below cost.

Even in a monopoly situation, whether in the state or the private sector, the
universal service has been considered important and ensured by Government
policy, legislation or regulation. In the USA, Theodore Vail of AT&T in 1907
coined the slogan: "one system, one policy, universal service" with focus on
linking together all local systems through a long distance network, and making
available a rapid, efficient, nationwide and worldwide wire and radio
communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges in

ference to the then prevailing island networks. In return, AT&T was given a
irtnal monopoly of the US long distance market for universal service obligation.

y were allowed to charge long distance tariff above cost so as to subsidise
services i.e., rental & local call charges. However, after opening up at the

. g distance market in 80s, most of the developed countries undertook a tariff
rebalancing exercise, to reduce the cross subsidy and to make tariffs more cost

1



oriented. Therefore, to provide an affordable service, the need for a universal
fund was felt.

4. Universal service definition and scope vary depending on the level of economic
development of a country, its network coverage and teledensity. Universal service
is desirable for social, economic, and political reasons. Un-affordable prices of
telecommunications services diminish the opportunities for a person to participate
in the mainstream and thus in a socially significant sense, deprived. The social
and political arguments for universal access are both powerful and convincing'.

5. Governments, throughout the developed and the developing world, have taken
concrete measures to ensure accessibility and availability of telecommunication
services, which may not be viable on pure commercial considerations: Universal
service obligation (USO) thus arises from the requirements imposed as a result of
.government policy, legislation, or regulation for providing telecommunication
services, as may be specified viz., in certain geographic areas, locations, or to
certain customers, which can only be met at a loss or under cost conditions that
fall outside normal commercial standards. In most of the developing countries,
provision of telecommunication services in rural and remote areas are covered
under USO. These services involve high costs and are uneconomic commercially
and therefore need to be subsidised from the Universal Service Fund as subsidy
from long distance may become difficult consequent upon the opening of both
long distance and local telephony to competition.

6. The Reference paper (January 1998) on Telecommunication of Negotiating Group
on Basic Telecommunications of World Trade Organization (WTO) states that
any member (country) has the right to define the kind of universal service
obligation it wishes to maintain. Such obligations will not be regarded as anti-
competitive per-se, provided they are administered in a transparent, non-
discriminatory and competitively neutral manner and are no more burdensome
than necessary for the kind of universal service defined by the member.

7. A study on relative affordability and telephone aceess shows that the teledensity
increases substantially as the telephone charges as percentage of household
expenditure- decrease (Annexure I-A). As the economy grows, more households
are able to afford telephone expenditure. .

li:. Household telephone penetration is a good indicator of universal service. High
household penetration as a universal service objective has, to a great extent, been
achieved in developed countries where the ratio of telephone charges to total
household income is less than 2%, as is apparent from the figure in Annexure-l-
A.

9. The objective of the Universal Service in developing countries has to be related to
local socio-economic conditions.

2 Ewan Sutherland, Universal Service, a web based study in telecommunications policy, 1996 2



10. The common approach to Universal Service in developing countries is that of
providing universal access, individually to households that can afford the
telephone charges and to others by shared access (e.g. DID PABXs, public
payphones).

11.Universal service applies to the entire population with special attention on non-
discriminatory provision of standard quality service to the low income customers,
customers living in rural, remote and high cost areas, the physically dis-
advantaged, and elderly customers. In some of the developed economies, the
universal service programme also caters to the needs of libraries, schools, health.
care service providers and disadvantaged persons. In the interest of affordability,
these connections are sometimes provided below cost for which the operator is
considered entitled for compensation from the USF.

12.Availability of telecommunication in rural and un-remunerative areas is defined
on the basis of three criteria, viz.:
• Population -Availability of a telephone for every permanent settlement with a

certain population level (India, China)
• Distance -A telephone within certain kilometres of a habitat (India, Brazil).
• Time -A telephone within certain minutes of travelling distance from a habitat

(South Africa).

13. The Maitland Commission' constituted by the ITU in its report "The Missing
Link", published in December 1984, recommended access to public telephones
within reasonable distance in rural areas. However, even after 16 years of that
report, about 60% of the humanity (world average) does not have access to
telecommunications. It needs to be clarified here that the access to telecom is not
available either due to non-availability or due to non-affordability or both but not
because of any discrimination.

14.The fundamental objective of universal service is to ensure universal access to
basic telecommunication services to every citizen at affordable prices. As would
be seen from the nature of universal service in the' emerging Global Information
Infrastructure (Gll), even the developed economies would aim at ensuring access
to advanced telecommunication services. On the other hand, the less developed
economies would focus on providing plain ordinary telephone service (POTS) to
as many households as possible thereby increasing telephone penetration (tele-
density) and shared access to basic-telecommunication service through public
telephones in urban and rural areas.

15.At present, many of the developing countries of Asia, cover provisionof voice
and low speed data service and Internet access to the rural areas under the scope
of Universal Service. The scope of basic telephone service in India covers
transmission of voice or non-voice messages inclusive of ISDN facilities over a
licensee's PSTN in real time. Store and forward/store and retrieve type of

3 World Telecom Development Report 1998. 3



message transmission is not permissible. Basic service does not cover,
broadcasting of any messages, voice or non-voice over wire or wireless media,
packet switched data, telex or telegraph service, mobile voice and non-voice
services, and value-added-services such as Voice mail, E-mail, etc., as defined by
licensor from time to time.

16. The European Union defines the scope of Universal service as comprising voice
telephony, facsimile -Group Ill, and voice band data transmission via modems
overPSTNbetween its network termination points at fixed locations. Under the
Universal Service Obligation, access to emergency services, provision of certain
services or equipment to disabled people etc., are also included. By iricluding
modem access, a subscriber with a PC can access the Internet.

17. In the context of information infrastructures and multimedia applications, the
scope of universal service could be defined as access to telephony service plus a
number of other useful information services, health services, library services,
government information, etc. A cost and benefit trade off analysis would be
needed if the scope of universal service were to implement the Information
Technology Policy" of India, which stipulates setting up of Public Tele-Info
Centres (PTIC) having multimedia capability, specially ISD services. In the
USA too, the 1996 Telecommunication Act lays down certain guiding principles
in this regard, which include access to advanced telecommunication and
information services in rural and high cost areas.

18. The global position regarding liberalization and universal service is included in
Amiexure-l-B. Position of universal service in various countries is given in
Annexure I-C. A global scenario of the funding of universal service is given in
Annexure I-D.

19. In India, DOT asa monopoly telecommunication service provider first adopted
the VPT policy in the seventies with provision of Long Distance Public
Telephones (LDPT) on the basis of population of a village, and progressively
enhancing the scope to the provision of a Public telephone within 5 km of any
habitation, Public telephone in every Gram Panchayat Village, and finally a
Village Public Telephone (VPT) in every village. However, VPT policy is a
subset of the much wider universal service obligation of the incumbent, which
obliges him to provide a telephone connection at subsidised rates, in all
uneconomic or unremunerative areas as well as individual connections, Which
may be in remunerative areas -but are still loss making. The Universal Service
Obligation was built in the licence itself in the form of DELs & VPTs targets that
a private basic service provider was obliged to meet on quarterly basis. Due to
various reasons, the goals set out in NTP 94 for VPTs as well as USO have not
been achieved so far.

4 Planning Commission Resolution No. 1-TF/5/98 published in Govt. of India Gazette dated July 25, 98. 4



NTP 99 has laid down the Universal Service objectives, targets and the
hanism of universal access levy for funding of universal service obligation

~SO). The NTP 99 forms the basis for discussion in this paper.

TRAI (Amendment) Act 2000 Clause 11 (1) (b) (ix) requires the Authority to
- barge the function of "ensuring effective compliance of Universal Service
ligation." Given the situation as it obtains now, this paper presents a
odology for this purpose.

5



Chapter 2

2.0 UNIVERSAL SERVICE POLICY OBJECTIVES, DEFINITION
AND SCOPE

2.1 New Telecom Policy 1999

1. New Telecom Policy 99 has laid down the following universal service objectives:
••

• "Provide voice and low speed data service to the balance 2.9 lakh uncovered
villages in the country by the year 2002

• Achieve Internet access toall district head quarters by the year 2000
• Achieve telephone on demand in urban and rural areas by 2002"

2. Recognizing that the Universal Service Obligation (USO) may not be fulfilled
under normal commercial considerations, taking into account the affordability
criteria, the NTP99 has also laid down the following mechanism for raising the
resources for the purpose:

" The resources for meeting the usa would be raised through a 'universal access
levy', which would be a percentage of the revenue earned by all the operators
under various licences. Thepercentage of revenue share towards universal access
levy would be decided by the Government in consultation with TRAI. The
implementation of the usa obligation for rural/remote areas would be
undertaken by all fixed service providers who shall be reimbursed from the funds
from the universal' access levy. Other service providers shall also be encouraged
to participate in usa provision subject to technical feasibility and shall be
reimbursed from thefunds from the universal access.levy. "

2.2 DOT Reference

3. In pursuance of the NTP 99, the Government has made the following reference to
TRAI. A copy is enclosed as Annexure 2-A.

• "NTP-99 stipulates raising of resources to meet the Universal Service
Obligation through the Universal Access Levy (UAL). UAL is required for
providing VPTs and Rural telephones and should cover both capital
expenditure and recurring expenses to run the service. UAL would be a
percentage of the revenue earned by the operators under various licenses.
The percentage referred to above has to be decided by the Government in
consultation with TRAI.

,. Voice communication facility has been provided to 3,74,617 villages and the
remaining villages are proposed to be covered by the year 2002; Internet
access to all district headquarters (DHQ) has already been achieved

6



through 172 code and efforts are being made to provide nodes at all DHQs
progressively by the end of year 2000;

• Making telephone on demand in rural and urban areas of the country is
also proposed to be achieved by the year 2002;

4. To workout the details of the UAL, recommendation of TRAI have been sought
by the Government on the following:

a) Class of operator tofund the UAL.
b) Various possible cost models/approaches to determine:

• Percentage contribution from revenue of the operators and the
mechanism for computing it;

• Per unit subsidy for VPTs and rural DEL's separately to cover
capital & recurring expenditure;

• Wheiher per unit subsidy will be the same or different in
different geographical areas/tribal and non-tribal areas of the
country; and

• Per unit subsidy for low calling urban DELs."

5. In the communication forwarded to the Authority, DOT has referred that the
UAL is required to provide VPTs and Rural Telephones. The NTP 99 also
stipulates that the implementation of the USO for rural/remote areas would be
undertaken by all fixed service providers who shall be reimbursed from the
universal access levy. Other service providers shall also be encouraged to
participate in USO provision subject to technical feasibility and shall be
reimbursed from funds from the UAL. In this context, it is mentioned that
while the current emphasis in defining the scope of USO is on provision of
VPTs..and rural/remote DELs, it may also be considered that the scope of
USO may further include low calling urban customers and a reliable voice
cum data transmission service to hospitals, schools, etc.

6. The principle adopted by the TRAI in determining the tariffs was to provide
for below cost rentals and a margin for cross subsidy from long distance
charges. In this framework, one method of compensating the deficit incurred
in providing access to telecommunication service (access deficit) to a
customer by a Fixed Service Provider could be an access charge or
equivalent interconnection payment by interconnecting Long Distance
Operator to the .Fixed Service Provider. This could be in addition to the
fixed levy which could be a percentage of the revenue as provided in the
NTP99.

7. New Telecom Policy 1999 while laying down the specific targets in section 2.0
stipulates:
• Encourage development of telecom in rural areas making it more affordable

by suitable tariff structure and making rural communication mandatory for
all fixed service providers.

7



• Achieve telecom coverage of all villages in the country and provide reliable
media to all exchanges by the year 2002 .

• ' Increase rural teledensity from the current level to 0.4 to 4 by the year 2010
and provide reliable transmission media in all rural areas.

• Provide Internet access to all district head quarters by the year 2000. Make
available telephone on demand by the year 2002 and sustain it thereafter so
as to achieve a teledensity of7 by the year 2005 and 15 by the year 2010.

• Provide high-speed data and multimedia capability using technologies
including ISDN to all towns with a population greater than 2 lakh by the
year 2002.

8. There is also a commitment of the government to provide access to all citizens
for basic telecom services at affordable and reasonable prices. The scope and
implementation requirements of these objectives are being discussed in the
following sections:

Objective 1: Provide Voice and Low Speed Data Service to the balance
'!ncovered villages.

9. The Government has set the objective to provide voice telephony and low speed
data services to the balance 2.9lakhs villages. The provision of voice telephony
has been the objective of all past rural telephony programs. But with the addition
of low speed data services, it has become essential to define and discuss the
implications, and specify the scope of such services. Four issues need to be
discussed for low speed data services:-

(i) Scope of low speed data services
(ii) Definition of low speed.
(iii) Provision of terminal equipment to render this service
(iv) Whether this service should be extended to already covered villages also

or should it be provided only for the villages yet to be covered.

i) Scope of low speed data service:

The scope of low speed data services has not been specifically laid down in NTP
99. Services like fax, E-mail, internet etc. can be provided utilising low speed
data communication. It needs to be decided as to what all services from the whole
gamut of low speed data services be included in the USO.

ii) Definition of Low speed:

The definition of low speed also needs to be considered. Should it be that data
speed up to 56 kbps be defined as low speed data or traditionally considered low
speed data up to 2.4/4.8 kbps be defined as low speed data service. Most foreign
Administrations have talked about voice band data capability as the requirement,
which allows for the data speed to get determined by the conditions of the local
loop & a dial up modem. If higher data speeds are possible by terminal apparatus,. 8



Therefore, to meet the IT goals of the government, endeavours have to be made to
proliferate Internet Services to the rural areas. However, keeping in mind the
current level of resources available, the roll out plan and the modalities like how
the service shall be provided, the terms and conditions of the service, licensing
requirement, equipment configuration, etc. would have to be worked out. It also
needs to be determined whether the provisioning of terminals shall be subsidised
through the UAL mechanism or through other schemes of the Government like
interest free loans & financial incentives.

should the data speed be limited to what may be qualified as low speed data. The
two issues, viz., data speed and the provisioning of terminal apparatus including
modem, need to be addressed i.e. whether dial up connection be considered
adequate or point to point leased line should also be considered.

iii) Provision.of terminal equipment:

The services at the user end are provided through the user terminals and the
terminal has to be specified based on the services required. Services like Internet
& E-Mail require a MODEM and a Computer (Modem is not required if data port
is available) while for a fax, a facsimile machine or a computer supporting fax is
required. The IT Policy of the government aims to provide Internet services to
urban as well as rural areas.

iv) Coverage of low speed data services:

NTP 99 while laying down the requirement of providing low speeddata service at
the balance 2.9 lakh VPTs does not make a mention of the availability or
otherwise of this service in those 3.4lakh villages that already have a VPT. Going
by the history of the VPTs and the variety of services available on existing VPTs,
the scope could be limited to voice telephony and low speed data capability. It
may not include the provisioning of service as there can be no service without a
proper terminal equipment to deliver that service.

The Government seeks to achieve the national objective of rapid, low-cost
expansion of telephone and Internet connectivity in rural and remote areas as
referred in Planning Commission resolution no. IT -TF/S/98. Going by this IT
Policy, the VPTs in the future should have access to Internet. This access can be
provided by local level connection to nearest Internet Node with or without any
technical enhancement. But the bottlenecks are twofold. One is the availability of
the terminal equipment at the VPT to convert it into a Public Tele- Info Centre,
and the other is the inadequacy of even some of the recently introduced WLL
technologies to support data services.
Objective 2: Internet Access to all District Headquarters by Year 2000.

10. Internet Services have had a phenomenal growth since the liberalisation of the
Internet service provision. The total number of Internet Service Providerst ISPs)

9



- as on 31.03.2000 while the Internet Subscriber base has crossed 4.5

isages Internet Access to all DHQs by the year 2000. IT Policy of the~~=~..stipulates that Internet nodes will be opened by DOT and authorised
District Headquarters and local Charging areas by 26th January, 2000 .
.m measure, and till nodes are provided in all local charging areas,
earest Internet Access Nodes will be available at local call rates, is
. able. 'Internet Access is already available for all DHQs through local

.~leIne, implemented by the DTS wherein access to the nearest Internet node
.ailable at local rates even if the connection is made over long distance.
i communication has also stated that efforts are on to make the node

~.=lI! .••.l~le at all DHQs by Year 2000. DTS has already fulfilled the interim
,-.l"';'~-i-,'e and in its effort is being complemented by other Service Providers who

L.o.""'-A.LLIg the Internet Service available in a competitive environment.

AI::D.tl:aer development that is likely to affect the USO Policy in future is the
"".•..ssilJ1ility of providing long distance service through Voice over IP. Therefore,

.. will have to be taken while licensing ISPs, on the status of VOIP service
- impact on basic telecommunication service operators.

1994 for the first time as a Policy recognized the need for achieving
"-""_IJ'-ILVneon demand as early as possible. New Telecom Policy 1999 has set the

_002 as the deadline to meet this target. This has been discussed in detail in
pter 3.

-_ E -en in developed countries like Japan & USA where teledensity is very high,
tors are obliged under law to discharge their USO. The NTT Corporation

.. stipulates that it shall impartially provide such services as are indispensable
- the daily life of people at appropriate conditions, including the rate of charge.
A carrier is also required to give priority to emergency calls under the
Telecommunications Business Law.

The United States had also approached the universal service programmes from the
perspectives of both carriers and customers. The 1996 Telecommunications Act
.d down guiding principles for universal service. The guiding principles
lude:

• Quality services at just, reasonable and affordable rates;
• Access to advanced services in all regions of the United States;
• Access to advanced telecommunications and information services in rural

and high cost areas;
• Equitable and non-discriminatory contributions from all providers of

telecommunication services;
• Specific and predictable support mechanisms;

10



• Access to advanced telecommunications services for schools, health-care
providers, and libraries;

• A competitive neutral funding mechanism.

Based on these, the FCC develops the programmes and rules to implement them.
According to these rules, the universal service in the USA currently supports the
following services:

• Voice grade access to public switched services;
• Touch tone signalling;
• Single party service; access to eII'l:ergencyservices, including to 911 (where

available), a system that helps emergency workers locate the caller;
• Access to operator services;
• Access to long distance services;
• Access to directory assistance; and
• Certain monthly phone charges and initial connection fees incurred by

qualifying low income households.

The programme also supports schools and libraries in the form of discounts they
receive on commercially available services, and access to Internet. Access to GII is .
also an universal service objective. The tele-density in the USA is 65%. 94% of the
households subscribe to basic telecommunication services. As new technologies
develop, the scope of universal services is expected to expand over time. A summary
of the position in this regard in various countries of the world is presented in
Annexure I-B.

15. In France, the main component of telecom act 1996 is universal service .. This
act entrusted the telecom regulatory authority with evaluating the net cost of universal
service and the net contribution payable by the telecom operators. The legislator has
designated France Telecom as the public operator responsible for the universal
service. However, "any operator that accepts to provide the universal service
throughout the territory and is capable of providing this service" may be entrusted
with providing the universal service. Furthermore, other fixed telephone operators
can also participate in providing special social service, which is an obligation for the
operator in charge of the universal service.

As per the Telecom Act 1996, the cost incurred by France Telecom in providing the
universal service is to be shared equally between all operators.

16. Obviously, Indian universal service support programme would take into account
the ground realities obtaining here. What is important is the policy objective of the
Government regarding the provision of universal service in a competitive
environment?

11



d be the scope of low speed data services? Should it be limited by
of a dial up internet connection or ISDN connection or a leased line?

99 envisages provision of low speed data service to balance 2.9 lakh
•......••.xrvered villages in the country by the year 2002 under USO. Service is
rPI,"""",'I"'F"rl through a terminal apparatus. Should it be interpreted to mean that

All new village phones would actually be Public Tele-info centres
(PTIC) having Internet capability in accordance with the IT Policy?
The existing 3.17lakh VPTs would be upgraded to PTICs by 2002?

eh a case what should be the minimum terminal equipment configuration;
should the cost of this PTIC terminal equipment be also included in the

~socost? •

:-e ephone on Internet:
Eavisaging a situation where voice over IP is permitted in India for ubiquitous
'= ephony services by the ISPs. Whether ISPs be asked to discharge their
LSO? Whether ISPs should also contribute to the Universal Service Fund

SF)?

Internet to all DHQs:
Whether the current state of Internet Service meets the NTP 99 objective of
Internet Access to all DHQs or will it be met only after the provisioning of an
Internet node at each DHQ? The stipulated target for Internet access to all
DHQs is Year 2000. Whether ISPs be asked to provide such nodes in their
service areas in addition to the incumbent?

12



Chapter 3

CENARIO AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS
-::c:r..:::WCDl or Telecommunications Sector in India started in the late eighties,

ning up of manufacturing of terminal equipment (telephone
=:5:::I:::C::s.. PABXs, etc) and rural automatic exchanges of CDOT design. This

environment of dynamic growth for the telecommunication
:=::=:::zcr==g industry. The service sector was opened up for private participation

- Added - Services and Cellular Mobile Telecommunications service.
heralded the opening of basic services to private sector and the

of Telecommunications embarked upon the selection through a
.::o:::p~j-~e bidding process for basic service operators on Telecom Circle-wise

.. The whole process ran into certain difficulties due to ambitious
private companies resulting in non-viability of some projects. As a

of Intent were issued to private operators only for 13 Circles. Six
converted their LOls into firm licenses. These are Bharti Telnet

. Tata Teleservices (A.P), Hughes Ispat Ltd( Maharashtra), ECL Telecon
dab), Reliance Telecom Ltd. (Guj arat) and Shyam Telelink Ltd.

"3J~th::!!. The first four have already rolled out their network and have around
omers by end of March, 2000. Mls Shyam Telelink Ltd have rolled out

ork in Rajasthan on 21-6-2000. They carry intra circle long distance
er their own I leased network and in effect compete with Department of

T~:b:'Io:::: Services.

out plan for DELs and village public telephones, as per the licence
c:=t:lIen[ along with the achieved figures by private FSP's is given in Table 3-A.

ise VPT's current status and roll out plan is given in Table 3-B .

..•.......••....- . obile Telephone Services are provided currently by the private sector
dnopoly in the four Metros and 18 Circles. The Deptt. of Telecommunication

. ·ed a common standard of technology viz GSM ( Group Special Mobile,
"as constituted by the European Telecom Standards Institute for

TG£:l:5.a:IlcopeanMobile Service. It is also referred to as Global System for Mobile).
- e inception of the mobile services, there has been a rapid growth in the

s:::s::&i'~>erbase, which has reached 1.884 Million as on 31.3.2000.

13



Table 3-A : Provision of DELs and VPTs by private FSPs as per Licence Agreement

SI.No. Name of the Company Service Area !Effective date Committed targets of DELs Committed VPTs actually
VPTs as ~rovided
%ofDELS

I year II Year Actually provided (Licence
Till 31.3.2000 Obligation)

Service started on
1 M/s Reliance Telecom Gujarat 30.9.97 48000 144000 30-3-2000 81% Nil

I

2 M/s Bharti Telenet Madhya Pradesh 30.9.97 50000 100000 91967 11% 12

3 M/s Tata Teleservices Andhra Pradesh 30.9.97 50000 150000 26713 20% Nil

4 M/s Hughes Ispat Ltd. Maharashtra 30.9.97 10000 262000 22110 40% Nil

5 M/s ECL Telecom Ltd. Punjab 30.9.97 125000 325000 Service not started 100% Nil

6 M/s Shyam Telelink Raiasthan 4.3.98 29757 72273 Service started 25% Nil

iI'otal 312757 1053273



Table 3-B : Circle wise VPT's current "tutus mid I'ull mal plana Hrn
-

S.NO CIRCLES . TOTAL STATUS AS ON 1.4.2000 DOT'S TARGET FOR 2000- DOT'S TAIWU'I'
VILLAGES 2001 & 2001 - 2002 FOR 2000·2002

VILLAGES VILLAGES NOT 2000-2001 2001-2002
HAVINGVPTs HAVINGVPTs

1 A&N 282 274 8 8 0 8
2 AP 29460 23379 6081 0 0 0
3 AS 22224 14181 8043 5000 3043 8043
4 BH 79208 24923 54285 22000 32285 54285
5 GJ 18125 13923 4202 0 0 0
6 HY 6850 6807 43 43 0 43
7 HP 16997 10364 6633 3000 3633 6633
8 JK 6764 3793 2971 2000 971 2971
9 KT 27066 25801 1265 1265 0 1265
10 KL 1530 1530 0 0 0 0
11 .MP 71526 46498 25028 4500 1360 5860
12 MH 42467 31541 10926 0 0 0
13 NE 14446 4336 10110 5000 5110 10110
14 OR 46989 22928 24061 12000 12061 24061
15 PB 12687 12123 564 0 0 0
16 RJ 38634 23727 14907 0 0 0
17 TN 17991 i7845 146 146 0 146
18 UPE 75698 46492 29206 15500 13706 29206 -19 UPW 39551 23531 16020 6000 10020 16020-20 WE 38337 19997 18340 9000 9340 18340
21 CA 468 421 47 47 0 47
22 DU 191 191 0 0 0 0

I TOTAL 607491 374605 232886 85509 91529 17703X ,
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3.1 Demand Assessment

4. NTP 99 refers

"Make available telephone on demand by the year 2002 and sustain it thereafter
so as to achieve a teledensity of7 by the year 2005 and 15by the year 2010."

During the nineties, there has been a marked improvement in the growth of new
DELs by the incumbent operator. DELs have grown at a cumulative aggregate rate
(CAGR) of 18 per cent. Currently, there are around 26 Million DELs while the
waiting list has remained more or less constant as is evident from Figures 3-A & B

r----
Demand and % age waltllst

35000 35

I 30000 - 30
I -
I 25000

0
25 Cl)

Clle C'CI

I ~OOOO
-c

20 CI)"C(.)C••• C'CI
c ~E
EP5000 15 III Cl)

C'CI"C
Cl) -0 Ul

10000 10 :=C'CI
==5000 5

0 0

I
I

1989- 1990- 1991- 1992- 1993- 1994- 1995- 1996- 1997- 1998- 1999~
- 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00.---------------~

Year ~-Demand

~ Percentage Waitlist

Figure 3-A : Percentage ofWaitlist w.r.t total demand
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Figure 3-B: No. ofDELs and total Waiting List

5. Demand is defined as the sum of existing DELs and the waiting list. If services are
made more affordable, demand is likely to increase. Or conversely, as the households'
incomes rise, more demand would be generated. Over the decade, as shown in Figure-
3B, the yearly waiting list has fluctuated between 20 and 30 lakhs though the number
of DELs has increased from 45 lakhs to 260 lakhs. The waiting list as a percentage of
DELs has declined from 42% at the beginning of the decade to around 10% towards
the end.
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6. In the year 1999-2000, there has been a sudden spurt in demand owing to a
special low feel deposit registration scheme launched by Department of Telecom
Services at the end of the year.

7. NTP 99 targets to increase rural teledensity from the current level of 0.4 to 4 by .
the year 2010 and provide reliable transmission media in all rural areas and
national teledensity to 7 by 2005 and 15 by 2010. In order to meet these targets
the average cumulative growth required for Urban and Rural DELs has been
projected year wise in Table 3-C.
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- -- ~t: ~~~-.JJ~.~ ~ t d"~"~,"t·••I" tU. t" .~••u." :1

""
H1~ lUll (R*ll~!)tii~j~h rtK~RIJU!tAdJ~IYf'-~J,~~.'~ll".

. _ ....__ . =,.,;, ------ =-= . =---~ ~ ~~U,1t5 - 1990 1rol :]ml -~. ')CMi' .~.-.-tm1 •• fOOl JOI~
~

-=
1 Total poptAation 000 981324 1012300 'la'1lOO1 mu) \4 I(n(1M WtrlJM jooH:.n '_J!!J~~ . _H~Wl'l 'iWill" 11 Hv"u
2 lkban 000 276222 ~ 291256 ~ »J77tl J1tfuJ J.·.~('t ""'\v ItII ~.RtljJ ~l .~.-}Mn. --~i
3 fbaI 000 705102 713238 721130 728748 7'Y57$ "7460TG _.'b34!>!J Itl1~ 7tW.l '7"~ ~I.\.' ~ .• I.,tn

-' -.-":-~I

I
4 Projection d I:ELs to rmet N1P 99 targets --
IE.s reqlired to
acheive 15 tEiedensity

5 in 2010 (A) 000 2a552 32813 40397 49734 61~ 75383 89145 1a5420 124657 147427 174343

FballELs reqlired to
aooive 4 fIeIedensity in

62010(8) 000 3881 4418 5381 6554 7982 9722 11842 14424 17568 21393 26002 31744

ToIaIl'brtJer of ll'ba1
7 tE..s (A-B) 000 22235 27432 33843 41752 51507 63541 74722 87852 10m9 121]35 142599

r..kXes

1,2and 3 * Sourre: Populali01 A"qedions for India and States 1900 - 2016, Census of India 1991.
5 Step1 The nurrber of eELs for the year 2(XX) on actual basis

Step 2 The nurrber ci CELs for the year 2005 cm year 2010 reqjred to rreet the teledensity ~ of 7 and 15 have been calaJlatoo t1f
rTl.Iltiplying the population in the respective year ~ 0.07 and 0.15

I

Step 3 The average gr<Mth FEtes of ra...s reqjred to rreet the targets in step 2 \\ere calruated. For the period 2(XX) - 2005 &
I

2(ffi - 201 0;it is 23 % a1d 18% respectively. I
I

Step 4 The t\lJTt)er of eELs fa" the rem3ining years have been prqectoo using the grcMth rates derivoo in Step 3 ~
NW 00 has set a rural te!edensity target et 4 t1f 2010. The Rural ca projections have been c!erTivoo~ a rrethod sirrilar to the total

6 i

- ... - -- I
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The Table 3-C projects the number of Urban & Rural DELs, required to be
installed each year in order to meet NTP 99 targets. Assuming that DTS, meets
the targets given in their perspective plan year 2000 onwards, as it has exceeded
the targets ill the past and continues providing Rural/Remote DELs at a rate of
16.5 % of total DELs installed that year, the share of private sector has been
worked out.

3.2 Village Public Telephones (VPT)

8. India has a total of 6.07 lakhs villages, out of which 3.75 lakhs villages already
have a VPT as on 31.3.2000. The balance 2.32 lakhs villages are still devoid of
access to a VPT. DTS has been the major provider of Village Public Telephones.

3.2.1 Technology for VPT

9. The Village telephone program has had a long history and depending upon factors
like availability, cost, area, several technologies have been deployed in the
network. The break up of VPTs on the basis of technology as on 1.4.2000 is given
below in Table 3-D.

Table 3-D: Breakup of VPTs technology-wise

Operator Technology Used Number of VPTs
DTS* MARR 211313

Landlines 163167
Inmarsat 15

CDOTPMP 35
WLL 75

DTS Total 374605
Bharti Telnet WLL 12
Grand Total 374617

* Source: Conference of SSA Heads report, April 2000

10. The induction of Analogue MARR systems in the network has been stopped by
the DoT from 1998-99 onwards, after which only Digital systems are to be used.

11. The Time Division Multiple AccessIPoint to Multi Point (TDMA-PMP) system
developed by C-DOT and the Cor-DECT system developed by lIT, Chennai, and
such other systems are expected to provide more cost effective technology
solutions for application in rural areas.

12. With the advances made in the Cellular Mobile technologies, particularly the
GSM and CDMA, and their declining prices, it is now possible to cost
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s
i
f

them for fixed wireless applications. NTP 99 encourages such
from Service providers other than FSPs. Bangladesh, through
ne Movement, had tremendous success in proliferation of

:::"';:::C!::::::Iim"cationservices in rural areas.'
1

'd:l~:s that are remote and in difficult terrain, the Satellite technology,
latively more expensive, is sometimes the only technically feasible
age satellite phone terminals could be provided using the INSAT,

=-...,.=---.. .•.•.T or GMPCS systems.

Recommendations, M-819-1 also stipulates the use of IMT-2000 for
and rural areas for economic services and high quality of integrity

.=::r~::Z~ to the fixed network. It requires the system to be capable of serving a
;::eof user densities and coverage areas as well as remote regions. The

should be able to meet the requirements of fixed wireless access
~;5:0:::lS" In future, IMT-2000 is expected to be economical to provide
~::t:c::mn[Jj"cation services to under served areas, especially rural and newly

Cl.'!.k:i"tng an economic choice for installing a VPT, both the capital and the
:=:==:=~:ecosts of the technology employed are to be considered. For a short

m an exchange, the physical medium using overhead line or drop wire
'-'-"--~und cable has been found to be the most economic choice. Wire-line

is also better from the point of view of data speeds compared to the
less local loop technologies. With the declining prices of the C-DOT

a::=DIIlLaticexchanges and conversion of VPTs into exchanges, more and
___epnone exchanges are getting installed closer to the villages, making

ess as the most economic option"

envisaged that many VPTs based on existing technology would need to
c:t:~:::ed with the newer technologies due to technological and economic

=:ls:.e::rui" ODS. In economic terms, it becomes beneficial to replace an existing
a new asset, in case, the maintenance cost of the existing asset exceeds

L-.,..-:a.A;mentand maintenance cost of the new asset over a period of time, One
to keep in view, the quality of service provided by these assets. The

Cx:t:rlred while providing VPT using a particular technology is likely to vary
" torical network in place. For example, the cost involved in providing
a village that is in range of an already existing BTS of a WLL system,
n compared with the cost oflandline due to only marginal cost to be

But, the situation would be entirely different if such a BTS had to be
-ide a WLL VPT. It is expected that given the situation the operators
oy the most cost effective means to provide VPTs, Rural and Remote

~~:an. Bangladesh Ventures for Cellular Mobile Phone Services to Access
~ 'PTC, Hawaii, 1998)
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17. The Wireline & Wireless technology break: up for new VPTs to be provided in the
year 2000-01 and 2001-02 by DTS is given below:

Technology
Wireline
Wireless

No.ofVPTs
76760
100278

3.3 Existing Basic Service Providers

17. As already mentioned six private Basic Service Providers have licenses for
providing Basic Telephone Service as on 31.3.2000. Three of the six viz., Bharti
Te1net, Tata Teleservices & Hughes Ispat Ltd, have started their services in the
state of M.P., A.P. and Maharashtra respectively. The existing licenses already
prescribe certain Universal Service obligation. Under NTP 99, a package has
been provided to these Basic Operators for migration to the new license fee
regime. The issue of obligations existing prior to NTP 99, therefore, needs to be
addressed.

3.3.1 Existing Licence Obligation

19. The Basic service licence lays down the targets for VPT provisioning on a
quarterly basis. Schedule "B", part 11,Clause 3.3 (iii) states that .
"During the period of licence, Licensee shall complete installation of all
necessary equipment and offer service so as to meet the committed target of
DELs, VPTs by the end of 24 months and 36 months after the effective date,. as
given in Annex 111. "

The targets for each of the operator who have started their services are tabulated
in Table 3-A..

The targets for 12 & 24 months mentioned are subject to the compliance of
percentage of DELs to be commissioned as VPTs (mentioned in Table) in each
quarter and till all the villages get covered by VPT. For proper coordination with
DTS Clause 3.3 (iii) stipulates

"Since both the DOT and Licensee will be providing village telephones in the
same Service Areas, a mutually agreed procedure shall be evolved to avoid
infructuous effort on the part of either as well as to avoid some villages getting
left out by both."

Bharti Telnet, Tata Teleservices and Hughes Ispat Ltd. have all now completed 24
months from the effective date. They were bound by licence conditions to meet
their respective targets of providing 11000, 6081 and 25760 (now left 10,296
only) VPTs respectively. The actual number ofVPTs provided by them till now is
12, Nil & Nil respectively. There has been a similar default on the part of other
three Basic Service Licensees.
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~::::I:5:: ........,-.,.of NTP'99 is to encourage development of telecom in
affordable by suitable tariff structure and making rural

:::3IEs::::::::;;:::;;tix:; t:2:C2:!OIy for all fixed service providers. As per license agreement
commitment to provide VPT's in their respective areas of

b:::ciltll out above, those commitments have not been fulfilled. In
"s could not fulfill their commitment, DOTIDTS provided
. area of operation. The details for the same are given in

: Commitment of VPTs by private FSPs

25,760** 30-9-97

G:llIllIli:llInlentsas per license agreement within Effective date
24 months 36 months
11,000 16,500 30-9-97
6096* 6096* 30-9-97

25,760**

the performance of private FSPs has fallen short of their
. Despite efforts by TRAI and the government, no revised
n furnished by them. Two options .exist as of now:

~~., Operator may fulfil the obligations in accordance with the
. . a certain time frame fixed by the Govt.for the purpose.

OR

Ri171U5U~ to provide the telephones as a "carrier of last resort" and
~~~_sr'.l3mrblyfor running the VPT service for period of the licence by the

..
other Service Providers like CMTS also have the means to

Rural DELs. CMTS already have their own backbone running
Indian territory and are capable of providing these DELs. NTP

c::i:D::::21;ed the participation of these Service Providers through a policy
-......---,.,.·dl~mbursing their shortfall in revenues through universal access levy.

universal service fund created by universal service levy to other
-.:=~=CC;;;Dt=rS would serve as incentive for them to provide universal service.

service, they would have the added advantage of enlarging their
in rural areas, which' eventually may become commercially
economy grows. However, this will mean modification in the=~~Iic:::::r::e condition, as they are not permitted to provide fixed telephones at
fore do not have any obligation for basic services. VPTs / rural
ligation of the BSO at present.
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KEY ISSUES

VPTs

Technology for VPT

1. Should a technology neutral approach be adopted for VPTs and the most cost
effective technology model in a given situation be considered for disbursement
from the Universal Service Fund i.e., a standard reference proxy model for a
given situation.

Existing FSPs

2. Number of uncovered villages in each area of operation of private FSPs were
given in Annex of tender enquiry documents and accordingly reflected in Annex.
III of license agreement. Evaluation criteria included weightage for the number
of VPTs to be installed in awarding the license for basic services. Now, in the
period between tender enquiry and signing of license agreements, some VPTs
have been provided by DOTIDTS. The issue to be considered is whether
DOTIDTS should be treated as a " Carrier of last resort" and compensated for
providing these VPTs? Next stage comes after signing of the license agreement,
number of VPTs are not provided as per the agreement and subsequently
DOTIDTS will provide these VPTs.

3. Should DOTIDTS be compensated as a carrier of last resort?

4. Can private FSPs be absolved of their responsibility of providing VPTs in view of
paid L.D. and Jor offered migration package or setting up of UAL fund?

5. If DOTIDTS was providing VPTs and getting compensated through long distance
revenue, then private FSP's either should pass on their compensation amount in
the form of increased revenue share for a limited period or should pass on these
benefits to consumer.

6. The policy of giving extra weightage to commitments obtained for VPTs from
prospective bidders while considering the grant of licence does not seem to have
succeeded. Should this be continued in the present or any other modified form?

7. Can it be considered that all VPTs may be provided by DTS with suitable
compensation from USF?
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Chapter 4

recognized that service usage pattern is riot uniform amongst the
are high calling while some others are low calling subscribers and-==-_~:c:x:rzj-::: number of DELs contribute to revenues above the commercially
the contributions from the rest are otherwise. Variations also exist
rural / remote .areas. The latter, expectedly, having comparatively

DEL but at the same time higher costs of provisioning. This has been
=-=~~4-,-,A~.In the absence of the obligations imposed for providing

lyon commercial considerations, an operator could deny service to
~=:e 'I:" •••eiemg customers even in urban areas, giving rise to cherry picking or

cepts

, the line AB shows the commercial reference level. The DELs
·enue Per User (ARPU) above AB are commercially attractive to an

r::.:::31~!lService Obligation, however, requires him to provide service to
::liRa::::;., ues from which, fall below AB. The slope in the line AB reflects the

m the capital investment and operating point of view) of providing
remote areas, where the ARPU is also generally lower.

DELs type by reveneue generation

usa requires
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uneconomic
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region aBD .

Figure 4-A:
Variation of Cost &
Revenue
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3. Pricing of basic services has been under a price cap regulation which does not
permit increase greater than RPL for rental & local call charges. Therefore, the
tariff for these two elements were kept below cost. Accordingly, development of
telecommunication network and universal service provision was based on cross
subsidies from long distance to local service and from urban to rural areas.
Universal service raises the issue of subsidy for provision of uneconomic
networks and services. In order to compensate for the shortfall in revenue owing
to the imposition of usa, one or more of the following subsidy options have been
employed the world over:

(i) Cross subsidies: Operators providing access, local and long distance
services cross subsidize their loss of revenue in access charges through
margins provided in long distance service charges.;

(ii) Mark up On Interconnect Charges: Fixed access providers are allowed
to make up for their loss through Interconnection charges taken from Long
Distance operators. Tying the payment of universal service contribution
(USC) to the interconnection charge could be a simple mechanism to operate
when there is only one universal service provider. Anyone, who buys
interconnection services should have to pay the USC, and there is no way to
impose USC on those who do not consume any interconnection services. It
could also encourage inefficient bypass of the network of the universal service
provider. This system becomes far more complicated when there are more
than one universal service provider, as it woul~ be the case in India.

(iii) Bundled and Unbundled Funding Mechanism: Operators providing
access are compensated for the losses incurred through a Universal Service
funding mechanism;

(iv) A combination of these.

'(v) Zero Subsidy: Generally. adopted when the network of universal service
provider is already well developed and the resources required for fulfilling the
usa do not cause undue strain. Normally for the success of no compensation
regime for usa, it needs to be considered carefully whether it would make
life difficult and unfair to the universal service provider? In a liberalized
market, although the incumbent operator may be in a better position to meet
the usa in terms of financial strength and network coverage, it would still
have to effectively compete with the new operators. If the scope of usa is
expanded, over time, to cover more sophisticated services, the requirement for
fair and adequate compensation would be felt even more.
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A Typical Telecom Access Network
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6. The generic revenue streams model that emerges is shown in Figure 4-C.

4. There is a need to unbundle the costs and revenue accruing from local, intra
circle, inter circle and international services for Rural DELs, Urban DELs and
VPTs in order to accurately quantify the usa requirement. A typical access
network: from User Network Interface (UNI) to the Service Node Interface (SNI),
is shown in figure 4-B.

5. Currently in India, the rental of the telephone line has been kept below cost.
Adequate margins have been provided in the long distance charges to meet this
deficit, generally called, access deficit, as well as, for the costs caused to access /
local service provider for providing long distance functionality, to be transferred
as access or carriage charge under an Interconnect agreement. The FSPs thus get a
share of the long distance' revenue on interconnection. The accounts need to be
separated for local and long distance services for working out access charges.
Besides this access deficit, owing to high operating costs of VPTs, rural I remote
DELs, low calling urban DELs, there is another element of deficit due to low call
revenues. The principle adopted is to compensate the access provider through the
mechanism of long distance service revenue sharing on interconnection for the
access deficit and causality costs, and the usa provider further getting
complementary support through the mechanism of universal access levy for the
DELs. As regards the VPTs, compensation is provided entirely from the UAL.
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Figure 4-C, clarifies the twin roles that the FSPs shall play Le., as Access providers
and USO providers. Compensation from USO fund would be on account of the
operator being a USO provider and not merely an access provider.
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4.2 Universal Service Fund

4.2.1. Composition ofthe Fund

7. The NTP'99 provides for raising of the resources for meeting the USO through a
Universal Access Levy, which is to be a percentage of the revenue earned by all
the operators under various licences. The levy so collected shall constitute the
Universal Service Fund. The reimbursements to the Service Providers for meeting
the USO shall be made from this fund. The costs of USO provision and the
revenue of the operators may vary each year depending upon technology, network
performance and market conditions. The percentage of the revenue share may,
therefore, also change accordingly. NTP 99 has laid down specific time bound
USO targets. Hence, it is first essential to estimate the cost of providing the
Universal Service in accordance with the targets stipulated by NTP 99. The size
of usa Fund will be determined by the reimbursement needs to compensate for
the loss incurred (shortfall in revenue) in usa provision by the Service Providers.
Unlike,' in certain ..other countries, where the Universal Service fund consists of
contributions from various operators, government grants, etc., the NTP 99
provides for no other inputs into the fund except through the imposition of
Universal Access Levy (UAL). UAL will have to be estimated for each year in
advance. Thereafter, after the expiry of the financial year, exact quantum of the
reimbursement will have to be decided.

4.2.2 Who will pay?

8. The contributions through UAL to the usa fund are to be made by all the
operators under various licences. The term 'all the operators under various
licences', taken in its literal sense shall include even resellers and other service
providers who operate as franchisees / sub franchisees / agents. However, it would
be too cumbersome to identify, maintain the records and monitor such service
providers. It would perhaps be more practical to levy such charges on the
licensees only, who in turn will indirectly pass on these charges to their resellers/
franchisees / sub franchisees / agents. In the USA, although the Telecom Act 96,
requires all service providers to contribute to the Universal Service Fund, in
practice, only the' Long D~stance Operators are required by FCC to make
contributions-tovthevUniversal Service Fund, since contributions from other
service provld~rs'are deemed to be included in the long distance lease charges, the
Long Distance Operators collect from them. The US Long Distance Operators,
generally known as, the Inter-exchange-Carriers (lXCs), collect the USF
contribution from the subscribers showing it as National Access contribution,
comprising "carrier line charge" and "universal connectivity charge" in their
regular bills, as a percentage of the billed amount (5%). In 1998, the contributions
to USF amounted to 4.9% of the gross revenues of all Long Distance Operators in
the USA.
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9. DOT in its reference has also sought the recommendation of TRAI on the class of
operators to Fund UAL. The NTP99 requires all operators to pay UAL.

4.2.3 Amount of Contribution to usa Fund

10. The total requirement of usa provision is to be met from the sum total of UAL
contribution from all operators. Depending upon the deficit (average cost -
average revenue) on national basis for provision of VPTs and rural DELs, the
usa fund requirement shall vary from year to year. Accordingly, the UAL
contribution as percentage of revenue, earned by operators under various licenses,
shall be calculated. The issues that arise are whether this percentage should be
same or different depending upon

o Physical location;

o Type of service provided.

and, what should be the criterion, if this percentage has to be different?

1. It is recognized that the cost of providing services and the revenues vary
depending on the physical location and the type of service. According to the
principle applied in present tariffs, rentals for access are below cost, and margins
exist in long distance charges to compensate the access deficit, which actually is
passed on to an access / local provider through long distance revenue sharing as
interconnect charges. For determining UAL percentage of revenue across
different service segments, the following options may be considered:

Option 1: Uniform %age UAL

12. A uniform percentage of levy is imposed on all the operators based on the
formula:-

Operator's eligible Revenue
%ageUALcontribution by Operator = •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_••••••_••• X USOFund
required Total of eligible Revenueof all the Operators

Option 2: Based on Elasticity of Demand: Ramsay Rule

3. According to Ramsey Pricing Rule, it we were to impose UAL on certain
services, it should be highest on such services, which people will continue to buy
anyway and low on those services, which are price sensitive. This method will
minimize the distorting effect of the levy. It has the advantage that the total
amount expected (coming from sectors with low elasticity of demand) would not
vary over the years and hence the chances of accruing deficits in the fund are less.
The disadvantages of this methodology are

a) Uneven distribution of usa responsibility across segments.

b) Estimation would be very difficult.
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As all telecommunication services are price sensitive, the application of this
methodology may not be considered.

Option 3: Based on profitability of a venture

14. All States of the Indian Union do not enjoy the same level of economy. This is also
evident from the revenues and operating ratios of various circles of DOT. The operating
ratios of various circles for the year 1997 - 98 are indicated in Table 4-A(Source: DOT ).

Table 4-A : Operating Ratio of DTS Circles

Operating Ratio of DTS circles
Circle (1997 - 98)
A&N 85.0

AP 42.9

Assam 72.8

Bihar 58.0

..Gujarat 45.2

Haryana 36.9

HP 74.5

JK 55.1

Karnataka 46.2

Kerala ·72.6

Maharashtra 48.3

MP 52.1

NE 90.6

Orissa 64.1

Punjab 34.0

Rajasthan 45.2

TN 47.1

UP(E) 77.6

UP(W) 43.0

WB 114.7

In this context, Operating Ratio means the ratio of operating expenditure to operational
revenue. Obviously, a higher operating ratio represents greater inefficiency. In the
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Circles, where the operating ratios are lower, more surplus is generated in comparison to
others. If the UAL percentages for different circles were to be related to the operating
ratios or amount of surpluses generated (with circles having lower operating ratio or
contributing higher UAL percentage), there wo:..•ld be no incentive for improving
efficiency, in fact, it would actually amount to rewarding inefficiency.

4.2.4 Eligible Operators
15. All Operators who provide VPTs, Rural/Remote DELs & loss making urban
telephones shall be eligible for reimbursement of shortfall in revenue, from the USO
Fund. The settlement will be done at the end of the year after completion of technical and
financial auditing of the claims, submitted by the operators. Cost of providing the service
depends to a large extent on technology, terrain, network status and other geographic /
demographic factors. There is likelihood that operators, in order to load their vacant
infrastructure, use USO as a means to recover costs. Reimbursements will be provided
only after ascertaining that the -technology used by the operator was the most cost
effective. The approach of a proxy model is suggested to determine the most cost
effective available technology option in a given situation and the same shall be used for
determining the claim. If service Provider deploys any other technology at a cost above
the cost determined for the proxy model, the Service provider will have to bear the excess
cost on his own.
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KEY ISSUES

1. Should the USF be used to compensate the access deficit caused due to
below cost rentals of rural DELs and low calling urban DELs as well as
lower call re:v:enues, or, the access deficit be compensated through

.. intereonficcr charges and only the deficit in operating costs compensated
by USF? In other words, whether interconnect charges be also an
instrument of subsidy to provide rural DELsand low calling urban DELs
as an alternative. to the USF or complementary to it?

2. What should be the definition of Eligible Revenue for the purpose of
UAL?

3. What class of operators should fund the UAL?

4. Whether the percentage contribution of UAL from different operators
providing different services be the same or different? If it should be
different, the criterion thereof?

5. Whether there should be a reference Proxy Model for evaluating the
claims of USO submitted by the eligible carriers?

••
6. Should adjustments be made for the reimbursement to DOT (DTS) of the

licence fee while considering their claim for payment from US Fund?
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Chapter 5

5.0 ASSESSMENT OF COST - APPROACHES AND METHODOLOGIES

1. As per NTP'99, the implementation of the Universal Service Obligation (USO)
would be undertaken by all fixed service providers, and other service providers will also
be encouraged to do so. A Universal Access Levy (UAL) will be imposed on all service
providers under various licenses, which will be a percentage of their gross (eligible)
revenues. The percentage is to be determined on the basis of estimation of the size of
fund (Universal Service Fund) required to compensate the universal service providers
for the shortfall in their revenues, and the aggregate of gross (eligible) revenues of all
service providers.

5.1 Net Universal Service Costing (NUSC) Methodologies

2. There are several approaches, for estimating NUSC. These approaches include:

• COSTING BASED ON A WELL DEFINED NETWORK SEGMENT

a. Individual VPTs & Rural! Remote DELs costs Approach;
b. High Cost Area Approach;
c. Avoidable Cost Approach;

• COSTING BASED ON COMPETITIVE BIDDING

• COSTING BASED ON NEGOTIATED BIDDING

• INCUMBENT'S! LICENSEE'S LIABILITY

• NORMATIVE METHOD

3. Approach and methodology used for costing have a great impact on Net Universal
Service Cost.

NETWORK SEGMENT COSTING

i) Individual VPTs & Rural! Remote DELs (National Average cost)

4. In this approach, individual VPT & Rural/Remote DELs are taken as cost centres.
Theoretically, this will be the most accurate method, but will require data for individual
costs and revenues for each VPT and Rural! Remote DEL for determining the NUSC.
Obviously, this method, that would involve maintenance and retrieval of huge data
commensurate with the number of VPTs and rural/remote DELs, to assess the costs
incurred and revenue generated, would be very' cumbersome, expensive and time
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consuming. In practice, average costs and revenues are considered for the purpose of
calculations. These averages can be at

a) SDCA or Local area level
b) LDCA or Secondary Switching Area level
c) Entire Service Area of BSO i.e., Circle Level

5. The above three levels. of averaging are in the decreasing order of accuracy. Smaller
the area, more accurate will be the results.

6. Preferably, the averages should be calculated at SDCA level to reflect the
. variation in demographic, geographic parameters and the spread of existing telecom
infrastructure, accurately. In case adequate data is not available at SDCA level, then
geographical averaging may have to be done at at LDCA level. This will simplify the
data acquisition and averaging procedure though at the cost of accuracy in comparison to
that of SDCA level. In case adequate data is not available for averaging at LDCA level, it
could be calculated at the Circle level.

7. In France, the telecom network is divided in 35 categories of local service areas,
on the basis of population density. Costs and revenues are allocated to each of the areas,
on the basis of information provided by France Telecom for its network as a whole. For
each local service area, there is a net cost if the costs incurred by the operator to cover the
area are greater than the income generated in that area.

8. In Indian conditions, there will be a wide variation between cost & revenue of
telecommunication services in different region depending upon various demographic,
existing telecom infrastructure etc. Practically, it may not be economical & feasible to
calculate NUSC seaparately for each region at SDCA level. Like in France, in the Indian
Telecom Network, the SDCAs can be divided into various categories based on existing
telecom network, population density, terrain features and other demographic factors. The
net cost as mentioned above can be calculated for these categories of SDCAs and the
NUSC can be estimated accordingly. Currently the data may not be available at SDCA
level to do these calculation but further annual review of NUSC should be done on this
basis.

9. The NUSC can be worked out by netting off the average annual revenue from the
Annual usa cost.

Net Universal Service Cost = USO Cost - Revenue generated

ii) Network Segmentation Approach

High Cost Area Approach

10. In this approach, each SDCA can be considered as a separate cost and revenue
center. A proxy cost model, based on forward looking costs, for calculating the future
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cost of serving a particular SDCA is to be developed and a Service Provider would be
eligible to get support only when the cost of providing Universal service, as measured by
the proxy model, shall exceed a certain prefixed benchmark. This benchmark can be
fixed at a level higher than the national average cost of providing usa. The forward
looking mechanism uses a single national cost benchmark against which a Service
Provider's forward looking costs are compared to determine their need for support. For
example, in USA, where this practice is followed, if a Service Provider's forward looking
cost of providing Service exceeds 135% of the national average cost per line, the high
cost support mechanism would provide support to those areas that exceed this
benchmark.

Avoidable Cost Approach

11. This approach is based on Net Cost Areas (NCA). NCAs are areas, which are
considered to be loss making and are so classified in the beginning of each year. The
NUSC, in this approach, is the amount by which avoidable costs exceed the revenue
foregone in serving NCAs. The following formula applies:

NUSC =Avoidable Cost - Revenue Foregone.

Avoidable Costs

12. Broadly speaking, avoidable costs are amounts of operating costs, depreciation and
opportunity cost of capital that would have been avoided, if service were not supplied to
~CAs during the financial year.

13. This approach is practiced in Australia.

The NUSC is sensitive to changes in the

• Opportunity cost of capital;
• technology selection;
• technology costs.

Opportunity Cost of Capital

14. The opportunity cost of capital is used to measure the return required from a project,
given the expected rate of return from projects with similar risk characteristics. It is
commonly known as Weighted Average Cost of Capital or WACC. The formula
used for calculating pre tax WACC is:

Pre Tax WACC =
Re E

--------------- )( ----
I-T(1-y) V

D
+ Rd X ----------

V

;'here
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~e
Rm'-Rf

Risk free rate of return
Equity beta
market risk premium

Re Required rate of return on equity after company tax
Rd Pre tax average cost of debt
T Corporate Tax
y Imputation factor
E Market value of equity
D Market value of debt
V=D+E.

Further,
Re = Rf + ~e (Rm- Rf)
where
Rm
Rf

Market risk .

15.· Under the avoidable cost determination, one of the avoidable costs is the cost of
assets used in meeting the usa in the net loss areas, and those assets are to be valued on
a basis that a fully optimised network is installed each year i.e., the technology used is the
most cost efficient.

Technology Selection

16. While determining the cost of technology, one of the most important parameters
used is the relevant date of its selection. This is the date at which the technology is
theoretically, selected, installed and costed. The principles for selecting technology
include

a) Availability of technology;
b) Suitability of technology in terms of its proven acceptance, robustness, non

obsolescence, terrain compatibility, network integration and supplier support;
c) Conformance to existing national/international standards

17. In Australia, following tests Were applied for declaring whether the technology is
suitabl~ as a basis for NUSC (1997 - 1998):

a) was the technology forward looking as of 1st July 1997; and if so
b) was that technology potentially the least cost option insome of the NCAs.

18. ACA, the regulator considered Cable, WLL, Point to Multi Point Microwave and
satellite solutions to be suitable forward looking technologies for 1997 -98. GSM
technology was rejected on the basis that the Codec available then did not conform to the
Australian Standard. However, with the augmentation of EFR codec, GSM has been
included for the year 1998 -99. Further, aerial cable was rejected on account of higher
maintenance costs.
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Technology Costs

-19. The cost of technology includes
1. Installed costs of switches, junctions, cable, WLL, point - to - multi point

microwave, satellite, payphones etc.;
2. Depreciation model and rates to be used for these technologies
3. Relevant Operating expenses technology wise.

20. ACA, has defined operating expenses as "any and all costs, which are a direct result
of providing telecommunications service, and are expensed ( or 'written off') for tax and!
or book purposes in the year in which they occur". These include;

• Costs resulting from customer demand activity occurring in the depot (e.g.
installing a cross connect) or a central or regional location (e.g. repair call
answering)

• All other costs that are not directly related to customer demand occurring in the
depot (e.g. land and building maintenance) or at a central or regional location .
(e.g. directory publishing)

Revenue Foregone'

21. Revenue foregone means an amount equal to so much of the revenue earned by
the operator during that financial year as it is reasonable to expect that the person would
not have earned during the financial year if the operator had not supplied services to net
cost areas during that financial year.

22. A basic principle for inclusion of the revenue in revenue foregone category is that
there should be an established relationship between the usa, DELs, and the revenue
received.

23. The revenue foregone is calculated as the sum of all revenues earned as a result of
service being supplied in the NCAs. Revenue will be made up of Revenue earned from
outgoing calls, revenue earned for calls coming into the NCAs, corrected for calls
placed between NCAs in order to avoid double counting of the revenue.

24. The revenue components include

1. Local call revenue
2. Long distance originating revenue
3. Long distance between NCAs
4. International
5. Mobile related
6. Payphones
7. Access Revenue

~SA for 1977 - 98, Australian Communications Authority, October, 1999
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8. Others like operator assisted revenue, yellow pages revenue, discounts,
ISP revenue

COMPETITIVE BIDDING

25. In addition to the above, Australia also includes long distance terminating charges
to the above category as this has a relationship with the DELs to be provided under USO-
usa DEL. If this concept of terminating charges is applied in India too, it is likely that
most of the usa DELs would become profit making. This is a subject of future
consideration in the Indian context.

26. Another methodology for determining usa subsidy, is the bidding process.
Under this methodology, an operator may be selected for providing VPTs through open
competitive bidding. The lowest bidder shall be selected and financing for meeting the
usa of providing VPTs should be met through the usa Fund made up by the universal
access levy. However, it cannot be done at the national level i.e. only one operator to be
given the responsibility of providing usa all over the country. It will have to be
LDCAlSDCA level.

27. However, in the present Indian scenario, operators have been licensed to operate
in a given geographical area, a Circle. Hence, the number .of operators eligible to
participate in the open competitive bidding would be limited to DoT, private basic
operator holding a licence for that Circle and other service providers such as CMTS
operators operating in the Circle, since NTP 1999 encourages other service providers to
participate in USO. A new operator for providing only VPTs will not have the
competitive edge, besides license complexities, the restriction on number of participants
in the open competitive bidding would also have the effect of limiting competition.

28. Chile is a good example of this methodology. Universal Service program in Chile
is founded on market principles through a competitive tendering process. The policy is to .
provide direct subsidies where market incentives are.insufficient to satisfy the needs for
Basic Telecommunications.

29. In Chile, each year a list of projects is drawn, which.allow for the fulfilment of
community request for public payphone services in a cost effective manner. The
projects are then evaluated in order to estimate the amount of subsidy required by the
private sector in implementing them. Within the budget for subsidies, a portfolio of
projects is then selected to maximise the achievement of social goals. The selected
projects are then granted, through a public bidding to the enterprises, which requires the
lowest levels of subsidy. For each project the enterprise can decide freely on the
technology to be adopted, which must be specified in the bidding document. Both the
fixed line and Mobile operators are allowed to participate in the. bidding process. The
subsidy amount is granted only after successful completion of the project. The subsidy is
given from Telecom Development Fund (TDF). This in effect means that the subsidy is
direct and is funded from all tax payers.
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NEGOTIATED BIDS

Recognising funding support and encouragement for Universal Service under NTP 99,
some NGOs or Private sector may undertake to provide basic telecom services to rural!
remote areas on conditions, which may be negotiated with the licensor on case-to-case
basis.

INCUMBENT'S / LICENSEES LIABILITY

30. In the UK, the provision of Universal Service is the liability of the incumbent i.e.,
British Telecom. In 1997, Oftel, the regulator, decided that BT does not bear undue
burden as a national Universal service Provider. While assessing the costs of serving the

• Uneconomic customers even in profitable areas;
• Uneconomic areas; and
• Uneconomic public call boxes,

31. Oftel estimated the aimual usa cost as 44 - 65 Million Pounds. Then, it assessed
that BT had the following benefits as the Universal service Provider:

• Ubiquity (i.e., the increased likelihood of winning the custom of people who
move out of uneconomic areas to economic areas)

• Life cycle benefits (the increased likelihood of retaining profitable customers
who have been served when they were unprofitable)

• Brand image as it is seen to serve the community.

32. These benefits when converted into monetary terms ranged between 102 - 151
Million pounds. Therefore, BT was not granted any support for the purpose. However,
a review of the policy has been undertaken in 1999 wherein Oftel, is of the view that
the estimates of benefits have been on the higher side. The Policy is currently under
review. This methodology is not applicable to India as the level of telephone
penetration, teledensity, size of the nation and the usa liability is very different from
that of UK. Further, from the example of UK; it can be learnt that such estimations of
benefit are not likely to be accurate enough. In Japan too, the liability of usa is on the
incumbent. It was not until mid 1990s that both the government and NTT raised the
concern about the need for a mechanism to ensure the provision of Universal Service. A
study group in the Ministry of Post and Telecommunication is dealing with the subject.

NORMATIVE METHOD
· -.

33. In this method, a certain amount may be fixed for payment as compensation for
loss incurred by a service provider for each new VPT installed; the amount could be
predetermined and set by the TRAI each year by considering all other related aspects,
viz., capital cost of installation, operating expenses, etc., and assuming that the most
cost effective technology is employed for typical areas, viz., ordinary, backward,
remote, hilly, tribal, mountainous, difficult terrain etc.
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34. The usa funding could be made to the concerned service providers on the basis
of normated estimates of capital and operational expenditure.

35. The basis for fixing the normative values shall be to link them as closely as
possible to the actual costs. Therefore, the normated estimates of capital and :
operational expenditure shall be made for various technological options for application
in different areas as may be classified. As far as the revenue from VPTs is concerned,
it can be broadly linked to the income level of a state and all those states, which have
the per capita income, lower than the national average should be compensated
additionally. "

36. The normative method is simple in concept but could be quite complex in
implementation. Also, the sustainability of VPTs may eventually become the
responsibility of the administrator of the usa fund.

Replacement cost

37. Some times, the asset is to be replaced prematurely either due to its poor
performance or unavailability of spares or because of a phase out policy programme.
It has been observed that performance of existing analogue MARR systems has "not
been satisfactory. Simultaneously with providing reliable transmission media to
connect .rural / remote areas to the national backbone network as envisaged in NTP
99, it may be necessary that these systems are replaced either with Digital MARR or
overhead lines, the latter if only a few spans are needed. Since, the definite schedule
of replacement of these MARRs is not known, it is difficult to take into account the
replacement cost of existing MARR systems in various cost methodologies discussed
in this paper. It has also been observed that VPTs with STD facility are really not
uneconomic. For, the VPTs and Rural DELs that continue to function through out the
asset life period as envisaged, replacement cost has already been provided through the
capital recovery, which has the element of depreciation for this purpose.

S.2 Revenue Assessment and Accounting Separation

38. While estimating, the usa fund requirement for VPTs, Rural DELs / Remote
DELs, low calling urban DELs, assumptions had to be made in the absence of exact
data from Service Providers. Service Providers do not have the' break up of local and
long distance revenues collected by them possibly due to not having the necessary
service specific accounting systems in place. This has been one of the major
bottlenecks in exactly estimating the usa fund.

39. It is necessary to have the revenue break up (local/STD /ISD) from VPTs,
Rural DELs / Remote DELs and low calling urban DELs. Data from all FSPs would
be required in a standardised format. A typical format i.e. Universal Service
Provider/Contributor Worksheet is placed at Annexure 5-A which desires above said
revenue breakup from FSPs as well as other service providers.
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5.3 NTP 99 VPT Targets

40. Shared access is provided via Village Public Telephones (VPTs) in rural areas.
The National Telecom Policy (NTP) envisages a minimum of one Public telephone in
every village of the country by 2002. In order to meet the targets of NTP 99, DoT has
chalked out a Roll-out plan for the period 2000 - 2001 and 2001-02. This plan contains
the number of VPTs to be provided by DTS and the Private sector operators. DOT is
providing all the VPTs in Circles other than those where BSOs have obligation to do
so. The commitment as per the Rollout plan is given in Table 5-A.

Table 5-A: YPT Roll out

I

tyPT Prior to 98 98-99 99-00 2000-01 2001- 02 :
!

Targets
DOT 45000 45136 85509 91529
Private 16755 23119 27912 27924
Total 61755 68255 113421 119453

Achieved
DOT 37058 33965
Private Nil 12
Total. 37058 33977

Cumulative
Total 303582 340640 374617 488038 607491

Source: DOT, Other private FSPs

The Annual Cost and Revenue for VPTs have been calculated based on the above data.

5.4 USOCost for VPT

5.4.1 Capital Cost

41. The cost of VPT depends upon the. terrain and technology deployed. The
technology wise break up of VPTs as on 31.3.2000 is as follows:

Technology No.ofVPTs % Share
A-MARR 211313 56%
Landline 163167 44%
Satellite 15 0%
CDOT 35 0%
WLL 87 0%

374617 100%
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Technology
Wireline
Wireless

No.ofVPTs
76760
100278

42. The performance of analog MARR, in the network, has been observed to be not
very satisfactory. Digital technologies like Digital MARR, WLL etc. are likely to be
deployed in the near future. As the deployment of new technology increases, the cost
per line is expected to decline owing to economy of scale and technological
developments.

43. The villages covered so far. are those that had relatively less difficulties of
physical access. Most of the VPTs yet to installed are in far flung areas and due to
difficult accessibility and unavailability of network connectivity, the costs of
provisioning are likely to be higher. The factors affecting the capital cost for
installing a VPT vary significantly depending on geographic and demographic
factors, existing telecom infrastructure and technology employed.

44. The capital cost estimates range between Rs. 18,000 to Rs. 2,00,000 per VPT.
The estimate of Rs. 18,000 per VPT is on account of providing aVPT through GSM
technology by a CMTS provider in an area where the mobile network has already
been established. Thisonly includesthe incremental cost of providing a VPT (mainly
comprising of the cost of a handset and relevant directly attributable incremental cost
of the system).

45. The Wireline & Wireless technology break up for new VPTs to be provided in
the year 2000-01 and 2001-02 by DTS is given below:

As estimated above, the cost of VPT through GSM technology by a CMTS
provider may be Rs. 18000/- but depending upon the availability of base station
coverage and distribution of subscriber in coverage area, the cost may go up
also.

46. Further, DOT in a recent communication has stated that the average cost of
providing a MARR may be taken as Rs 1.1 lakh while that of a landline may be
taken as Rs 1.5 lakhs. Some of the Private operators have given an estimate of
Rs 2 lakhs. The average cost of providing a VPT as indicated by some of the
DTS circles is given in Table-5-B :
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SSA (Circle) Wireline MARR
Capital Annual Capital Annual
expenditure recurring expenditure recurring

expense expense
Average from Trichy, 55,000 NA 100,000 NA
Salem, Madurai,
Tirunelveli & Thanjavur
(Tamil Nadu)
Salem (Tamil Nadu) 55,000 1,800 (3.27%) 130,000 18,000 (13.8%)
Trichy (Tamil Nadu) 33,650 for 4,800 131,385 10,800

each km (4.75% for 3 (8.22%)
distance from Kms)
the exchange

UP(west) 25510 per Km 10000 154388 6200
(Uttarkashi) (13%) (4%)
Emakulam 50000 5852

(11.7%)
Punjab 32476 1883 68250 5644

(5.79%) (8.26%)
Rajasthan 33,560 for NA 62,784 NA

each km
distance from
the exchange

Table 5-B: Estimates ofVPT cost

47. These estimates suggest a wide range of capital costs. The perspective plan of DOT has
considered an average cost of Rs 75,000 for each VPT. DOT RD Cell report has considered a eo (
of Rs 91,000 . Therefore, for the purpose of .determining the USO cost on account of VPTs, the
average cost of existing VPTs has been taken as Rs 75000. For the proposed VPTs, the costs are
likely to vary because of the technological advancement on one hand and remoteness of left over
villages on the other. It is, therefore, pertinent to consider a range of costs between Rs 50, 000 and
Rs 1 lakh for the proposed VPTs and then estimate the implication of these variations on the usa
Fund.

Estimate A: Rs 50,000
Estimate B: Rs 75,000
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Estimate C: Rs 100,000

48. In Bangladesh, Grameen Telecom is using Cellular technology for its Village Pay
Phones (VPP) project. It costs less than half of fixed line cost. This scheme has proved to
.be very Successful to provide rural telecom system in Bangladesh.

5.4.2 Capital recovery

49. The lump sum capital investment has to be converted into equivalent annual
expenditure amounts. This amount depends upon, inter alia, the ratio of debt to equity,
rate of interest on debt and return on equity, and the depreciation period. Depreciation is
conceptually analogous to repayment of the principal of a loan.

50. To estimate annual cost of capital, the following parameters are taken:

Return on equity
Depreciation. (Straight line)
Debt to equity ratio
Interest on debt

20%
10%
1:1
14 to 16%

51. With the above parameters, the annual recurring expenditure on the capital
investment would be about 24%. DTS in their letter dated 31-5-2000, mentioned that for
the time being annual cost of capital may be considered @ 22% of capital investment.
Considering the above, the annual recurring expenditure is estimated @ 22% and 24% of
capital investment

52. To this, the expense for operations and maintenance need to be added to obtain the
overall annual cost stream.

Replacement Cost.

53. The VPTs and Rural/Remote DELs become due for replacement on age cum
condition basis. The issue under consideration is how the replacement cost should be
taken into account while calculating the net universal service cost. The capital recovery
provided to the operator has a depreciation component, which is actually in the hands of
the operator for funding the replacement. Therefore, no separate replacement cost needs
to be provided through usa. However, the operating expenses for replaced VPTs will
continue to be provided, at current costs, as subsequently explained in the next section.

5.4.3 Operating expenses recovery

54. The operating expenses are incurred for maintenance of an existing service. This
includes Cost of O&M staff, tools and plants for maintenance and maintenance spares.
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55. The estimates received from. the circles have been compiled in Table 5-B. The
average operating expense, in case of wireline VPT is 8%, whilethat of MARR is around
9% of capital cost. The weighted operating expense for the current distribution of MARR
(56%) and Landline (44%), works out to 8.56%. the operating expenses for wireline
VPTs, as shown in Table 5-B above varies between 3% to 13% and the same for MARR
varies from 4% to 13.8%. By varying the operating expenses of wireline and MARR
within the range given in table 5-B , the opex lies between 8% and 12%. In case, existing
MARR due to their poor reliability and maintenance are replaced either with digital
MARR or with landlines, the operating expenses will come down. A study by ICICI has
estimated OPEX as 10% of capital cost. Taking all the above factors into account,
operating expenses has been taken as 10% and sensitivity analysis has been done for 8%
& 12% Opex. DTS in their letter dated 31-5-2000 has indicated operation &
maintenance charges @ 12%.

5.4.4 Revenue for VPTs

56. Revenue Per VPT (RPV) has been calculated based on the random sample data
collected from different circles. .

57. The sample data considered for calculations has been obtained from the following
sources: •

(1) Initially, a study on US02, based on data received from DOT for a sample of
Vl'Ts in 10 SSAs. This data has been included in our analysis.

(2) Subsequently, information has been received form Haryana, Madhya Pradesh,
Tamilnadu, Karnataka, Bihar and Rajasthan circles in respect of revenue
generated from STD & NSTD VPTs employing MARR and OIR lines. It may
be noted that data on revenue received from Madhya Pradesh appeared to. be
significantly lower and hence considering that to be an exception, it has been
excluded while calculating the Revenue Per VPT.

(3) Bharti Telnet has reported an average revenue of Rs 216/- per VPT.

58. The total sample size considered for the calculation is as follows:

Sample size of VPTs

59. The total No. of VPTs as on 31st March, 2000 is 374617. A sample of 38411 VPTs
has been taken, which is around 10 % of total number of VPTs. Circle wise details of the
samples are given below. It can be observed that the sample size is not only sufficient but
is also spread over various circles.

2 ICICI study for TRAI
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Sample VPTs - Sample VPTs - Total
Circle Non -STD STD sample

~CICI' sample covering 10 SSAs 87 6 93
Rajasthan 18110 0 18110
lBihar 44 14 58
lHaryana 1247 0 1247
[I'amilnadu 27 0 27
Karnataka 18876 0 18876
tweighted Average 38391 20 38411

60. Based on the above sample data the analysis has been carried out. The following
factors have been considered:

(1) Technology mix - MARR and O/R
(2) STD to NSTD mix - Ratio of VPTs with STD and without STD

Technology Mix

61. Although revenue generation pattern should be independent of the technology, it has
been observed that because of poor reliability of MARR (higher downtime) the revenue
generated from MARR based VPTs are lower. Therefore; we have applied the ratio of
MARR to OIH VPTs on the sample data to arrive at the average revenue estimates.

STD to NSTD Mix

62. There is a significant variation in the revenue generated from VPTs with and without
STD facility. The ratio of STD and NSTD VPTs considered for arriving at the average
RPL has been considered as 7: 93. As more STD VPTsare likely to be installed in future,
NUSC has been estimated by varying this ratio to 85:15 in 2000 - 20001 and.to 70:30 in
2001:2002. .

Calculation of Revenue per VPT

63. Considering the above factors and the actual data provided, the weighted average of
gross Revenue per VPT works out to Rs. 265 per month. The average revenue estimate
provided by Bharti Telnet is Rs 216 (average of 12 nos. of VPTs). The details are given
in Table 5-C. From this table it can be seen that average revenue for STD VPT is more
than four times the average RPL of Non STD VPT. It implies that there is substantial
revenue earning potential even in VPTs if STD facility is provided. Some of the factors
for the low ratio of STD to NSTD VPTs have been observed to be the following:

• lack of reliable transmission medium

STD facility is not available in all exchanges in rural areas at present

high security deposit for providing the STD facility by the franchisee

•
•
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• high cost of call loggers, in the absence of which, billing disputes arise

• technological limitation of 2/15 MARR systems which results in poor
call completion rate

64. Apart from the above factors, one additional reason which is a limiting factor on the
growth of STD VPTs in DOT is the requirement of depositing of the collected amount in
treasury which are only located in District Headquarters/major centres. A delay in
depositing the amount results in disconnection of VPTs. A non-functional VPT does not
earn any revenue.

Table 5-C: Average RPL calculations for VPT

!Overall average ~STD Average ~TD Average Gross
~os. Monthly RPL ~os. Monthly Monthly

RPL [RPL
CIC!' sample covering
various Circles . 87 139 6 6051
Rajasthan 18110 59 NA 0
Bihar 44 116 14 1629
Haryana . 1247 86 0 0
Tamilnadu 27 265 0 0
Kamataka 18876 63 0 0
Weighted Average 38391 62 20 2956 265

If the percentage of NSTD:STD increases from 93:7 currently to 85:15 in 2000-01 and
70:30 in 2001-02, the average Gross monthly revenue per VPT would change from
Rs.265 to Rs.593 in 2000-01 and to Rs.930 in 2001-02.

65. Therefore, average revenue of Rs 265 per month per VPT has been considered for
arriving at the usa requirements, on account of VPTs. 25% commission is paid to VPT
operator, therefore, net revenue with operator is Rs 168 per month per VPT. Three
options exist:

1. No commission to be reimbursed from usa fund. It means total VPT revenue
to be taken into account while calculating the NUSC. This option may reduce
the incentive for a franchisee for providing VPT service;

2. The total commission to be reimbursed from usa fund. In this case; an
operator may fix up higher commission charges and pass on this money to its
own franchisee or subsidiary company. This will result in increase of burden
on and bypass of usa fund;
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3; A cap may be fixed on the commission say, 25%, which will be reimbursed
from usa fund. If an operator desires to pay more commission, then that
should be done from his own profit. .

Average monthly RPL for non STD VPT as given in the table above is RS. 62/- which
works out to be RS. 744/- on per annum basis. This is based on a sample of 38391 VPTs
spread in various circles. DTS data received on 2-6-2000 indicates it to be RS 636/- per
annum. Since sample size taken in the paper is more than 10% of non STD VPTs, in DTS
data sample size is not given, therefore average revenue for non STD VPT is taken as Rs.
744/- per annum. .

5.4.5 Net Universal Service Cost (NUSC)

66. As explained above, average unit cost of VPT and average Revenue have been
calculated on the basis of sample data available from various sources. For the
sake of convenience, the average VPT cost, capital recovery, operating expenses
and average revenue are summarized in the table given below:

Parameter Values considered for calculation
Average Capital cost
Pre NTP 1999 VPTs Rs 75,000

Post NTP 1999 VPTs Rs 50,000, Rs 75,000 and Rs 1,00,000

Capital Recovery 22%,24%
Operating expenses 8%, 10% and 12%
Average revenue per line Rs 265 (no commission)

Rs 168 (after 37.5% commission)

67. In this costing methodology, the Net Universal Service Cost has been worked out by
netting off the average annual revenue from the Annual uso cost.

Net Universal Service Cost = usa Cost - Revenue generated from VPTs

Step 1 - Computation of the usa cost towards capital and operational
expenditure (a) ,

. Step 2 - Computation of the revenue generated (b)

Step 3 - Computation of the NUSC.
I
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Net Universal Service cost on account of VPTs

68. The USO cost on account of VPTs, consists of two elements i.e., capital recovery .
and operational expenditure. Following cost models have been considered for capital
recovery and Operating expenses recovery;

Model 1: Only operational expenditure is considered in the USO cost
for allVPTs

69. In this model, it has been considered that the capital expenditure on the VPTs will
be recovered through the surplus that is generated through the long distance revenue. This
is substantiated as all-the operators are providing long distance services in their area of
operation, either on an intra circle level or on a national level and are thus having surplus,
.originally mooted for this purpose while determining the long distance tariffs. Therefore,
USO will compensate for only that portion 'of revenue loss, which the operator incurs
purely on account of the low revenue pattern of VPTs. The cost model diagram is given
below: .

X
%age Opex

Net Universal
Service Cost

(NUSC) for VPTs =
Annual USO cost of

VPTs Rs 75000
Total

Revenue
ofSP

from VPT

70. However, in an access charge regime, if it were there, this model may have a
major deficiency. In the access charge regime, the long distance interconnection
revenue shall compensate for the deficit on account of access only, which is the

. difference between access cost and rental received. In the case of VPT, as there is
no rental, this model will not be applicable, but it would for the rural DELs.

71. The capital cost of pre NTP 99VPTs, as already explained, has been found to vary
in the range of Rs 50000 to Rs 100000. However, in order to simplify the
calculations the cost are VPTs has been taken as Rs 75000. Sensitivity analysis has
been done by varying the cost to Rs 50,000 on the lower side and Rs 1,00,000 on
the higher side for VPTs only. Similarly, for reasons given above, operating
expenses @ 10% has been taken in calculations and sensitivity analysis has been
done by varying it to 8% on lower side and 12% on the higher side. The detailed
calculations are given in Annexure 5-B.
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· 72. The summary of Net Universal service Cost using this model is given in the.
Table -5-0 below:

Table 5-D: Summary of usa calculations for VPT Modell

Modell
Summary of NUSC Requirement

lCapital Cost I 1999 - 2000 2000 - 2001 2001 - 2002

Capital cost ofpreNTP 99 VPT taken as Rs 75000.

Opex has been taken as 10%and sensitivity analysis has been carried out for 8%
and 12%.

lCapital
Post 99 VPT [Recovery ppex NUSC (in Rs Crores)

8% 98.8 108.1 117.9
10% 153.3 174.0 195.7

50000 0% 12% 207.8 239.8 .273.5
8% 105.6 146.7 189.9
10% 161.8 222.2 285;7

75000 0% 12% 218.0 297.6 381.5
8% 112.4 167.1 224.7
10% 170.3 247.7 329.1

100000 0% 12% 228.2 328.2 433.6

NUSC variation due to change in ratio of non STD and STD VPTs in the
year 2000-2001 and 2001-2002 is given in the following tables:
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*The ratio of non STD to STD VPTs in the year 2000-2001 is estimated 85: 15
** The same ratio in 2001-2002 is estimated to be 70:30

Model 2
,

For VPTs existing prior to NTP 99:

ll: 73. Recovery towards only the operational expenditure

;" For VPTs installed after NTP 1999:

~; 74. Recovery towards both the capital and operational expenditure

75. The. rationale behind considering Model 2 is that the NTP-1999 shall
cover the activities undertaken henceforth i.e. from 1999 onwards. Also
investments made in the past by DoT have been made out of the surplus generated
by DoT when it was the only telecom services provider in the country. Therefore
the recovery of capital should not be compensated from the usa fund for the
VPTs installed prior to the NTP 1999. However, since DoT would have to incur
annual operational expenditure on already installed VPTs to maintain service, it
needs to be compensated to the extent the annual operational expenditure, which
is not met by the revenue generated from these VPTs. For VPTs installed in post
99 period, both capital recovery and operating expenses have to be compensated
from usa fund in accordance with NTP 99. The tariff revision exercise of TRAI
shall take this into account so that operators do not get double compensation both
from usa fund as well as the margins in tariffs for compensating access deficit.

76. The cost model diagram is given below:
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use cost
NUSC use cost of of post Total
for pre NTP 99

+ NTP99 Revenue
VPTs VPTs VPTs of SP(Rs 75000) * from*

·Opex
(capex + VPTs
apex)

77. The Capital cost of VPT and operating expenses has been taken as explained in
Model 1 .above. The capital recovery has been taken into account at the rate of 22%
and 24%. Working with the figures of costs and revenue discussed earlier, the cost of
usa forVPTs has been estimated and is summarised in the Table-5-E

78. The summary of Net Universal service Cost using this model is given in the
Table 5-E below:

Table 5-E: Summary of uso calculations for VPT Model 2

Summary of NUSC Requirement
Capital Cost 1999 - 2000 12000- 2001 ]2001 - 2002 I
Pre 99 VPT 75000 I
Post 99 VPT lCapital Recovery Opex NUSC (in Rs Crores)

8% 139.6 285.0 438.2
10% 194.1 350.9 515.9

24% 12% 248.6 416.7 593.7
8% 136.2 270.3 411.5
10% 190.7 336.1 489.3

50000 22% 12% 245.2 402.0 567.0
8% 166.8 439.2 726.2
10% 223.0 514.7 821.<J

24% 12% 279.2 590.2 917.7
8% 161.7 414.9 681.5
10% 217.9 490.3 777.3

75000 22% 12% 274.1 565.8 873.0
8% 194.0 520.<J 865.1
10% 251.9 601.4 969.6

24% 12% 309.8 682.0 1074.1
8% 187.2 491.4 811.8
10% 245.1 572.0 916.~

100000 22% 12% 303 ..<J 652.5 1020.7

79. The detailed work sheets for both the Models are placed at Annexure 5-B & 5-C
respectively.
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80. The above models suggest an approach to work out Net Universal service Cost
. estimates. These figures should be calculated every year based on actual data and
it is also suggested that averaging of cost and revenue should be done at Circle
level as explained earlier. The impact of increase in NSTD:STD ratio from 93:7 to
85:15 in 2000-01 to 70:30 in 2001-02 is tabulated below:

Model 2
Summary of NUSC Requirement Change in nonSTD and STD VPTs ratio

ist 1999 - 2000 12000 - 2001 12001 - 2002 I 1999 - 2000 ~OOO- 2001 * ~001 - 2002**
'T 75000 I
PT ~apita1 Recovery ppex NUSC (in Rs Crores) NUSC (in Rs Crores)

89< 139.6 285.0 438.2 139.6 240.4 298.2
10% 194.1 350.9 515.9 194.1 306." 376.0

24% 12% 248.6 416.7 593.7 248.6 372.1 453.8
8% 136.2 270.3 411.5 136." 225.6 271.5

.10% 190.7 336.1 489.3 190.7 291.'; 349.3
1000 22% 12% 245.2 402.0 567.0 245.1 357.3 427.1

8% 166.8 ·439.2 726.2 166.8 394.6 586.2
. 10% 223.0 514.7 821.9 223.0 470.1 682.0

24% 12% 279.2 590.2 917.7 279.2 545.5 777.8
8% 161.7 414.9 681.5 161.7 370.2 541.5

10% 217.9 490.3 777.3 217.9 445.7 637.3
;000. 22% 12% 274.1 565.8 873.0 274.1 521.2 733.1

8% 194.0 520.9 . 865.1 194.0 476.2 725.2
10% 2'51.9 601.4 969.6 251.9 556.8 829.c

24% 12% 309.8 682.0 1074.1 309.8 637.4 934.1
8% 187." 491.4 811.8 187.2 446.7 671.8
10% 245.1 572.C 916.~ 245.1 527.3 776.3

0000 22% 12% 303.0 652.5 1020.7 303.0 607.9 880.7

o *The ratio of non STD to STD VPTs in the year 2000-2001 is estimated 85: 15
** The same ratio in 2001-2002 is estimated to be 70:30

5.5 USO cost for Rural DELs

81. Rural DELs are telephone connections provided on ownership basis in the rural
areas. It is differeqt from VPT in the sense that for Rural DELs, a subscriber pays a
fixed rental as against a VPT, which is a public payphone. The total number of Rural
DELs as on 31.03.2000 is 4417624.

5.5.1. Number of Rural DELs

82. The exact number of rural DELs for the year 1996 to 2000 has been taken from
the information provided by DoT. The percentage of rural DEL has been observed to
be 16.5 per cent of total DELs for the period 1996 to 2000. Assuming the same ratio
for Rural DELs to Total number of DELs, the number of rural DELs from 1987 to
1994 has been estimated for each year. The future projection of rural DELs has been
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based on the targets set by NTP 99. The targets laid down by NTP 99 stipulates that
the telephone density should reach 7% by 2005 and shall be 15% by2010 and target
for Rural Tele - density is 4% by the year 2010. The number of DELs required to
meet the teledensity targets will depend upon the population of the country in the year
2005 and 2010. 1991 Census has projected the population till 2010.

83. These details have been worked out in Table 3-C of Chapter 3 where number of
rural DELs have been calculated to achieve these targets ofNTP 99.

5.5.2 Capital Cost:

84. The capital investment on local network is available for the year 1992 to 1998
from DoT. From this investment and the number of DELs installed in each year the
average capital cost per DEL can be calculated. From the sample estimates of SSAs
of DOT and the estimates provided by private operators, the average cost of rural
DEL comes to 40% higher than urban DEL cost.

Cost per Rural DEL

Available data: Cost per DEL and Number of Rural DELs as explained above.

85. The mathematical expression for calculating cost of Rural DEL is as follows:

Cu X Du + Cr X Dr = C X D (i)

where,
D
Dr
Du
C
Cr
Cu

Total Number of DELs
Number of Rural DELs
Number of Urban DELs
Avg Cost per DEL
Avg Cost per Rural DEL
Avg Cost per Urban DEL

Cost of an Urban DEL on an average is equal to 1.4 times Rural DELs.
Therefore,

~r:: 1.4 )( ~1I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••(ii)

Further, the number of Rural DEL is estimated as 16.5% of total number of DELs

Dr = 0.165 X D (iii)
Du = 0.835 X D f' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• {iv)
D = Dr + Du (V)

Solving the above equations, we get
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Cr = 1.3 C

86. Thus the average cost of a rural DEL is 30% higher than the national average cost
per line.

5.5.3 Capital Recovery

87. Capital recovery percentage shall be same as that for VPT i.e. 24% with a
sensitivity analysis for 22%.

5.5.4 Operating Expenses Recovery

88. DOT estimates the annual operating expense on its operations as 10% of the
capital expenditure. From the data available in Annual reports of DOT, the average
expenditure on operations is observed to be in the range of 10 - 12 % of the total
expenditure as tabulated below:

~erati onal EX2eniliture

1995 -96 1996 - 97 1997 - 98

608.2 685.6 896.2
4924.9 6767.4 8393.6'otal Expenditure

IPercentage Expenditure 12.3 10.1 10.7

As the total expenditure and the cperational expenditure includes elements other than just
local, it is likely that this percentage would vary a little. In a report on US03, it has been
estimated that this percentage does not vary much over the Rural and Urban areas. It is so
because the capital expenditure per DEL is higher than that of Urban. Therefore, in
absolute money terms, the operational investment has been estimated 40% higher in case
of Rural DELs when compared with Urban DELs. In the calculations here, the opex has
been taken as 10% and sensitivity analysis has been carried out for an opex of 8% and
12%.

89. Currently, the Rural network is largely based on wireline and Analog Radio.
With the advent of other technologies, the situation is going to change in near future.
Technologies like Digital radio, WLL, VSAT etc. may be deployed in future for which
operating expenses is likely to be comparatively lower. While reviewing the operating
expenses these factors may be kept in mind. The operating expen_ses may be taken
depending upon the maintenance requirement of each technology.

5.5.5 Revenue for Rural DEL

3 ICICI Report for TRAI
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90. The revenue accruing from Rural DELs was not separately available. In the
absence of data, estimations have been made based on samples available.

Estimate 1

Average revenue of Rs. 4597 per rural DEL per annum has been arrived at from a sample
study of 10 SSAs.

Estimate 2

91. For assessing the average revenue per rural DEL for the nation, the following
principle has been used.

Data Available:

1) Total Number of DELs, circle wise
2) Total Number of Rural DELs and Urban DELs, circle wise
3) Actual Revenue for each SDCA of Karnataka Circle
4) Total revenue for each circle.

92. Since actual revenue for each SDCA of Karnataka Circle was available, revenue
for all the rural areas of Karnataka was calculated by subtracting the revenue of urban
areas from the total revenue. With this the ratio of rural revenue to urban revenue for
Karnataka was calculated. With the ratio of no. of rural DEL to no. of urban DEL already
available for each Circle and with the revenue ratio for Karnataka as calculated above,
the rural revenue for each Circle has been calculated.

93. The average Rural Revenue per DEL for the nation comes to Rs 4724 per annum.
The detailed calculation is given in the Table 5-F:
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Table 5-F: Calculation of RPL for Rural DELs

Rural Revenue Estimation
State Number of ~rbanDELs Rural DEL ~atio of ~atio of rrotal Rural

DELs (as on as on Rural DEL !Rural Rev to !Revenue Revenue
31.3.1998) 31.03.1998 o Urban Urban Rev (in lakhs) (in lakhs)

DEL

f..&N 8272 5475 2797 0.5 0.3 690 151.4
V\P 1167419 912183 255236 0.3 0.2 113904 15193.0
V\ssam 161531 130655 30876 0.2 0.1 126 14.5
bihar 399093 ·330580 68513 0.2 0.1 30452 3116.3
KJuj 1292440 1044063 248377 0.2 '0.1 117160 13557.3
!Har 428395 350222 78173 0.2 0.1 32210 3522.3
!HP 181886 84716 97170 1.15 0.6 7500 2901.4
JK 89362 75636 13726 0.2 0.1 8103 735.5
Karnataka 1227683 954139 273544 0.3 0.2 119164 16232.3
Kerala 1084019 569001 515018 0.9 0.5 65703 21839.0
Mah 1529555 1174611 354944 0.3 0.2 130321 18574.5
MP 800784 618346 182438 0.3 0.2 59154 .8259.8
~ 116479 95639 20840 0.2 0.1 7507 803.5
OR 266098 201707 64391 0.3 0.2 17356 2592.5
Pun 890495 769947 120548 0.1 0.1 67300 5336.4
~aj 755560 573886 181674 0.3 0.2 54706 8113.4
trN 1165806 993838 171968 0.1 0.1 91488 7951.1
IUP(W) 654547 587681 66866 0.1 0.1 51301 3021.7 I
IUP(E) 686212 564062 122150 0.2 0.1 48986 5214.1
WB 314426 196158 118268 0.6 0.3 16136 4018.7
1T0tal 13220062 2987517 1039267 141148.4
IAverage Revenue per Rural Del (in Rupees) Rs 4724.6 per annum.

The revenue for the calculations has been taken as Rs 4724 per annum per Rural DEL.
DTS vide their letter dated 31-5-2000 has indicated that on the basis of information
available for 15 telecom circles the cumulative average revenue per annum works out to
be Rs. 2232/-.The revenue per rural DEL is likely to be in the range of Rs 2232 to Rs
4724.
5.5.6 Net Universal Service Cost of Rural/Remote DELs

94. With the growth in economy of the country, it is estimated that rural DEL revenue
will not remain constant in the times to come. It is assumed that rural DEL revenue may
increase @ 5% every year. .
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95. The usa cost for Rural DELs comprise of two elements i.e., capital recovery and
operational expenditure. Various cost models have been considered upon the capital
'recovery and Operating expenses;

Model!: Only operational expenditure is considered in the usa cost
for all Rural DELs.

The details of this model have already been explained in VPTs case.

The detailed estimates for the years 1999 - 2007 are given in Table 5-G below:.

Table S-G : Summary of NUSC for Rural! Remote DELs - Model!

NUSC Amount in (Rs Crores)
Model 1 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

8% -841.4 -1069.9 -1357.9 -1719.8 -2173.3 -2740.6 -3448.6 -4
10% -596.3 -782.6 -1021.7 -1326.7 -1714.3 -2204.8 -2823.7 -3

Capital Recovery 0% 12% -351.2 -495.4 -685.5 -933.7 -1255.2 -1669.0 -2198.8 -2

Rural Revenue = Rs
2232 (as per DOT)

Model 1 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-Oi
Capital Recovery Opex

0% 8% 259.5 270.9 275.3 269.4 249.5 210.5 145.7
10% 504.6 558.2 611.5 662.5 708.6 746,2 770.6
12% 749.7 845.5 947.7 1055.5 1167.6 1282.0 1395.6

96. This indicates that if only operating expenses are taken for all Rural! Remote
DELs, then they become profitable and there is no need of any compensation from USO.
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Model 2:

For Rural DELs existing prior to NTP 99:
Recovery towards only the operational expenditure

For Rural DELs installed after NTP 1999:
Recovery towards both the capital and operational expenditure

97. Working with this model the usa amount in respect of Rural / Remote DELs
works out to be as given in Table 5-H below:

NUSC (in Crores)
Iibdel2 99-00, 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
~ital Recovery Opex

24% 8% -627.538 -306.974 32.42364 390.9998 764.4308· 1146.108 1526.433 1906.161
10% -390.831 -30.1506 354.7109 765.7945 1199.888 1651.669 2113.026 2581.687
12% -154.124 246.6728 676.9982 1140.589 1635.346 2157.229 2699.619 3257.214

22% 8% -670.248 -400.937 -120.845 169.1097 463.1383 752.9389 1026.954 1283.67
10% -433.541 -124.114 201.4426 543.9044 898.5957 1258.5 1613.547 1959.197
12% -196.834 152.7095 523.7299 918.6992 1334.053 1764.061 2200.14 2634.723

il'

raj Revenue = Rs
2232 (as per DOT)

!lxJel2 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
~ital Recovery Opex

24% 8% 473.3343 1033.888 1665.594 2380.201 3187.278 4097.134 5120.784 6284.081
~ 10% 710.0411 1310.711 1987.881 2754.995 3622.735 4602.695 5707.3n 6959.608

12% 946.7478 1587.535 2310.168 3129.79 4058.192 5108.256 6293.97 7635.135
22% 8% 430.6242 939.9247 1512.325 2158.311 2885.985 3703.965 4621.305 5661.59

10% 667.331 1216.748 1834.613 2533.105 ·3321.442 4209.526 5207.898 6337.117
~i 12% 904.03n 1493.572 2156.9 2907.9 3756.9 4715.087 5794.491 7012.644
'I.

Table SoH: Summary of NUSC for Rural/Remote, DELs Model -2

Model 3: ,
"

For all the Rural DELs
Recovery towards both the capital and operational expenditure. . Both Capiatl
recovery and operational expenditure have been taken at current cost of rural DELs.
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98. In this model both capital recovery as well as operating expenses have been
provided for the rural DELs. In case of VPT even before NTP 99 there were specific
targets to cover the villages and accordingly it was presumed that the cost of
providing VPTs shall be taken care of in the revenue stream emanating from other
s.ervices. However, in case of rural DEL there were no such specific targets before
NTP 99 and it was only in NTP 99 that rural tele-density of 4% in year 2010 has been
defined. Considering this aspect, this model has been worked out to. take into account
capital recovery and operating expenses on all rural DELs. Taking into account the
opportunity cost provided by the incumbant operator this expenditure could have
been done otherwise in more revenue earning services. On the contrary, the argument
can be taken that this was a social obligation of the monopoly operator to provide
these services nationwide to given it wider coverage. Secondly the private service
providers in this model will be. asked to compensate for those policies and
programmes which were executed even before the liberalisation of telecom sector in
the country.

99. Working with this model the USO amount in respect of Rural/Remote DELs
would be as given in Table 5-1 below:

Model 3
99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

Capital Recovery Opex
24°1. SOl. 1421.3 1685.2 1938.8 2182.1 2412.1 2564.6 Zl37.4 2846.3

1001. 1658.1 1962.1 2261.0 2556.9 2847.5 3070.2 3324.0 3521.9
12% 1894.8 2238.9 2583.3 2931.7 3283.0 3SlS.7 3910.6 4197.4

2Zl1c SO;' 1207.9 1425.3 1626.6 1811.0 1973.5 2053.2 2137.0 2145.5
1001. 1444.6 1702.1 1948.9 2185.8 2408.9 2558.8 2723.6 2821.0
1~1c 1681.3 1978.9 2271.2 2560.6 2844.4 3064.4 3310.2 3496.6

Rural revenue = As 2232 (as per DOT)

Model 3
99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

Capital Recovery Opex
24O/C SO;' 2522.2 3026.1 3Sl1.9 4171.3 4834.9 5515.6 6331.7 7224.3

100;' 2758.9 3302.9 3894.2 4546.1 5270.4 6021.2 6918.3 7899.8
1~1c 2995.6 3579.8 4216.5 4920.9 5705.8 6526.8 7504.9 8575.3

2Zl;' SOl. 2308.8 2766.1 3259.8 3800.2 4396.3 5004.3 5731.3 6523.4
100;' 2545.5 3043.0 3582.1 4175.0 4831.8 5509.8 6317.9 7198.9
1~;' 2782.2 3319.8 3904.4 4549.8 5267.2 6015.4 6904.5 7874.5

Table 5-1: Summary ofUSO calculations for Rural DEL Model- 3
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Model 4

100. This model is similar to Model 3, except for the fact that the capital recovery on
pre NTP 99 Rural DELs, have been taken on the historical cost.

101. The operating expenses have been provided at current costs of rural DELs. The
reimbursement of operational expenses from Universal Service Fund that would have
been incurred had those DELs been provided in the current year.

The NUSC assessment from this Model is summarised in Table 5-J.
Table 5-J: Summary of NUSC calculations for .rural DEL Model - 4

1Vbde14
99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

[Capital Recovery [Opex
24°1c SOIc 1917.808 2115.524 2307.956 2473.521 26Zl.fm 2708.947 2813.094 2876.719

1001c 2154.515 2392.347 2630.243 2848.316 3063.054 3214.508 3399.687 3552.246
1~1c 2391.222 2669.171 2952.531 3223.111 3498.512 3720.069 3986.28 4227.773

~Ic SOIc 1662.986 1819.686 1965.06 2078.088 2171.041 2185.542 2206.393 2173.348
1001c 1899.693 2096.509 2287.347 2452.883 2606.498 2691.103 2792.986 2848.875
1~1c 2136.399 2373.333 2609.635 zarsrr ,3041.955 3196.663 3379.579 3524.402

RuraJ revenue = Rs 2232 (as per OOT data)
Model 4
,Capital Recovery Opex 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

24°1c SOIc 3018.7 3456.4 3941.1 4462.7 5050.4 5660.0 6407.4 7254.6
1001c 3255.4 3733.2 4263.4 4837.5 5485.9 6165.5 6994.0 7930.2
1~1c 3492.1 4010.0 4585.7 5212.3 5921.4 6671.1 7580.6 8605.7

~Ic SOIc 2763.9 3160.5 3598.2 4067.3 4593.9 5136.6 5800.7 6551.3
1001c 3000.6 3437.4 3920.5 4442.1 5029.3 5642.1 6387.3 7226.8
1~1c 3237.3 3714.2 4242.8 4816.9 5464.8 6147.7 6973.9 7902.3

As indicated in para no. 93, the average rural DEL revenue worked out by DTS is Rs.
2232/- per annum The detailed NUSC calculation for all four models, for rural DELs,
have been given in Annexure 5-D to 5-G. So far rural DEL revenue has been taken as
a constant figure for calculation of NUSC but with growth in GDP, it is assumed that

. rural DEL revenue may be increased by 5%. The calculation for NUSC for rurall
remote DELs with 5% increase in revenue are given in Table 5-J-1.

Table 5-J-1: Summary of NUSC with 5% increase in Rural DEL revenue

99-00 00-01 01-02 ~2-03 P3-04 ~4-05 ~5-06 ~6-07
Model 1 -596.3 -893.6 -1298.7 -1845.6 -2578.3 -3554.1 -4846.7 -6551.8
Model 2 -390.8 -157.2 37.4 171.4 210.1 106.1 -204.3 -796.9
Model 3 390.8 157.2 -37.4 -171.4 -210.1 -106.1 204.3 796.9
Model 4 2154.5 2265.3 2312.9 2253.9 2073.3 1668.9 1082.4 173.7
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5.6 NUSC calculation for low calling urban subscribers

99. A significant number of urban subscribers are low callers. These subscribers do
not make enough calls to fall in the profit-giving category. NTP 99 stipulates
provision of access to all people for basic telecom services at affordable and
reasonable prices and provision of telephone on demand in urban and rural areas by
2002. No distinction is made between high and low calling subscribers for provision
of service.

5.6.1 Classifying the Low Callers

100. NTP 99 as well as the' DOT reference does not define the benchmark or
threshold to characterize low calling urban subscribers. For the present, based on the
current calling pattern, the limit of 400 calls monthly has been considered as one of
the options for classifying an urban subscriber as low calling urban subscribers. The
other definition is as per the Telecom Tariff Order, 1999 of TRAI, which classifies all
the callers who make less than 500 calls per month as a Low Urban Caller. Although
estimation of NUSC has been done for low calling urban subscribers with the
definition of DOT (upto 200 metered calls per month) as well as per definition of
TTO '99 (upto 500 metered calls per month) but TRAI defines low calling urban
subscriber as per TTO'99.

5.6.2 Estimation of costs

101. The cost of providing an Urban DEL has been calculated using the methodology
that is similar to Rural DELs. The number of DELs has been taken from the data
available in Annual Reports of DOT and its Perspective Plan (1997 - 2007)._The
annual recurring expenditure comprising of capital recovery@24% (22%) on the
investments and operational expenditure has been considered.' DOT has indicated
annual recurring expenditure on capital investment @ 22%. Four Models have been
considered for low calling urban DELs as well. The economic life of the DEL has
been taken as 10 years and hence the depreci-ation rate considered is 10%. After,
expiry of its life (10 years), these DELs would be replaced from the depreciation
amount already provided for in the capital recovery. However, the operational
expenses have been considered to cover the costs of operation.

5.6.3 Estimation of Revenue

Revenue earned from the subscriber comprises of rentals and call charges.

5.6.4 Estimation of average rental
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102. The rental for low calling urban subscribers depends upon the size of the
exchange one is connected to and also 011 the tariff package applicable (200 calls p.m.
and 500 calls p.m.). The percentage of subscribers connected to the exchanges in the
urban areas (i.e., the exchanges with more than 1000 lines) is available for DTS as
. shown in Table 5-K :

Table 5-K-l: Estimate of revenue from low Urban caller (200 calls p.m.)

Bi - Monthly
. Percentage of Rental (in Rs) Free Calls (Bi-

Exchange Lines subscribers (A) (B) Monthly)
1000 - 29999 14.29 200 150
~OOOO - 99999 20.42 275 150
1 lakh - 2.99 lakh 17.36 360 150
p> 3lakhs 32.62 380 150

103. The balance are connected to exchanges with less than 1000 lines capacity.
They have been classified as rural subscribers and hence are not shown in this table.
From :Table 5-K, the average rental per low calling urban caller has been calculated
using the formula: -

L (AXB)
Average Rental per low calling Urban Subscriber =

LA
where,
A is Percentage of subscribers in the designated slab (Exchange capacity)
B is Bi - Monthly Rental (in Rs)
The average rental comes to Rs 320 bi-monthly.

If the low calling Urbans Subscribers are classified as those less than 500 calls (TTO
99), then the average rental comes to Rs 422 bi-monthly.
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Table 5-K-2: Estimate of revenue from low Urban callers (500 Calls p.m.)

Bi - Monthly
Free Calls (Bi-]Percentage of Rental (in Rs)

Exchange Lines subscribers (A) (B) Monthly)
1000 - 29999 14.29 240 120
~oooo- 99999 . 20.42 360 120
f> 11akh 49.98 500 120

5.6.5 Revenue from Call Charges

Call Charges estimate

The percentage of Subscribers in various slabs (Source: DOT) are given in the table
below:

~oocalls per month 500 Calls per month

.
Average

Bimonthly Slabs %age of Number of Payable Total Payable Total
Subscribers Calls Calls Revenue Calls Revenue

Nil 5.65 0 0 0 0 0
1 to 50 3.36 43.5 0 0 0 0
51 to 75 1.81 65.25 0 0 0 0
76 to 100 2.22 87 0 0 0 0
101 to 120 2.08 104.4 0 0 0 0
121 to 150 3.31 130.5 0 0 11 11
151 to 200 6.14 174 24 19.2 54 54
201 to 400 21.18 292 142 . 113.6 172 172
401 to 500 7.72 450 330 330
501 to 1000 20.98 710 590 590

The Call charges in the respective slabs are as per the prevalent nature of distribution
given by DOT.

DTS classifies the low calling Urban subscribers as those making less than 200 calls
per month. The ITO 99 classifies the Low calling Urbans as those making less than
500 calls per month. NUSC has been calculated for both the estimates.

105. Based on the above call distribution the revenue has been calculated for each
low calling urban DELs.
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The Average revenue per urban Low caller

= Average Rental + Call Charges Revenue from low calling urban
subscribers

5.6.6 Summary of NUSC Calculations for Low Calling Urban DELs

106. The NUSC requirement for the low calling urban subscribers using the four
Models described earlier. The summary of the calculations is given in Table
5-L below:

•
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Table 5-L: Estimate of NUSC requirement for low calling Urban DELs (200 calls per month)
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Table 5-M: Estimate of NUSC requirement for low calling Urban DELs (500 calls per
month)
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107. The Nusc calculations for low calling .Urban Subscribers as defined in TIO 99
has been done and is given in Table 5-M

108. French Telecom Regulatory Authority, ART, has created a model to evaluate the
cost of uneconomic subscribers in profitable areas. For each subscriber, the net cost
appears when the cost incurred by the operator for serving the subscriber id higher than
revenue generated by the subscribers.

109.'Following important issues emerge from the NUSC calculations for low urban
calling subscribers

• Due to large number of low calling Urban Subscribers, the estimate is very data
sensitive. Any variation in capital recovery, operating expenses etc. affects the
NUSC to a large extent.

• In Model 1&2, the NUSC becomes negligible when the definition of low urban
callers is taken as given in TTO 99.

• In Model 2, capital Recovery has been included in respect of Rural DELs / LCUS
installed post NTP 99. The impact of these DELs becomes prominent as the years
go by. It implies that even in Model 2, wherein the current NUSC may be low, it
shall not remain so and shall increase every year for the reasons explained above.

NUSC calculations for low calling urban subscribers are given in Annexure 5-1-1 to 5-1-4
for 200 calls per month (as per DOT) and 5-K-l to 5-K-4 for 500 calls per month (as per
TIO 99).

UAL Calculations

For estimating the UAL, the revenue of the sector has been taken as Rs 32000 Crore for
the year 1999 - 2000. An annual increase of 20% has been considered thereafter. UAL
has been calculated for various NUSC options, estimated in this paper, as a percentage of
total revenue of telecom sector. The Summary of UAL estimates with various
combinations are given in Annexure 5 - L.
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KEY ISSUES

VPTs:
1.

2.

Should the capex recovery for VPTs installed prior to NTP 99 be considered
for support from usa Fund?
Estimates for costs of providing VPTs vary over a wide range. For the purpose
of support from USF, should standard costs for ordinary, hilly and tribal areas
be adopted?

Rural/Remote:
3. Is it reasonable to assume that average cost of rural DEL is 40% higher than

that of Urban DEL?
4. As revenue sharing on interconnect compensates for access deficit, should

USF be used only to subsidise the shortfall caused by excess of operational
expenditure over revenue? Whether USF should finance only the capital
investment or recurring deficit of providing a rural telephone.

Low calling Urban DEL:
5. Whether UAL should be raised to provide Universal Access in both urban as

well as rural areas? This will involve subsidising of loss making telephones
irrespective of their geographical location in the service area.

6. Whether low calling urban subscriber should be defined as those upto 500
metered calls per month or upto 200 metered calls per month.
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Chapter 6
6.0 ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENT FOR ADMINISTRATION OF USO

1. Administration of Universal Service Obligation involves, among others,
collection of information from eligible operators to assess net cost of meeting usa,
collection of contributions, and disbursement to qualifying usa providers of huge sums
of money, calling for standardization of formats and procedures for maintenance of
accounts by all Service Providers for the sake of uniformity, and total transparency. The
major functions that would need to be performed by an organization responsible for the
administration of usa would be:

• To determine the aggregate usa support on yearly basis from the claims filed by
usa Providers and compute the percentage of Universal Access Levy (UAL)
accordingly. The Universal Access Levy would be deposited in a usa Fund.

• To determine a service provider's eligible revenues for imposing UAL
• To determine the "eligible service providers" for usa support;
• To make recommendations on the quantum of UAL;
• To evaluate the claims for funding support of Service Providers meeting

Universal Service Obligation;
• To carry out technical and financial audit of claims of usa providers, against the

most cost-effective network solution (proxy. model, if need be) as reference
standard for providing VPTs, rural and remote direct exchange lines in different
geographic / demographic situations;

• To settle the claims of eligible service providers and make disbursements from the
USOFund;

• For carrying out the above, prescribe the relevant formats and procedures for
maintenance. of technical and financial data records by the various service
providers;

• To manage the balances of usa fund, arising out of estimates that are higher than
actually required. Generally, these are carried forward to the next year to provide
relief and lessen the contributions from the service providers to that extent.

2. The TRAI (Amendment) Act 2000 (Section9 (b) (ixj) mandates it to discharge
the function of "ensuring effective compliance of Universal Service Obligation". The
Act (Section 13 of Principal Act) also empowers TRAI to issue such directions from time
to time to the Service Providers, as it may consider necessary for compliance.

6.1 Organizational Set-up

3. Various organizational models for usa administration are feasible, viz.,
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• The TRAI will set up an In-house Unit for administration of usa
• Through a competitive procedure a reputed firm of Chartered Accountants and

Telecom Consultants with the required professional competences may be selected
arid appointed by the TRAI, on an yearly contract basis, to carry out the usa'
administration on its behalf.

• The Government could set up an Organizational Unit within the Department of
Telecom.

4. The criterion for making the choice is to go for the most cost-effective method for
implementing a transparent mechanism for USO. The contributing parties must
be assured with confidence that the system is being administered in open" fair,
non-discriminatory and a competitively neutral manner. The fund administration
should be: .

• transparent in methodology, . .
• flexible to take into accounttechnological innovation and market changes,

compatible in a competitive environment,
• low in administrative and implementation costs, and
• provide incentives to operators for universal service provision.

5. Advantage of TRAI administering the universal service fund is that it is
already overseeing the operation of the industry and the incumbent operator in
particular, which is normally the major universal service provider, if not the only
one. Furthermore, it is suitable for the TRAI to administer the fund because it .:
does not have any interest in the business of any particular operator. Under any
mechanism, the regulator would have to recommend to the Government or decide
on the quantum of subsidies and the eligible parties. For example, if the universal
service providers are to be selected through a. competitive tendering process, it
would be necessary for the regulator to lay down the operating conditions for.
successful bidders, like the quality of. service, the carrier of last resort
responsibility at all times and the level of charges. Assessment of bids would also
need to be done objectively.

6. The situation in other' countries, where telecommunication services are
liberalized, like Australia, France and the USA is that the fund administration is
doneby the ACA, ART and FCC, their respective Regulatory bodies. A summary
of practices followed in some other countries of APEC. and Asian regions is
presented in Annexure l-C.

7. Telecom policy, emerging technologies, customer expectations and market forces
are key drivers to the growth of telecommunication services. Many of the
emerging services, like multimedia (tele-education, tele-medicine, etc.), and IT
application services could over a period of time fall within the ambit of universal
sfrvlce. There is need for constituting a Universal services Advisory group'
compnsmg representatives of' Service Providers, Telecom Services
Users/Consumer protection bodies, Professional Institutions, etc. under the aegis
of TRAI, with expert committees for each of the following to
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review periodically the usa provisioning. The scope of the work may also
include:

• Services, geographic locations, organizations and persons that may be covered
.underUSO;

• Proxy network model;
• Ceilings and floors for UAL
• WaivetofUAL.·

8. In USA, the Joint Federal-State Telecom Board, commonly known as Joint Board,
makes recommendations to the FCC on Universal service.

. 9. In France, universal service fund and its control committee were set up in 1997. At
the moment, it is mainly France Telecom and Mobile operators that contribute to
universal service Fund. The other contributions are paid by local loop operators and
radio paging operators acting as carriers for other operators. Long distance operators and
calling card operators do not contribute to the universal service, as only the operators
directly connected to the subscribers are required to participate. French Telecom
Regulatory Authority sets out the method used for the assessment, applies it and then
proposes to the telecorn Minister the net cost of universal service obligations, and
operators contributions to the universal service cost. The telecom Minister makes a
record of amount.

6.2 UniversalServiceFund

10. Cost of universal service is to be met by contributions as UAL from all licensees
as a percentage of their eligible gross revenues. The percentage is determined by the-total
expected size of the fund and the total of all operators' eligible revenues. The collections
of UAL would constitute the Universal service fund. The Fund could either be Real, i. e.,
physical, or Virtual. Under the real fund disbursement mechanism, the usa
contributions would actually be collected to form the Universal Service Fund, and
disbursed to usa Providers by the organization responsible for administration of usa,
say, the Administrator of Universal Service Fund. In a Virtual Fund, there would be no
physical fund but only a settlement mechanism established by the regulator based on
information and cost studies furnished by the operators that will provide for the amounts
that a usa provider can receive directly from other operators. Virtual fund will become
increasingly difficult to manage as the number of operators, both that pay and that
receive, increases. The other big disadvantage of this mechanism is that the settlement
procedure might become cumbersome or even non-workable owing to disagreements,
defaults and litigation. The real or a physical Universal service fund is particularly
suitable for the environment of multiple universal service providers, since payments into
and out of the fund are not directly connected. The important point is that each operator
knows clearly the total amount of universal service contribution required and its own
share in the total and, of course, how these figures have been worked out. In the case of a
single universal service provider, the benefits of setting up a physical universal service
fund may not be so obvious. But still the benefits of a transparent funding mechanism
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could be realized by asking the contributing parties to make direct payments to the
universal service provider for the sole purpose of providing universal service. This could
be regarded as operating a virtual fund .

. 11. Under a teal fund disbursement mechanism, the Universal Service Administrator
would have the prime task of computing the UAL, its collection, composition of the USO
Fund, disbursement and administering the fund in an open, transparent and enforceable
manner.

12. As the TRAI is to discharge the responsibility of ensuring effective compliance of
USO, an in-house Unit or the appointment of an independent agency, reporting to TRAI,
to administer the Universal service fund, would be preferable. This has the added
advantage that the TRAI could constantly review and monitor the working of the
Administrator of the universal service fund, to ensure greater transparency in
implementation of USO. As stipulated in NTP 99, the revenue percentage is to be fixed
by the government in consultation with TRAI. It is, therefore, imperative that TRAI
should annually recommend to DOT, the percentage of the Universal access levy to be
imposed. Non-disbursed balances in the USF could be carried over to the next year.

13. In management of the Universal Service Obligation, the basic data on costs and
revenues would be furnished by the various operators for VPTs, rural/remote DELs, low
calling urban DELs, share of revenues passed on interconnection to the long distance
operator through interconnect mechanism, etc. under the various revenue streams
depending upon the services like access, local, long distance and international -service. It
is likely that all operators do not follow the same accounting formats and procedures.
One of the pre-requisites would, therefore, be to follow standard accounting formats and
procedures as may be prescribed, uniformly by all operators which shall clearly reflect
the costs incurred in providing a specific service in a specific area and revenues arising
there-:from. There would be rigorous audit requirements before claims for support frcm
USO fund could be settled.

Collection of UAL

14. Universal access levy reflects the subsidisation of universal service costs to be
collected as a percentage of the eligible gross revenues of all service providers. It is not a
voluntary payment or donation, but an enforced contribution that is more like a tax. A
service provider would normally, and justifiably so, pass on the burden to a customer
either by embedding it in the price for the services offered or show it separately in his/her
bill, like the service tax. As is the practice in the USA and some other countries, showing
it clearly and separately in a customer's bill will make it transparent and bring about
better understanding of universal service burden. There should be no doubt that
eventually, the burden of all fees and levies imposed on the service providers, will get
passed on to customers. Figure 6-A makes it abundantly clear.
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Figure 6-A: Diagram depicting various transactions under USO

Eligible Service providers (for receiving USO Support)

15. The NTP99 provides for support to all service providers, who participate in the
provision of VPTs, DELs in rural and remote areas and low calling urban DELs of the
country. The basic responsibility is that of the Basic Service providers but others are to be
encouraged to participate in the universal service programme. Such other operators,
besides the Fixed service providers, engaged in provision of universal service will be
eligible for support from universal service fund. Their claims will be examined by the
TRAI.
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KEY ISSUES

1. How should the administration of USF be organised?

2. Who should monitor the achievement of teledensity target in rural areas and
decide on the quantum of subsidy to be given from the USF?

3. Recognising that Universal Service is a dynamic concept and needs to be
reviewed periodically for defining its scope, commensurate with development of
communication technologies and information services, should a Universal Service
Advisory Board, with experts from operators, financial institutions and consumer
groups, be. constituted, under the aegis of TRAI, for the purpose to undertake
annual review of the services to be covered under Universal Service Obligation,
proxy network model etc.

4. Should the UAL be shown and charged separately in a customer's bill like service
tax or be embedded in the cost and reflected in tariff?

5. For USO funding, separation of accounts of various service products is essential.
For clarityand transparency, should the accounting formats and procedures for
unbundled services be standardised?
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ANNEXURE-I-A

Telephone density vIs telephone charges
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Annexure I-B

International Practices

World over, shortfall in revenue caused by Universal Service Obligations is
compensated by adoption of one of the following Methodologies.

• High Cost Approach to determine eligibility and USO cost;
• Avoidable Cost Approach in Australia;
• Bidding Process as in Chile;
• Based on the International Traffic Minutes as in Hong Kong;
• Incumbent's liability as in Japan, UK;
• Licence Obligations of FSPs as in India.

The applicability of each ·of the above methodologies in the Indian scenario has already
been analysed. The country case studies presented here, illustrate how these models have
actually been implemented.

A. High Cost Approach

USA

Definitions (as in Section 203 of the REA Act and Telecom Act of 1996 of USA):

Telephone Service: "The term Telephone service shall be deemed to mean any
communication service for the transmission or reception of voice, data, sounds, signals,
pictures, writings, or signs of all kinds by wire, fiber, radio, light or ,other visual or
electromagnetic means and shall include all telephone lines, facilities, or systems used in
the rendition of such service, but shall not be deemed to mean message telegram service
or Community Antenna Television system service or facilities other than those intended
exclusively for educational purposes, or radio broadcasting services, or facilities, within
the meaning of section 3 (0) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended."

Rural Area: "The term Rural area shall be deemed to mean any area of the United States
not included within the boundaries of any incorporated city, village, or borrough, as
defined by the Bureau of Census having a population in excess of 5,000 inhabitants."
Rural carriers can borrow funds from the REA agencies. Loans from "Rural
Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund" established under Section 301 are granted
by the Administrator of REA, and from "Rural Telephone Bank" under Section 401 by its
Governor at rates specified by him. The REA Administrator is also the Governor of the
Rural Telephone Bank.
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Universal Service and Universal Service Obligation:

Primarily, before the 1996 Act, universal service had typically focus sed on the goal of
providing a telephone line to all US residents at a uniform price, maintaining affordable
costs for basic dial tone service to all residents, and discounting services for consumers
. with low incomes. In order to pay for this service, the FCC designed a complex scheme
of subsidization whereby long distance rates subsidized local rates; business rates
subsidized residential rates; and urban rates subsidized rural rates. Section 254 of the
1996 Act recognizes that Universal service is an evolving level of telecommunications
services and requires the FeC to periodically review the definition, giving credence to the
current state of technology. It further requires the FCC to set up a Federal-State Joint
Board to define the telecommunication services to be supported by federal universal
service support mechanisms. Section 254 requires that the FCC and the Joint Board base
their decisions concerning universal service on the following principles:

1. Quality services should be available at just, reasonable, and affordable rates;
2. Access to advanced telecommunications and information services should be provided

in all regions of the nation;
3. Consumers in all regions of the nation, including low income consumers and those in

rural, insular, and high cost areas, should have access to advanced
telecommunications and information services that are reasonably comparable to
those provided in urban areas and are available at rates that are reasonably
comparable for similar services in urban areas;

4. All providers of telecommunication services should make an equitable and non-
discriminatory contribution to the preservation and advancement of universal service;

5. There should be specific, predictable, and sufficient Federal and State mechanisms to
preserve and advance universal service; and

6. Elementary arid secondary schools and classrooms, healthcare providers, and libraries
should have access to advanced telecommunication services:

Based on the above and the following four factors:
Need of service for education, public health, or public safety;
Popularity of services among residential consumers;
Availability of services provided by telecommunication service providers; and
Services which are consistent with the public interest, convenience and necessity,

the Joint Board recommended and FCC agreed to include the following services for
. universal service support.

• Single-party service;
• DTMF or its functional digital equivalent;
• Access to emergency services;
• Access to Operator services;
• Access to inter-exchange services;
• Access to directory assistance; and
• Toll blocking for low-income consumers.
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The evaluation of affordability includes local calling area size, income levels, cost of
living, population density, and subscribership levels.

A Carrier eligible to receive universal service support is one, which offers, and advertises
the services recommended tor universal service support and. their rates, in the general
(public) media throughout its service area, through the use of its own facilities or a
combination of its own facilities and resale of other carrier's services. Technology used'
by a carrier will not be a criterion for receiving universal service support.

The fundamental issue behind providing universal service support is the subsidization of
services for consumers who live in rural, insular and high cost areas. The Joint Board
considered the following factors into account for calculating the amount of support:

Number of consumers in a given high cost area;
The cost of providing service to these consumers; and
The portion that the carrier must recoup from sources other than federal support
mechanism e .

Universal service funding mechanism:

In principle, all providers of telecommunication services are required to make an
equitable and non-discriminatory contribution to the preservation and advancement of
universal service. The Joint Board recommended that all interstate telecommunications
carriers make contributions to the Universal Service Fund based on their gross
telecommunications revenues net of payments to other telecommunications carriers.
Thus, only Long Distance Carriers pay contribution to US Fund. The FCC' revised the
Joint Board's recommendations by ordering that contributions be determined on the basis
of end-user telecommunications revenues. The FCC also decided to allow recovery
through the contributing carrier's interstate rates. Carriers whose contributions would be
less than cost of collection have been exempted from contribution and reporting
requirements. Carriers also receive credit for providing services on discount to rural
health providers, FCC has adopted the recommendation of the Joint Board to appoint a
universal service advisory board to appoint a neutral, third party administrator to monitor
the universal support mechanisms. The IXCs" contribution to Universal Service Fund in
'98 amounted to about 4.9% of their gross revenues.

\ .
UIS Costing methodology - proxy model, bench mark, and high-cost support

The Joint Board recommended that the FCC and State commissions work to develop a
.proxy cost model for calculating the' future costs of serving a particular geographic area.
A carrier, would be. eligible to support only when the costs of providing universal
services.as measured by the proxy model, exceeded the benchmark. The FCC agreed that
a cost methodology, based on forward-looking economic cost, should be used to calculate
the cost of providing universal service for high cost areas. The cost model represents the
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most sophisticated tool for estimating non-rural carriers forward looking cost of
•providing 'supported services, which is the basis for prices in competitive markets. The
new forward looking mechanism uses a single natiorial cost benchmark of 135% against
which a carriers' forward -looking costs are compared to determine their need for support.
Thus, if a carrier's forward looking cost of providing service exceeds 135% of the
national average cost per line; the new high-cost support mechanism would provide
federal support for all intrastate costs that exceed this benchmark. Beginning January 1,
2000, the FCC's universal service cost model and the benchmark will be used. Statewide
average cost per line will be compared to the national benchmark set at 135% of the
national average forward looking cost per line. The support is targeted to the highest-cost
wire centre within the State. This approach is pro-competitive because it ensures that
support provided to incumbent LEC and its competitors is commensurate with the
relative costs of providing supported services in particular wire centres. Portability of

.. support is also provided in the system. When an LEC looses a customer to a competitor,
..the competitor receives the support for that customer's line. Non-rural carriers, as also
rural carriers are now eligible for universal service support by a decision of FCe. Earlier,
only LECs andCLECs were eligible for support from USF for high cost areas.

-.: .

Impact of U/S contribution - who pays?

While the subsidization of universal service costs is not expressly defined as-a tax, the
goals of universal service are to be achieved by levying a proportionate charge on all
telecommunications service providers, which would make more visible both the nature
.and amounts of the cross-subsidies encompassed within the universal service programme.
·An enforced contribution is not a voluntary payment or donations and falls under the
essential characteristics of a tax. The FCC has allowed recovery of universal service
contribution by IXCs through charges passed on to the consumers of telecommunication,
services. It is, therefore, tantamount to a tax on consumers.

How a subscriber is billed?

. A customer can choose the plans (packages) from the many offered by LECs and IXCs.

In addition to the call charges according to the chosen plans, a customer pays:

·To IXC (Inter-eXchange Carrier - LID operator)

a monthly fee for the selected plan ($3 typical)
National Access Contribution (univ. serv. contribution is inherent in it) comprising:
A fixed monthly carrier line charge (subscription) ($1.51 typical). In case of change
of LID operator earlier in a month, pro-rata for the number of days subscribed, and
a universal connectivity charge at 5% of the billed amount.
a federal tax like our central sales tax, which is a certain %age of the billed amount
a state tax like our state sales tax, which is a certain %age of the billed amount .
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To LEC (Local Service Providers)

• a fixed monthly subscription charge (in NJ, $13.77 for a residential line, local
calls free),

• taxes and surcharges as assessed by Local, State and Federal Governments:
• a fixed Federal subscriber line charge ($3.50),
• Local number portability surcharge,
• a federal tax like our central sales tax, which is a certain %age of the billed

amount, and
• State tax, like our state sales tax, which is a certain %age of the billed amount.

Access Charge Regime Review: •

In the access charge regime, LEC charges IXC for originating and terminating access. It
is the largest expense for IXCs and in a way makes them the largest customers of LEe.
A LEC handles all local and Intra-LATA (Local Access and Transport Area) calls. An
Inter Exchange Carrier (IXe - Long Distance Service Provider) maintains its Point of
Presence where it interconnects with. a LEC's network to carry Inter-LATA traffic.
LATAs are large territorial areas. There are about 200 LATAs in the USA. LECs must
provide equal access to all IXCs. The, IXC pays access charges based on per minute of
traffic to the originating and terminating LECs. Currently, it is about 2 cents per minute
each for the originating and terminating access. This method of Access reimbursement to '
LECs from IXCs may be changed to a Carrier Line Charge method, whereby, flat fees
may be paid based on quantity of local lines connected to particular IXC rather than per
minute.

Internet Service Providers (Univ. Service contribution and VOIP):

Internet Operators are exempted from contributing to the Universal Service Fund. The
ACTA (America's Carriers Telecommunications Association) had petitioned to FCC in
March 1996 that ITSPs are telecommunication carriers and as such should be subject to
FCe regulation and that it was incumbent upon the FCC to examine and adopt rules,
policies and regulations governing the users of the Internet for the provisioning of
telecommunication services.

The FCC in June 1996 decided that "on the Internet, voice traffic is just a particular kind
of data, and imposing traditional regulatory divisions on that data is both
counterproductive and futile. We shouldn't be looking for ways to subject new
technologies to old rules."

The ACTA in July 1996 submitted to the FCC that it was not in the public interest to
permit long distance service to be given away, depriving those who must maintain the
telecommunications infrastructure of the revenue to do so. The FCC maintained "Let's
not apply out-of-date rules to new situations, even as we are trying to reform the creaky
old access regime."
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The FCC in its April 10, 1998 Report to the Congress:

1. Reaffirmed that Internet Service Providers are not subject to:
Universal Service Obligation
Access fees paid by long distance service providers
Rate regulation

2. Noted that ISPs indirectly contribute to Universal Service Fund via their leased line
payments;

3. Recognized that phone-to-phone services offered by Internet Telephony Service
Providers (ITSP) more closely fit the definition of a "telecommunication (telephone)
service" than an "information service" but chose to take no action at present;

4. Left the door open for case-by-case review.

B. Avoidable Cost Approach

Australia

In Australia, the Universal Service gained focus in 1975 Telecommunication Act with the
formulation of Community Service Obligation (CSO) concept. The efforts were
supplemented by Australian Telecommunications Corporation Act 1989. With the
liberalisation in 1991, an explicit costing and funding mechanism was developed under
the framework specified by Telecommunications Act 1991. Telecommunications Act
1997 reinforced those principles and widened the scope ofUSO.

Currently, USO is the requirement to ensure that standard telephone services and
payphone services are reasonably accessible to all people in Australia on an equitable
basis wherever they reside or carry on business (subsection 149(1) of the
Telecommunications Act 1997 (the Act)). The policy intentions ofthe Act include

• all people in Australia should have reasonable access (whether for private or
commercial reasons) to the standard telephone service and to 'payphones
wherever they reside or carry on business;

• the usa should be provided as efficiently and economically as practicable;
• losses incurred in satisfying the usa must be shared on an equitable basis

amongst all carriers unless they are granted an exemption; and
• the basis and the methods for calculating the net cost of delivering the usa in

Australia, known as the Net Universal Service Cost, should be open to scrutiny by
the carriers and the public (bearing in mind

issues of commercial confidence)."
Under the Telecommunications Act 1997, Minister can specify any carrier as a national
or a regional USP. Mainly, Telstra, the incumbent operator, provides the Universal
Service and its costs are shared by all the Service Providers. The Universal Service
Provider prepares a Universal service plan, and after seeking the approval of the Minister,
it is his responsibility to make all reasonable efforts to implement it. Australian
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Communications Authority (ACA), keeps a public register of .all approved universal
service plans. The scope of Universal Service alsoinc1udesa National Relay Service for
people.with hearing and/or speech impairments.'Australian .CommunicationsExchange
is currently the Universal Service Provider for National Relay Service.' .

The pricing of tl1eservicesoffered by~ni~ersaISendceProvider under usa are
subjected to .·regulation under the-Telecommunications Act 1997. These regulations
primarily are in the form ofPrice.controlsand are specified-by the Minister.

. Costs & Revenue

The regulator at the beginning of the year identifies the net cost areas on the grounds that
.they are likely to be loss-making as a whole. Costsof providing the Universal Service are
determined at the end of the year using a computerised Net Universal Service Cost
(NUSC) model. The methodology used is called theAvoidable Cost Approach. The Net
Universal Service Cost is determined by subtracting avoidable revenue from the
avoidable costs.
The components of avoidable costs include operating costs; Depreciation and Cost of
.Capital while avoidable revenue IS determined by including the incoming call revenues in
.: the total revenue. The NUSC is summed up for all the net cost areas to determine the total
NUSC.

Funding Mechanism

In Australia, Universal Service is supported through a virtual fund. All carriers who
operated in a financial year are participating carriers.for that year. At the end of the year;
the. amount required in the fund is calculated (using avoidable cost methodology) and
then the settlements are' done amongst the carriers.' The Carriers are required to submit .'
revenue returns to the regulator for sharing thenetU'Sr) costs. The claims submitted ate ' .
subjected' to independent ·audits. Universal service support .is provided' to' the 'usa ..
providers on the basis of the claims submitted.i.Contributions in the Universal Service .
Reserve Fund, is collected .from all carriers, as a percentage of. carrier's eligible '.

1 . .' . . .
revenue ,as per the following forinula:

Levy payable = Total NUSC x Carriers eligible revenue ITotal ~ligiblerevenue

C .Bidding Principle .

Chile \
" 'v .

In 1994, the Telecommunications General Law liberalized the Chile's
telecommunications market. A" Telecommunications Development Fund (TDF) was.>
created by the law to promote an increase in coverage of public services to rural areas and

.,

. i' . " \ .

. 1 Eligible Revenue is defined in the Telecommunications Universal Service Obligation (Eligible R~veriu.e)\\\
. Regulations 1998. . . '.
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urban areas' of low income and low teledensity. The universal service program
impleme?ted by the government also aims at

1. facilitating the introduction of new services and technologies;
11. reducing artificial entry barrier; and
111. preventing and correcting anti-competitive behaviour.

The TDF targets at the provision of Pay phones in rural areas and provides the minimum
required subsidies for the purpose.

Methodology

Chile, implements its universal service programme through competitive bidding-process.
A list ·of all projects based on the requirement is prepared and tenders are invited, The
tenders are technology' neutral and define in detailthe .terms and conditions 'for, the.

·'.projects including the number 'of payphones, the tariff level,principles of interconnection
. '. arid maximum subsidy available. Qn evaluation, project is given to the bidder, 'who. .
• . demands the lowest level of subsidy. Subsidy amount is granted 'only after successful ..
· completion of the project. ..

. Funding Mechanism

The National FiscaI Authority funds TDF. This in.effect means that the subsidy is direct
. and is funded by all tax payers. 'this is in line with the government' s policy of having
only explicit subsidy mechanism in order to avoid market distortion ..

\

· In· the Chile Model; there is a likelihood of bids befng unsustainably low. This might
· result in operators. running into' financial problems and in turn :incurring delays. The
· problems .\VOlHd be aggravated with no upfront support being. available during the
financial year. '. .

.', D. International Traffic Minutes\ ,

Hong Kong

With liberalisation of Hong Kong's voice telecommunications market in 1995, the
monopoly .of Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited (HKTC) was subjected to
competition from three other fixed service providers. The responsibility of USO is rested'
on the incumbent until the network of other operator is developed. Other licensees have
been mandated to assist through Universal Service Contributions (USC).

Scope of Universal Service

The scope 'of Universal Service m Hong Kong includes only the Basic Services,
comprising of following elements:

• Connection and continued provision of connectivity to a PSTN;
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• Provision of a dedicated telephone number;
• Appropriate directory listing;
• A standard telephone hand set without switching capacity;
• Standard billing and collection services;
• A reasonable number of payphones in public areas, including usage by the

physically disadvantaged;
'. operator provided directory enquiries, fault reporting, service difficulty and

connection services; and
.• access to emergency services.

'The scope also includes provisioning of apparatus and services ,to physically
disadvantage and elderly customers at concessionary rates. The government on specified
services 'like residential telephones exercises Price controls. However, there is a trend of.
lifting these controls as competition increases.

Costs & Revenue

The USP is provided support for serving those customers, who would not have been
served on a purely commercial basis. The net costs of Universal service are based on
individual. customers and, are calculated by subtracting relevant revenue from relevant
costs (avoidable costs). The avoidable costs and revenues also include premium service
possible on the standard telephone line:

Fund Administration

The local calls in Hong Kong are not billed on a per minute or a per call basis. Therefore,
only those service providers and carriers that provide international services (Fixed,
Mobile, VPN & International simple resale operators) are required to pay use based on
international 'traffic minutes. The operators to fund USO follow a settlement
mechanism. An interim use is collected every month by the USP based on the rates
approved by the Telecommunications Authority. Final settlement is done at the end of the
financial year.

E. Incumbent's liability

Japan

In Japan, there is no clear definition of Universal Service despite liberalisation of the
telecom services. The onus for providing, Universal Service is only on NTT. NTT
CORPORATION law obliges NTT, the incumbent, to
" try to assure the provision of proper, equal and stable nationwide telephone service
throughout JAPAN, including the areas with low population density".
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Price controls are also exercised by the Ministry to keep a check on the rates. The scope
of the service includes such services that are indispensable to the daily life of the people
at appropriate conditions, including rate of charge.
Telecommunication Business Law of Japan does lay down a few principles OfUniversal
Service:

• .Any facilities based carrier shall not refuse to provide telecommunications
services without due reasons;

• Any carrier shall give priority to emergency services;
• Any telecommunications carrier shall not discriminate between customers

unfairly in providing services.
However, with the advent of Multimedia, Japan, is now considering a framework for
Universal service. .

F. LicenseObligations

India and Philippines are examples of this model as detailed in the earlier Chapters.
G. Other Countries

The Universal Service Program and funding methodologies of other countries of the
APEC and SAARC region are given in Annexure 1-C.
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Annexure l-C : Provision of Universal Service in various countries

IObjectives lLegal Framework [I'arget Social USO Service Scope tuso Provider (s)
Groups

!Australia lReasonable access to 1991 & 1997 !All rural and remote Standard Telephone services Irelstra (incumbent)
uso services for all Telecoms Act areas Payphones IPlan-National and

!Regional USO
Prescribed carriage services providers

Selected by tender

Bangladesh Access at reasonable Telecom Act and ~ll rural and ~asic telephone service ~ncumbent and other
and Government policy emote areas Operators according
affordable rates, !Directory and Emergency 0

Services heir licence
Increase ~onditions
Teledensity !Access to Internet

Bhutan Access within Government Policy All rural and !Basic Telephone Service ~ncumbent Operator
easonable remote areas
ime to a Payphone in
urban and rural/remote
areas

~anada Provision of reliable & 1993.Telecoms Act LOW income !Access to PSTN [ncumbent and other
affordable universal households eligible local
ILelecomservices Emergency services ~xchange

High cost areas Directory services carriers



Chile ~ntroduce new services Telecom General Law Rural areas nstallation of Public lWinning operators in
& payphones the tender for
Technology By-law of the Urban areas of low subsidized

rrelecom ~ncome and low projects
Remove barriers to !Development Fund eledensity
entry

Prevent anti-
competition
Act if market incentive
insufficient

Peoples' ~ncrease the teledensity Government policy Remote and high Widely accessed fixed line China Telecom
Republic mandating the cost areas services
Of China network expansion

plan for local IUndeveloped areas lNo discrimination with
elecom authorities !respect to geographic

~ocations, prices
and quality of services

~ndia !Access to all on demand National Telecom All rural / Standard Telephone Services All Fixed Service
and all villages to have Policy 1999 remote areas Providers
lPublic Telephones by and low calling Voice and Low Speed Data
2002. Access to Internet urban lines services
from Dist. HQ by 2002

nternet access
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Maldives Provision of Public !License condition !All rural and remote lBasic Telephone service and ncumbent
Telephones on the basis areas Emergency (Police, Fire,
.of population of a ~mbulance etc.)
~nhabitation

>,

Nepal !public Telephones, Telecom Act 1997 All Village Dev. Basic Telephone Service bcumbent and other
population criteria and other laws of the Council, rural and Voice, licensees
Increase Teledensity, country and Govt. Iremote areas, Gr.III FAX,
protect consumer Policy
nterest !Low Income Voice band data not less than

households 9.6 kbps

Pakistan ~ndividual access at [Ielecom Act 1996 Low income Basic Telephone Service ~ ncumbent and other
reasonable and and Govt. Policy as households, operators according to
affordable rates and also license High cost areas, Emergency services, heir license
tpublic Telephones on conditions All rural and remote conditions
the basis of population areas Access to Internet

Undeveloped areas
Physically
handicapped,
Senior citizens

Sri Lanka Access at reasonable Telecom Act Far flung network Basic Telephone service, ~ncumbent operator
and affordable rates No formal imposition of Post offices and Voice, Group 3 FAX and

ofUSO sub post offices rrelegraph services

Source: APEC and Telecom Administrations of SAARC Countries
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ANNEXURE I-D

Funding of Universal Service - Global Scenario

Costing Contributing ~IIocation Compensation Mechanism !Funding transparency
Methodology Parties Basis

lAustralia Avoidable costs IAll fixed and Total eligible Trust fund administered by [Iransparent to the regulator and
on the basis of mobile operators. evenues the Australian Communications participating carriers Regulators'
net cost areas Authority (ACA) annual assessment of liabilities and

entitlements are gazetted

Bangladesh forward looking Government as If0 be framed
economic cost Budgetary Grant

Contribution from
Service Providers

Bhutan Access deficit Government Grant IAtactual cost - Ensured by regulations
Canada Accounting Fixed and mobile Long distance Universal service central fund Regulatory regime has been

calculation based operators raffic minutes administered by an independent developed through public proceeding
on incumbent's providing body IAppeals can be filed with the
costs long distance Iregulatory agency, federal court or

services the Govt.

People's lNo specific usa funding mechanism has been set up.
Republic funding required for the development of universal network is organized by the MPT.
Of China
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~ndia Historical and ~ll licencees for Reimbursement Universal Access Levy as a !Ensured by Regulations
Forward looking ~ arious types of of costs of percentage of revenue earned ,
economic costs Telecom services providing and

operating
IVPTs, Rural
I!remote DELs

ndonesia 20% of Telkom and nternational & Interconnection ncluded in the charge for
its JOS partners' mobile service Traffic minutes .nterconnecting to the PSTN
annual investments providers
in installations

~apan No compensation is paid to the universal service
provider

Korea Non-traffic Operators inter- Interconnection ~ncluded in the interconnection ~ransparency ensured by.. connect with [Traffic minutes charge Iregulations which specify thatsensitrve
deficit net of traffic Korea Telecom interconnection charge be
sensitive profits and based on costs, which include
interest earned on the non-traffic sensitive deficit
annual average
installation fees .---~..... -

Malaysia [Nocompensation is paid ,,) the universal service
provider

[Maldives ~o separate costing Incumbent - - -
model employed

Nepal Access Deficit All Service Percentage of Regulator through independent Assessment by Regulator and
Providers otal revenues body appointed by the notification to Public

Government
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New Zealand ~NZ is not compensated by the Govt. for any usa provision. It can be presumed that the usa costs to TNZ are factored
.nto its costs for negotiation with other carriers seeking interconnection. TNZ is required to disclose its interconnection
agreements and prices

Pakistan !Forward looking !All service Percentage of !Administered by Regulator IEnsured by regulations
economic cost providers total revenues . ~hrough an independent body

appointed by it.
Sri Lanka - - lBy incentives for rural roll out lByRegulations

IPlan- forward 1\11providers of End-user tuniversal service fund The contribution system is
USA looking economic elecom services evenues administered by a non-Govt. Body ~ompetitively

costs neutral among all carriers of long
Federal and state IPlan to set up three separate ~istance services.
sources .ndependent corporations to

administer three universal Local service carriers will eventually
service funds expand into this segment of the

market
Some programmes are managed
by state authorities All eligible carriers are eligible to

contribute and receive support for
providing universal service.

Source: APEC, ITU and Telecom Administration of SAARC countries.
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Annexure 2-A
No.5-2/99-Regln-II
Government of India

Ministry of Communications
Department of Telecommunications

Sanchar Bhawan,
20, Ashoka Road,

New Delhi-110 001.

Date: 21.05.1999.
To

The Secretary~
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India,
New Delhi-l 10 001.

Subject: Recommendation of TRAI on the issue of funding the
Universal Service Obligation.

Dear Sir,

The Government has defined the Universal Service Obligation (USO)
through the statement of New Telecom Policy, 1999 (NTP-99) covering the
following objectives:-

i) Provide voice and low speed data service to the villages in the country.

ii) Achieve Internet Access to all district headquarters.

iii) Achieve telephone on demand in urban and rural areas.

? NTP-99 stipulates raising of resources to meet the Universal Service
Obligation through the Universal Access Levy (UAL). Universal Access Levy
is required for providing Village Public Telephone (VPT) and Rural
Telephones and should cover both capital expenditure and recurring expenses
to run the service. The Universal Access Levy would be a percentage of the
revenue earned by the operators under various licences. The percentage
referred to above has to be decided by the Government in consultation with
TRAI.

3. The Department of Telecom has already provided voice
communication facility to 3,40,640 villages ( as of 1.4.1999 ) and the
remaining 2,66,851 villages are proposed to be covered by the year 2002..
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Internet Access to all district headquarters (DHQ) has already been achieved
through 172 code and efforts are being made to provide nodes at all DHQs
progressively by the end of year 2000. Making telephones available on
demand in rural and urban areas of the country is also proposed to be achieved
by the year 2002.

4. The implementation of the USO is the responsibility of fixed service
providers who as per the NTP-99 provisions would be reimbursed from the
funds raised through UAL. Other service providers may also be encouraged
to participate in the USO provision subject to technical feasibility and are
eligible for reimbursement from the funds raised through UAL.

5. To work out the details of the UAL, recommendations of the TRAI are
solicited by the Government on the following :-

a) Class of operators to·fund UAL,

. b) Various possible cost models/approaches to determine :-

i) Percentage contribution from the revenue of the operators
and the mechanism for computing it.

ii) Per unit subsidy for VPTs and rural DELs separately to
cover capital and recurring expenditure.

iii) Whether per unit subsidy will be the same or different in
different geographical areas/ tribal and non tribalareas of
the country.

6. A copy of NTP-99 has already been forwarded to TRAI vide letter .
No.I-20/99-Regulation dated 5-4-1999, a copy is also enclosed herewith 'for--
ready reference.

7. We would be grateful if TRAI could indicate the time frame when it
would be possible to make available the requisite recommendations.

Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

SdI-
( A.K. BHARGAVA )

DY. DIRECTOR GENERAL(REGULATIQN)
21.05.1999

Tel.No.3372074
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Government of India
Ministry of Communications

Department of Telecommunications
Sanchar Bhawan, 20, Ashoka Road, New Delhi-11O 001.

No.5-2/99-Regln-II dated 13-10-1999

To

The Secretary,
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India,
16th Floor, Jawahar Vyapar Bhawan
1, Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-11O 001.

Subject: Recommendation of TRAI on the issue of funding the Universal Service
Obligation (USO).

Sir,

In continuation of this office letter of even No. dated 19-05-1999 and further to
the meetings with TRAI on this issue during the first week of October, 1am directed to
state that the relevant information on USO as desired by TRAI is to be collected from the
DOT units which may take about 3-4 months as it involves traffic observations, and lot of
other data to be collected from the basic records of the scattered DOT field units. In
addition, cost model/approach to determine per unit subsidy for low calling urban DELs
also needs to be considered arid-may be added as item No. iv of para 5 (b) to this office
letter of even No. dated 19-05-1999.

Sd/-
(K.S. Guliani)

Deputy Director General(Regulation)
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ANNEXURE-5-A
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

TRAI Form 20001
,,- ~.

":
UNIVERSAL SERVIC~ PRc>-VID~RS'1~?~!~~~TO~:~?~SH~ET'~'~ -, _ ',- . M" ~

Please read instructions before completing. Report actual amounts billed to customers during the filing,period without subtracting
uncollectibles. Report revenues in whole rupees. Do not report negative amounts.
,A. UNIVERS~L:SERVICE PROVIDERS' I CON:rRIBUTORS IDENTIFICATION ._ 91~' ·t')~iiJ.•,>;~}''':'~"i!f.!i~;·i;{·.ilf:C;~ '-c > . ... ,-~ ,
1. Legal Name of Universal Service Providerl Contributor
2. Name for doing business, if different from 1,
3, Principal communications business (check only one)

a. D Basic Services e. D Local Reseller L D Prepaid Card D Internationalm,

b. D CellularlMobile
f. o Other Mobile j, D Internet Access D Long Distancen.

service reseller

c. o Incumbent g, o Paging & Messaging D Other Servicek, o SatelliteNSATI 0,

GMPCS (specify) .

d. 0 Long Distance h. o Pay phone service
Shared service

Service I. o provider(DID PABXs
etc.)

4, Holding Company
5, Management Company, if managed by another entity,

6, Principal Carrier Identification code used for long disance service

7, Complete Mailing address of corporate headquarters

8, Telephone ~mber for customer inquiries
B. CONTACT INFORMATION'" , " "" ~-!, ~~~ i:!·'::~~·V,·~'t:·'?;""Ii..t< ,:~ '."- .",

- , ~.,-:'-o
9a: Name of contact person sb. Designation
lOa. Telephone no. of contact person lOb. Fax No,
11, Email of contact person
12, Complete Mailing address of contact

( for sending universal service worksheets )
13. Billing address

( for sending bills for universal service contribution)
C:CERTIFICATION (TO BE SIGNED BYAN OFFICER OFTHE UNIVERSAL SERVIGE RROVIDERlCONTRIBUTOR
14. I certify that I am an officer of the above-named universal service provider 1 contributor, that I have examined this report and to the

best of my knowledge, information and belief, all statements of fact contained in this Worksheet are true and that said Worksheet is
an accurate statement of the affairs

,~ Signature
-Narne & Designation of the Officer

Date
15. Yr'. of d"!,, I D Due by 1S Sept

Data for fiscal year ending to 310
' March
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16. This filing is: ··OriDI Filing IDised Filing

Note: Do not include a cheque with this filing. For additional information, please call the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India. Mail this
work sheet to TRAI. The address and telephone number of TRAI are available on its website at www.trai.gov.in.

D; CONTRIBUTOR REVENUE INFO~~ATION ,.-;:'."./+' ,
!"~:)t4'.',~;~ :'i~%"~'~'" iY(, :::.

17. Year of Data Filing Period Total Revenues

D Data for 1st April ... to
31st March ....

Revenue Data
Fixed services from DELs

18. Monthly rental , local calls, installation charges, special features charges and any other services(e.g.
phonogrammes,etc.)

a) Rural & remote areas

b) Urban areas

19. Long Distance Charges

a) Domestic

b) International (i) from call charges
(ii) from settlement charges

20. Leased Lines

21. Other local telecom service revenues

Mobile services
(includes wireless telephony, paging and other mobile services)
22. Monthly, activation, and message charges except toll

Long Distance (Trunk) Service
(a) Domestic
(b) International (i) From call charges

Cii) From settlement charges
23. Operator and STD/ISO calls with alterntive billing arrangments (credit card, collect, international call back
etc.)
24. Other switched STD/ISO service (includes IN services)

25. Long distance private line services

26. Satellite services

27. All other long distance services

Revenue from all other sources
Fixed services

28. Monthly service, local calling, connection(rental) charges, special features and other service charges

29. Tariffed subscriber line charges

30. Local private line and special access service

31. Public telephone revenues - rural
- urban

32. Other local telecom service revenues

Mobile service
(includes wireless telephony, paging and other mobile services)
33. Monthly and activation charges

34. Message charges including roaming but excluding trunk charges

Trunk Services
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35. Prepaid calling card

36. International calls that both originate and terminate in foreign points

37. Operator and trunk calls with alterntive billing arrangments (credit card, collect, international call back etc.)
other than revenues reported on Line 36 above.
38. Other switched trunk service (includes IN service etc.)

39. Long distance private line services

40. Satellite services

41. All other long distance services

Packet Switched Public Data Network

42. Monthly Subscription

43. Usage Charges

44. Other sources

Internet(Tier 1,2,3)

45. Subscription

46. Usage Charges

47. Other sources

Charges on end-user bills identified as recovering universal service contributions ( universal service levy)
48. Any other income from assets, etc.
49. Subtotal

Other revenues that will not be included in the contribution base

50. Enchanced services, billing and collection, customer premises equipment, published directory, inside wiring
mtce & non-telecom products and service revenues
51. Gross billed revenues from all sources

52. Request for nondisclosure of information contained in Worksheet. Certification that the information contained on this
wogeet is privileged or confidnetial commercial or financial information and that disclosure of such information may cause
subs antial harm to the competitive position of the entity filing the Worksheet. This box may be checked in lieu of submitting
a separate request.
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Annexure 5 - B

Model t

Cost & Revenue estimation

Cost of individual VPT
Sensitivity Analysis has been done by varying the cost to Rs 50000 and Rs 1 lakh for post NTP 99 VPTs

I

Revenue estimates (as calculated fro Rs 3180 per.annum.per VPT
I 3180 3180

Capital Cost of Old VPT @ Rs 75000
Capital Cqst for New VPT @ Rs 75000

Total Revenue
Number of Annual (in
VPTs Cost* crores)** NUSC***

in crores in crores
..

Till 1999 340640 255.48
1999 - 00 33977 280.96275 119.12821 161.834544
2000 - 01 113421 377.3706 155.19608 222.174516
2001 - 02 119453 478.90565 193.18214 285.723512
Total 607491

Notes. Total annual cost = operating expenses@10%.. Revenue = Total number of VPTs X Rs. 265... NUSC = Total annual cost - Revenue

~~-t: . 101
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Annexure 5 - C NUSC for VPTs =J . ~--
Model 2

-- -----f-------- ..---

------+--. --::..f--~----
: -- ----

Cost & Revenue estimation - . i--
Cost of individual VPT Rs. 75000

-~~
Sensitivity Analysis has been done by varying the cost to Rs 50000 and Rs 1 lakh for post NTP 99 VPTs
Revenue Estimates ( as calculated from sample Rs 3180. per.annum.per VPT

3180. 3180. 3180.
Capital Cost of Old VPT @ Rs 75000 .=1--~t--Capital Cost for New VPT @ Rs 75000

Total Revenue ---t----- ----

Capital Annual (in i

Number of VPTs investment Cost* crores)** NUSC"* I
in crores -----

Till 1999 340.640 255480. 255.48 .-
1999 - DD 33977 25482.75 342.12135 119.12820.6 222.993144
2000 - 01 113421 9640.7.85 669.90.80.4 155.1960.1;14 514.711956 ~+---=20.0.1 - 0.2 119453 101535.0.5 10.15.12721 193.182138 821.9450.72
Total 60.7491

--1----

, .

Notes I J ----
* Total annual cost = capital recovery@24% + operational ex; ense@1o.%
*' Revenue = Total number of VPTs X 265 .--1--=i==**' NUSC = Total annual cost - Revenue

·1 r-=E--=3~-t---;--=r----L--L-=1~-....-.:::=- . ~ ~=. I J ...L . I . -+-+== - . =t I - .. --. ----t-=F- I--J-- ---- i --- -- .
r • J I I ; 10.2



Annexure 5-0 ~--L, 1 1 1 L 1 .---L_~· __ L __.--1. .1__ 1 1 '~l __L__
__ usa calculationstor Rur_aJI remote DEls ---=r~~-~t,_:::--:~~SC=(OPEX (10%)~_R~Venu~e'~~~~~-=-Il~~~S onIY~,= ==~~-=-,o------J~ 0
senD. P8rijCii~--+u-nu.---- -----~,~_ --1- ±=--=i -r-

1 Year 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92:93----r9~4'-··' 94-95, '95-96 96-97 97-98 .98~99--99~00-1oo:o'---101:o2 02-03- 03-04 04-05 ~T06-~
2 Tolal DEL. 0 000 3800.8 4174.3 4589 5074.3 5809.9 6796.7 802S.6~....Jl795.~ 11978.4 14542.6 1780t.7IT1~ 26652.23 32812.6 40396.9 49734.3 61229.9 75382.5 89145.1 105420.4
3 Rural DElS 0181), 000 627.132 688.7595 757.185 837.2595 958.6335 1121.456 132~:. 164811941'~rI---2323 959 2989.55 3652.581 4417.6241 5380.~6616553.651 7982.347 9722.4991 1184~~442~~1!~

~- 11 Ion local (DOT& i'l 1
4MTNl)(C) RsCro~ 1170.5 1720.9 2212.5 2359.9, 2823.2 3707.73 4213.81 520306J 6515.55 671408 7781.49 :1=734--.1 1 i. --- '-:+ 1-,'--1

~~8:~~~oSlparDEl Rs ! . 47057453351.82 48627.65 38379.55 37573.27 34289.28,iI29400.81 298454 26183.92 23876.19._~~.!1996.23 21006.4 20061.11,' 19158~6i 18296.231 174:r72'91166~'~"'!5935'73'

IcaPllalCoslpar ~ •• I. I 1
6,Urban DEL Rs 43897.11 49768.49 45659.77 36037.14 35280.06 32196.51' 27606.4' 28023.85 '24585.84 22418.96 21626.95 20653.74 19724.32 18836.72117989.07 17179.561 16406.48 15668.19 14963.12

--""Capltal cest par rural r-' ....,---1 '
_7DEl=I.3·(A) 161455.~69675.89 63923.68 50452 49392.09 45075.11 38648.96 39233:391 34420.17' 31386.543027773 28915.23 27614.05i26371.41 25184.7 24051.39 229~~1935.4712094.~

8usa Deficit due to Rural I Rern~e DEls -_1---'__ -1. _ ,_ -i--- .__
9 DEls 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 '96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 101-02 02-03 103-04 04-05 ~5-06 06-07

~. Pre1988 3854099 2752928 3121141 286.347 2260004 221.2526 201.9146 1731286 175.7465 154.1857 1405965 1356295! 1295262 1236975 118.1311 112~077385 102.890319826024 9383853
,----1-J 1989 3787376 42.93951 3~.39456 31.9923 30.43911 27.77~~~.:.~~r--;:~:~4.17856 2;1.21229 1{3lli4 ""i8.65941 ...!I~ '17.017!l511625204 155207T14.82227 14.15527' 13.51828 1290996

12 _ 1990 47.67607 43.74009~~2203 33.79678 30.84287 ~~~1---~6.84565 ~3.5521S. 21 476i~Q11769 .!.~..?8539~~~!;05 1804477 -17.23g,ti6J 1645728 ~15 7167 1500945 1433403
1 13 I 1991 51.18656 4039918 3955047 3609367 30 94796 31.41~!!.~7 561711 2513g,~ ~4 24474 _2.3..:..~~~,1_1_181 21.11678 201665.,2 19.25903 1839237 17.56472 167743
~ 1992 61.23561 59.94915 54 70947 46.90979~~..i17nI4 38.0951 3!'.l4929, 35.09557 33.51627 32.00804 3056768 ?9.19213 27.87~,49 26.62395 25.42588
~ 1993 80.42119 73.3922 62.929 63.8806' 56.04361 51.1042 49.~9f!!l01i>8Jl.36 44.96174 42.93846 41.oo623J.:J9.16p~~L37.39871 35.71577 34.10856

16 1994 91.39813 78.36791 79.55296 69.79327 63.64203 61.:3937'58.63098'55:99259 53.47292 5~.06664T 48.768641 46.57405 44.47022 42.4767
1---171 1995 _ 125.136 127.0283 111.~~r-Jg!;~rJ1~'.2~~ ~~i~~8.~10~~~8~:g 81.5~n,87262 74.36835 71.02178 67.8~~

18 1996 115.0743 100.9568 92.05893 88.8067 84.8104 80.99393 77.3492 73.868491" 70.5444 67.36991 64.33826 61.44304
~09 1997 131.7095 120~iii'12 115.8583 110.6447 105.6657 loo.g107r-g~.3697~ 92.03312 87.891.63 83.9365 80.15936

~UI 1998 ' i08.906~?1.5258 1,9.?.45,12 183.7966 175.5258 167.627i'16o.0039 152.8801 146.000s 139.430s
21· 1999 200.7507i.I9..!2~69 183.08971 174.85061 166.9824 159~~ ...!,g~?1,14~~ ~8.89.~

~ 2000 1---' ~~1,,2139:~U5~j 201.7526 192.6738 184:0~~ ...!?..?.7233 167.8158 160.264
2001 '_r-__~~5,934~9' 25~~~2.53_:~ ~.s~5~~1.2018~~..?81_2~~

~ 2002 .---.c----' 309.33281295.4128 28~.1192 269.4239 257.29981245.721~
~ _, 2003 I----- 359.8127 343.6212 328.1582 313.3911',' 299.2885
~ 2004 _=~~=-r 418.5307 399.6968, 381.7105364.5335
~ 2005 _ ..I ~-- 486.8298 464.9224 444.0009
I~ 2006 __ 1--_ ,-_._4 __ ._ 566.2772 540.7948

29 OPEX 2007 1 1 658.688
30 USOCostdueloRural DEls incrores 37.87376 402.7297 420.6682 393.2496 405.4093 516.1296 567.6834 691.342 738.2364 882.0779 1051.S!,,,?.!2?5.556' 1436.341 16~'1.038rI96§1.~ 2295.301 2678.842T3i24.57V642.6~3

-~~~ 1_- 1
31 charges) Rs41241'erannum erRuralDEl I __ 18~~~8.987 ~'y~i 3291.92 4009.559~.83.~!1,~948.2~ 72~5.0~
32 NUSC in Rs crores -596.27 -782,65 -1021,71 -1326.7 -1714.3 -220~ -2823.7 -3602.3

1-- Revenue per Rural DEL@ 5% annual increase._ '--;j~,--;i3"3TI ~46.71l47i4:0461---50i'2.7485263.3851 5526.554 5802.882
Total Revenue in Rs Crore. ,__ 1821.828 2329.936 '2979.755 3910.809 4873.644 6232.901 797f2591---10194.45

,_ NUSCwith5% increase in revenue 1 ·596.2725 -893.5955 ·1298.717 -1645.605 -2578.343 ·3554.059 -4846.688 -6551.792

=r----~.== _ ,=t~E=~FI~- --r-,--t--

I

--+---'--'---+f-~-~~-=-+I~-~~~t:.~-~-=-"_+----------+---+-----I--l-0:
I--~----------t------"-.--_+----_+---------~-~-+----_+-----f - I

:==:=========:=~~~:.~.~~'---=--'---- -- --+--1-- -_ ------1--1---------':==+====:=-_---1=:====:===-=-:1---===--·----+--_-_-:_---1--- --t----~ -: 1 tr=
:=--·~f~~-t-~~~=.:t_=~-=-~~~~±--+-..~-:----+I--=---=-_-=~t-=-=·=------+--f----·--=:---+-+=-__:-+-:---------~fi~~ (~-=I f 1-- I -~f=i~



,5-E 1 1 I I
lusa ,,,d,,"I,,tlnn<> for Rurall Remote DELs 1Model 2 [opex @10%for pre NTP 99 DELs and ,+ Opex@10%for post 99 DELs

Se no. IParticulars Units
IYear 17-88 188-89 189-90 90-91 191-92 192-93 '93-94 194-95 195-96 96-97 !97-98 198-99 199-00 00-01 101-02 02-03 '03-04 104-05 05-06 ,06-07
rotal DELs (D) 000 3800. 4174. 4589 5074. 5809. 6796. 8025. 9795. 11978. 14542. 17801 2159, 26652.2, 32812. 40396. 49734. 61129. 75382. 89145. 105420.
IRural DELS fatal] 6: .132 688.7595 757,185 ,837.2595 958.6335 1121.456 132~.224 1648 1941.307 2323.959 2989.55 3652.581 4417.624 5380.666 6553.651 7982.347 9722.499 11842 14423.56 17567.9
1
ICapltallnverstment
on (DOT &

Ra Crores 1170.5 1720.9 2212.5 2359.9 2823.2 ' 3707.73 4213.81 5203.062 6515.55 6714.08 7781.49 8505.274 MTNL)( C)

5 ~a:~a:~o.t por DEL
Rs 47057.7 53351.82 48627.65 38379.55 37573.27 '34289.28 29400.81 29845.4 26183.92 23876.19 22429.51 21308.03 20242.63 19230.5 18268.98 17355.53 16487.75 15653.36 14880.19

6 ~~~!~ID~~·t per Ra 44185.63 50095.61 45659.77 36037.14 35280.06 32196.51 27606.4 28023.85 24585.84 ' 22418.96 21060.57 20007.54 19007.17 18056.81 17153.97 16296.27 15481.46 14707.38 13972.01

~uar::t~E~0:tl.3~ 61859.811 70133.85 63923.68 50452 49392.09 45075,11 38648.96 39233.39 34420.17 31386.54 29484.8 27913.52 26610.03 25279.53 24015.55 22814.78 21674,04 20590.34 19560.82

8 uso Deflcltdue to Rural DELs
9 -- IDELs 87-88 '88-89 89-90 190-91 91-92 '92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 196-97 97-98 98-99 199-00 100-01 01-02 102-03 03-04 04-05 lo:;~~ 06-07

I.:=J? IPre 1988 387.94: 387.94: 314.1656 286.34, 226.0004 22J,~52§ 201.9146 1286 75.7465 154.1857 140.5965 132.077.6 125.4737 19.2 113.24 107.578 .102.199' 97.08916 ,87.62297
1989 53.37178 43.22174 39.39456 31.0923 30.4391' 2,'.77867 23.81839 24. 7856 2' .21229 19.34274 18.17075 17.20241 16.399' 15.57914 14.80019 14.0601 13.35717 12.68931 12.05484

I~ 1990 47.98944 43.74009 34.52203 33.79678 30.84287 26.44574 26.84565 23.55211 21.4764 20.1751: 19.09997 18.2080 17.29765 16.43276 15.61' 14.83057 14.089( 13.38459
1991 51.18656 40.3991: 39.55047 36.09367 30.94796 31.41594 2;'.56178 25.13262 23.60981 22.35162 21.30785 20.24246 19.23034 18.26882 17.355381_;~;~~ 15.66323

1---1992 61.235.6' 59.94915 54.70947 46.9097, 47.61914 4':r. '14 38.0951 35.78688 33.87976 32.29766 30.68278 29.14864 27.6912' 33.23845
1993 80.42119 73.3922 62.929 63.8806 56.04361 51.1042 48.0077.4 45.44936 43.32699 41.16064 39. 0261 3, 14748 2~~~~ 33E2! 31,~8~!!.:g

~

,..---~: 91.3981: 78.36791 79.55296 69.79327 63.64203 59.78589 56.59984 53.95676 51.25893 48.69598 46.261 43~812 11.75Oi 39.66311

/
125.136 127.0283 111.4443 101.6221 95.48471 90.37729 86.1569 81.84906 To '.7566 73.86877 70.! 7~3 66.86657 63.33324

1996 115.0743 00.9568 ,92.05893 86.48099 81.87232 78.04909 74.14664 '.4393 66.91734 63.~7! 4717:'07~:~ 57.37325
1997 .- 13' .7095 120.101: 112.8242 106.81 10' .8238 96.73263 9' .896 8,'.301: 82.9361~ 74~49.~

Opex @10%(ln Rs 199A 206.906 196.2482 185.7899 1, .114 168.2583 159.8454 151.8531 144.2604 ,17'

[I1--21' Cror •• ) 1999 195.4934 185.0753 176.4328 167.61 159.2306 151.269 143.7056 136.5203

Lt! 2000 726.0716 716.0993 705.9204 696.2504 687.064 678.3368 670.04~
2001 87" .3037 858.4904 846.3178 034.7538 823. 788 ~~3~!~
2002 1008.186 993.3593 979.2744

~~i38~~~ i{}~!!3 2003 166.5, 149.416
2004 1349.84 1329.99 .

Ri Capex@240/0+ 2005 1561.8,97 7'~2
Opex@100/0 (in 2006

RsCrores) 2007 8:;~I.!:2091.1993C IUSOCost " erore. 53.37178 405.3768 420.6682 393.2496 465.4093 516.1296 56,'.6834 691.342 738.2384 882.0179 024.125 1696.055 2511.676 3450.656 4536.655 5792.797 7245.829 10680.76
31 IRevenue i cror •• I RI 4724, er annum ;>er~l_ IEL 2086.886 2541.827 3095.945 .3770.861 459:~.909 5594.161 8299JiI~
32 'NUSC In Crore8 -390.83 -30.151 1354.711 765.795 1199.89 1651.6; .2.!}3.03 2581.69

Revenue per Rural DEL @ 5% ann. Ilncr.al' 4724 4960.2 5208.21 5468.621 5742.052 6029.154 6330.f1.1~ 6647.142
fatal Revenue 2086.886 . 2668.918 3413.279 4365.243 5582.709 7139.724 9130.996 116, '.63
NUSC 1-390.8308 -157.2419 37.37656 1, 1.4126 210.08, 106.105 -204.2804 1-796.8698
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IAnnexure 5-F I I I I I I
IUSO .••••teulatlons for Rural I Remote DELs IModel3 &Opex@10% I

I
ISeno. IParticulars Units

IV'" 87-88 188-89 8'-90 :90-91 i91-.2 192-93 9a-94 94-95 195-96 196-97 97-98 198-99 99-DO 100-01 1-02 102-03 103-04' 04-0' 05-Uti ,Uti-07
ITOto' "~LS (U) 1000 3800. 4'74. 4589 5074. 5809.1 6796. 8025.' 9795. 1978.· 14542.' 17801. 2'59a. 26652.23 32812.' 40396.9 49734. 61229. 75382. 89'45. 105420.4

3 RU,al OELS 1T0tall" 627.132 688.7595 757.185 837.2595 958.6335 1121.456 1324.224 1648 1941.307 2323.959 '2989.55 3652.581 4417.624 . 5380.666 6553.651 7962.347 9722.499 11842 14423.58 ·17567.9

~~~Ital. (DOT &

RoC,or •• 1170.5 lnO.9 2212.5 2359.9 2823.2 3707.73 4213.81 5203.062 6515.55 6714.00 7781.49 8505.274 MTNL)( C)

5 ~-:~I;"" . DEL
R. _47057. 53351.82 48627.65 .38379.55 37573.27 3428928 29400.81 29845.4 26183.92 23876.19 22429.51 21308.03 20242.63 19230.5 18268.98 17355.53 16487.75 15663.38 148JlO.19

6 ~:::~~' per R. 44185.83 50095.61 45659.77 36037.14 35280.06 32196.51 27606.4 28023.85 24585.84 22418.96 21060.57 20007.54 19007.1 18056.81 .17153.97 16296.27 15481.46 14707.38 13972.01

~"!~I~L = 1:3'fAl

'\

~1859.88 .70133.85 .63923.68 50452 49392.09 45075.11 38648.96 39233.39 , 34420.1' 31386.54 29484.8 27913.52 26610.03 25279.53 24015.55 22814.78 21674.04 20590.34 19560,82

usa Deficit due to Rural DEls
DELs 167-88 188-89 189-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 193-94 194-95 95-96 96-97 197-98 98-99 1·9-DO 00..01 101-02 02-03 103-04 04-05 105-06 06-07

~

Pi. 1988 942.'476 1068.163 973.5799 768.4015 752.2587 686.5097 566.6371 597.5383 524.2312 478.028 140.5965 132.0776 125.4737 119.~ 113.24 107.57! 102.1991 97.08916 92.23471 87.62297
1989 81. '3249 66.8315: 83.00435 74.70209 74.0489 .38846 67.4281 67.78835 64.82208 62.9525: 18.170?! .20241 16.3991 15.579' 14.800lS 14.060 13.357 1.689: 12.05484
1990 96.40973 92.'6039 82.94232 82.21701 79.26a" 74.86804 75.26594 1.97247 69.89669 68.59542 19.09997 16.2080' '.29765 16.4327< 15.6' 14.83057 14.08904 13.38455
199' .107.8501 97.06: 96.214 9:1.757: 87, 88.07948 84.: .79616 80. .307 1246 19.23034 18.26882 .35538 16.4876· 15.6632:

29.1486' 27.69121 26.30665 24.99131 33.2384'
1993, 195.639! 188.6100 78. 179.099: 166. 128 163.226 ;8.54 156. 39 )261 37.14748 35.: 1,5256 .84932

B 1994' 234.8843 221.854 223.0391 213. '.1282 203.21 '.08' 7·44 194. 151 19 1821 .~6.261 1.941 _~72 ..3!l,6631,1l
1995, 354. 356.1436 340.1 130. 324. 15.27 10. ;44 30 719 302.9841 66.6665, 83.•13324
1996' 322.628, 308.51' 299.6133 294.035 289.4261 285.603 281, 27 274.471' 171. 60.3929 57.37325f----,
1991 402.4875 390.879: 383.602 177.5897 37: 601 358.0792 153. 349.5674 74.8498,c--:
1998' 679.901' 667.243 _6~,7855 648. I09E 1.2539 630. 622.8487 615.2561 608.0431 601.1907~~ 1999, 664.67: 654.2594 645.6169 .7952 628.4' 620.45: 61:1.8897 605.7044 598.8784
2DO 726.0711 716.0993 i.920 696. 687.064 678.3388 670.046 662.1698~ 2001 87' 3037 858.490 848. 834.7538 '823.768 813.3315 803.4168

3 20 1008.186 993.3593 979.2744 965.893~ 95:.182 94' .1059
2003 1166.57' 1149.416 1133.118 '.635 1102.92,
2004 1349.84 129.99 1293.21E

- '(,:u"ent 2005 1561.897 1538.928 15••..10,

[ln~~6;::~
2006 1807.276 1780.699- 2007 2091.199

ISO Cosl due 10 Ru. DELs lin crores 81 1249 156.821 1051.41E 154. 1280.46, 1396.139 714.495 1969.78: 2262.8' 2553.80 1121.4: 744.939 4501.89, 535Ei.988 32,.76' 7440.424 8664.34' 137.6, 11820.94
levenue 2086.886 2541.82, 309' '.~945 l.86 .~1592.909 5594.'6' 6813.69 8299.07E
IUSC Iln crere 1658.05 11962.07 226" 1.04 12556.9' .2847.52 13070.18 .3323.98 3521.87
'avenue per Rural • @ annual lncrease : 5% 4724 4960. 52C 1.21 468.6: 5742.052 6029.'54 6330.612 664,'.14:
otal Revenue 2086._ 2.68.918 3413.279 365.24 5582.709 7139.724 9130.996 116. '.63
USC 1658.053 1834.979 1943.709 1962.526 1857. '15 1524.61~ 006.61 14:1.3099
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Annexure 5-G I I - .-- --_.- ----uso calculations for Rural I Remote DELs Model 4 Capex@24% &Opex@10% ---- -- -- ------_ .. - - -
~ ~~cular. Unit. .~~ -.1 Year 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 __ ~-oo 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 05-0!l' 08.07

~IDEIA(D)
-

~ 000 3800.8 4174.3 4589 5074.3 5809.9 6796.7 8025.6 9795.3 11978.4 14542.6 17801.7 21593.7 26652.23 32812.6 40396.9 .49734.3 61229.9 75362.5 09146.1 106420.4

3 RU,al DElS (Total)' 627.132 688.7595 757.185 637.2595 958.6335 1121.456 1324.224 1648 1941.307 2323.959 2989.55 3652.581 4417.624 5380.666 6553.651 7982.347 9722.499 -~ 14423.~ 17557.9

Capltallnvel'8tmant
on local (DOT &

4 MTNl)( C) Rs Croree 1170.5 1720.9 2212.5 2359.9 2823.2 3707.73 4213.81 5203.062 6515.55 6714.08 7781.49 8505.27 -Capital cost per
5 DEL A.C/O Rs 47057.7 53351.82 48627.65 38379.55 37573.27 34289.28 29400.81 29845.4 26183.92 23876.19 22429.51 21308.03 20242.63 19230.5 18268.98 17355.53 16487.75 16883.35 14000.1D
Capital Cost per

8 Urban DEL Rs 44185.63 50095.61 45659.77 36037.14 35280.2,6 32196.51 27606.4 28023.85 24585.84 22418.96 21060.57 20007.54 19007.17 18056.81 17153.97 16296.27 15481.46 14707.38 13972.01

Capital Cost per
7 nu,al DEL = 1.3'(A) Rs 61859.88 70133.85 63923.68 50452 49392.09 45075.11 38648.96 .39233.39 34420.17 31386.54 2:9484.8 27913.52 26610.03 25279.53 24015.55 22814.78 21674.04 20590.34 19~0.O2
8 usa Deficit due to Rural DELs -
9 DEls 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 08·07
10 Pre 1988 942.1476 1068.163 973.5799 768.4015 752.2587 686.5097 588.6371 597.5383 524.2312 478.028 140.5965 132.0776 125.4737 119.2 113.24 107.578 102.1991 97.0B916 92.23471 87.82291

~ 1989 129.6172 134.7162 130.889 122.5868 121.9336 119.2731 115.3129 115.673 112.7068 110.8372 18.17075 17.20241 16.3991 15.57914 14.80019 14.06018 '3.35717 12.88931 12.06404

~ 1990 163.1641 158.9147 149.6967 148.9714 146.0175 141.6204 142.0203 138.7268 136.651 135.3498 19.09997 18.20805 17.29765 16.43276 15.61113 14.83057 14.08904 13.30469

~ 1991 174.0343 163.2469 162.3982 158.9414 153.7957 154.2637 150.4095 147.9804 146.4578 145.1994 21.30785 20.24246 19.23034 18.26882 17.35538 16.48761 16.05323

-~ 1992 208.2011 206.9146 201.6749 193.8752 194.5846 188.7426 185.0606 182.7523 180.8452 179.2631 30.68278 29.14864 27.69121 26.30665 24.99131 33.23046

~ 1--.1993 273.432 266.403 255.9399 256.8914 249.0545 244.115 241.0186 238.4602 236.3378 234.1715 39.10261 37.14746 35.2901 33.5258 3'.64932

~ 1994 310.7537 297.7234 298.9085 289.1488 282.9975 279.1414 275.9554 273.3123 270.6144 268.0515 46.26116 43.94812 41.75072 - 39.06316-.g 1995 425.4626 427.3548 411.7708 401.9486 395.7912 390.7038 386.4834 382.1756 378.0831 374.1953 70.17533 66.66657 83.33324

~ 1996 391.2526 377.1351 368.2372 362.6593 358.0506 354.2274 350.3249 346.6176 343.0956 339.7498 60.3929 57.37326

~ 1997 447.8122 436.204 428.9269 422.9144 417.9266 412.8354 407.9988!I399.0389 394.8921 74.84967

~ 1998 710.2805 697.6226 687.1643 678.4884 669.6327 661.2196 645.6349 638.421D 831.689&---4.1 1999 664.6775 654.2594 645.6'69 636.7952 628.4147 . 612.8897 605.7044 598.8784

~ 2000 726.0716 716.0993 705.9204 696.2504 7 678.3368 670.046 662.1696
2001 871.3037 656.4904 846.3178 834.7538 823.766 813.3315 803.4106~ 2002 1006.186 993.3593 979.2744 965.8937 953.162 941.1059---fs
2003 1166.571 1149.416 1133.118 1117.635 1102.927-Ts 2004 1349.84 1329.99 1311.131 1293.216--f? Capex 024%+ 2005 1561.897 1538.928 1517.107-Ta Opex 010% (In 200s 1807.276 1760.699-fg

Rs Crores) 2007 2091.199
30 use Cost due to Rural OELs in crores 129.6172 1271.46 1232.24 1395.99 1600.16 1791.701 2181.268 2505.16 2843.535 3164.909 3684.646 4241.4 4934.174 5726.188 6619.177 7655.963 6808.669 10213.38 11651.32
31 Revenue in Crores Be 4724 er annum er Rural DEL 2086.886 2541.827 3095.945 3770.861 4592.909 5594.161 6813.69 8299.076
32 NUSC I In Crores 2154.51 2392.35 2630.24 2848.32 3063.05 3214.51 3399.69 3552.25

Revenue per Rural DEL 0' 5% annual increase 4724 4960.2 5208.21 5468.621 5742.052 6029.154 6330.612 6647.142
Total Revenue 2086.886 2668.918 3413.279 4365.243 5582.709 7139.724 9130.996 11677.83
NUSC@5% annual increase of revenue 2154.515 2265.256 2312.909 2253.934 2073.254 1668.945 1082.381 1/3.6887
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Annexure 5-J-1 Model 1 ..
NUSC calculations for low call1na Urban DELs U to 200 call. per month) Opex011W. fOf all LCUS
Particulars Units

1 Year 87-66 66-69 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
2 Total DELo (D) 000 3600.6 4174.3 4589.0 5074.3 5609.9 6796.7 8025.6 9795.3 11978.4 14542.6 17801.7 21593.7 26652.2 32812.6 40396.9 49734.3 61229.9 75362.5 89145.1 105420.4

Low Calling Urban
3 DELo'-,0.382-D} 000 1219.6 1339.5 1472.6 1628.3 1864.3 2181.0 2575.3 3112.4 3834.3 4667.7 5658.4 6853.7 8493.9 10479.3 12928.5 15949.8 19676.5 24273.3 26544.6 33560.6

C."ltlillnveratment
on loca' (DOT A

4 MTNL)(C) Rs Crores 1170.5 1720.9 2212.5 2359.9 2823.2 3707.7 4213.6 5203.1 6515.6 6714.1 7761.5 6505.3

Capital cost per DEL
19230.55A=C/D R. 47057.7 53351.8 46627.7 38379.6 37573.3 34289.3 29400.8 29845.4 28183.9 23876.2 22429.5 21308.0 20242.6 18269.0 17355.5 16487.8 15663.4 14880.2

Capital Cost per
6 Urban DEL = All. 065 R. 44185.6 50095.6 45659.8 36037.1 35280.1 32196.5 27606.4 28023.9 24585.8 22419.0 21080.8 20007.5 19007.2 18056.8 17154.0 16296.3 15481.5 14707.4 13972.0
7 NUSC for low callina urban On Rs Crares
8 87-88 88-89 69-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96...97 97-98 98-~9 99_00 00_01 01_02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
9 11111988' 538.9 754.5 611.0 556.9 439.5 430.3 392.7 336.7 341.8 299.9 273.4 256.9 244.0 231.8 220.2 209.2 198.8 168.8 179.4 170.4
10 1989 53.0 60.0 54.7 43.2 42.3 38.6 33.1 33.6 29.5 26.9 25.2 24.0 22.8 21.6 20.6 19.5 18.6 17.6 16.7....g 1990 66.7 60.8 48.0 46.9 42.8 36.7 37.3 32.7 29.8 28.0 26.6 25.3 24.0 22.8 21.7 20.6 19.6 18.6-.g 1991 71.1 56.1 54.9 50.1 43.0 43.6 38.3 34.9 32.8 31.2 29.6 26.1 26.7 25.4 24.1 22.9 21.8

~ 1992 85.1 83.3 76.0 65.2 66.1 58.0 52.9 49.7 47.2 44.9 42.6 40.5 38.5 36.5 34.7 33.0
-# 1993 111.7 102.0 87.4 88.7 77.9 71.0 66.7 63.4 60.2 57.2 54.3 51.6 49.0 46.6 44.2

~ 1994 127.0 108.9 110.5 97.0 88.4 83.1 78.9 75.0 71.2 67.6 64.3 61.0 56.0 55.1

~ 1995 148.3 150.5 132.0 120.4 113.1 107.4 102.1 97.0 92.1 87.5 83.1 79.0 75.0

~ 1996 202.3 ,'177.5 161:8 152.0 144.4 137.2 130.4 123.8 117.6 111.8 106.2 100.9

~ 1997 204.9 186.8 175.5 166.7 158.4 150.5 143.0 135.8 129.0 122.6 116.4

~ 1998 222.1 208.7 198.2 188.3 178.9 170.0 161.5 153.4 145.7 138.4

~ 1999 251.7 239.2 227.2 215.8 205.0 194.8 185.1 175.8 167.0

~ 2000 328.2 311.7 296.2 281.4 267.3 253.9 241.2 229.2-.g 2001 377.4 358.5 340.6 323.6 307.4 292.0 277.4

~ 2002 442.2 420.1 399.1 379.2 360.2 342.2
-# 2003 518.3 492.3 467.7 444.3 422.1

~ 2004 607.3 576.9 548.1 520.7

~ 2005 711.7 676.1 642.3

f4 2006 628.2 596.8
26 OPEX 2007 700.9
29
30 Tctet Cost of low call1na Urban subscribers 53.0 737.7 743.5 671.9 769.5 629.2 859.2 1074.5 1147.6 1268.6 1443.4 1699.4 1991.8 2334.5 2736.0 3206.5 3757.9 4198.2 4669.1
31 Revenue from low urban caners in crores 403.6 496.8 611.7 753.0 927.1 1141.4 1349.8 1596.2
32 NUSC for Low Urban Callers In crores 1295.9 1495.0 1722.8 1983.0 2279.4 2616.5 2848.4 3092.9
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~ Po.·99 LCUS •OpexOl0o/. (fo;-;JiiAnnexure 6-J-2
NUSC .tor low call1nQUrbanDEls Ucto 200 calls cer mouthl

IModel2

liI:Wl4
8025.

195_96 i:07 '7-98 :gg
1978. 14542. 1780 21593.

v•• , 187 188-89 189-90
Tciiif 41 4589

~~:.~~~~~ 1219.6 1339.5 1472.6

100;01 101-02 102-03 104-05
'.23 328 40j,f 49734 fl123C

1-92 IOG-07
'8914! 10542C5074.

1628.3 1864.3 6853.7 8493. 10479.: 12928.5 15949.8 19878.5 •• ,,. 28544.8 33560.82575.: 3112. 3834. 4567. 5658.>18'
Copl••1 'on

I~~~I~\~O:\lA. C,o,.. 1170.! 1720.S 2212.5 2359.S 2823.; 4213.E 5203.1 6515.E 6714. 7781 8S05.37D7

410<;77 SS379.5 37573.3 34289.3 29400.6 29845.4 26183.9 2SS76. 22429.5 21308.( 20242.6 19230.5 18269.< 17355.5 18407. 15553. 14880.248627.53351
Ialpl.ol COil

1':"~i.OIIs~DEL IR. 4185.6 S0095.E
N ISC r Icw c"lIIno I , R. C,o, •• \

188-89 89-90
5SS. 61 .

60.
55.

35037. 35280.1 32196.5 27606. 28023.9 24585.6 22419. 21060.6 20007.! 19007.2 18D66 6 17154. 16296. 15481. 14707. 13972.<45659.8

93-94
392.
SS.
42.
5C
"i6.
102.
12'

100-01
244.' 231
24. 2:
26. 25.
31' 29.
47. 44.
63: 60.
78. 75.

"07: 102.
144. 137
....,.... 158.

198. 188.

192-93
jQj

13.:

95-96
~ 3<
33.

36.7
43.
65.
87 88.

""fDif.j 110.
148.: 150

202.

102-03
120.: 209..
21. 20.
24.0 22.
2& 26.
4: 40.
'5 54

--,,; 92.
130. 123.
150. 143.'
178. 170.

197-98

""" 273.29.:
~ 29.
38.
58.

97]j 88.
132.

104-05
198.

1011-0
1988'

1981
lOG(
1001

556:
54.

6ii

, 2SS:
25.
28.

49.
66.
8:1.

46

83

t--
l-
t--
I-

h
t--

81
117
'35.
16'

16 152.
175.
208.

204.I--
t--
I--
t----f--
I--
f--
I--

222
-239~ 227
115 1099.

128:.

215. 205.
1083. lOG8.
1264. 1246.
~ 181.

1'762.

104.
1054.
229.

'38.

25'

20021

20041

20061
. 2flO71

Toialcosl of I ,carnna
I urbancallers

. 3.INUSC lor Low UrbanCaller.

743.:
I crores

Ilncrores
1443.· 2481 5089. 8882.' 1092' 12089. "5042.1

3095., 38' 4707~ fIB:!'. 8044.
1993. 2917. 3955. 5118. 8036. 8998.7

loe

859. 1147. 3685.
2510.:
174.

829.:

45'



Annexure 5-J-3 I IModel3 I I I
NUSC calculations for low callin Urban DELs ( UPTO 200 calls p.m. Capex@24%(CurrentCost)&Opex@10%
Particulars Units

1 Year 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

2 Total DELs (D) 000 3800.8 4174.3 4589.0 5074.3 5809.9 6796.7 8025.6 9795.3 11978.4 14542.6 17801.7 21593.7 26652.2 32812.6 40396.9 49734.3 61229.9 75382.5 89145.1 105420.4
LowCalflng

'3 Urban DELs 000 1219.6 1339.5 1472.6 1628.3 1864.3 2181.0 2575.3 3112.4 3834.3 4667.7 5658.4 6853.7 8493.9 10479.3 12928.5 15949.8 19676.5 24273.3 28544.6 33560.8
Capital
Inverstment on
10cBI(DOT&

·4 MTNL)(C) . As Crores 1170.5 1720.9 2212.5 2359.9 2823.2 3707.7 4213.8 5203.1 6515.6 6714.1 7781.5 8505.3

Capital cost per
5 DEL A=C/D Rs 47057.7 53351.8 48627.7 38379.6 37573.3 34289.3 29400.8 29845.4 26183.9 23876.2 22429.5 21308.0 20242.6 19230.5 18269.0 17355.5 16487.8 15663.4 14880.2

BpnBIcos per.
Ur.ban DEL= AI·

61.065 Rs 44185.6 50095.6 45659.8 36037.1 35280.1 32196.5 27606.4 28023.9 24585.8 22419.0 21060.6 20007.5 19007.2 18056.8 17154.0 16296.3 15481.5 14707.4 13972.0
7 NUSC for low calli" urban In Rs Crores

.8 87-88 88~89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04"05 05-06 06-07
9 Till 1988' 538.9 754.5 611.0 556.9 439.5 430.3 39Z.7 336.7 341.8 299.9 273.4 256.9 244.0 231.8 220.2 209.2 198.8 188.8 179.4 170.4
10 1989 113.5 120.6 115.3 103.8 102.9 99.2 93.7 94.2 90.0 87.4 85.8 24.0 22.8 21.6 20.6 19.5 18.6 17.6 16.7......g 1990 133.9 128.0 115.2 114.2 110.1 104.0 104.6 100.0 97.1 95.3 93.9 25.3 24.0 22.8 21.7 20.6 . 19.6 18.6

~ 1991 149.8 134.8 133.7 128.9 121.7 122.4 117.0 113.6 111.5 109.9 108.3 28.1 26.7 25.4 24.1 22.9 21.8-...g 1992 204.4 202.6 195.3 184.5 185.5 177.3 172.2 169.0 166.5 164.2 161.9 40.5 38.5 36.5 34.7 33.0

~ 1993 271.8 262.0 247.5 248.8 237.9 231.0 226.7 223.4 220.2 217.2 214.4 51.6 49.0 46.6 44.2

~ 1994 326.3 308.2 309.8 296.3 287.7 282.4 278.2 274.3 270.5 267.0 263.6 61.0 58.0 55.1

~ 1995 419.7 421.9 403.5 . 391.8 384.5 378.9 373.5 368.4 363.6 359.0 354.6 79.0 75.0.......g 1996 567.2 542.4 526.7 516.9 509.3 502.1 495.3 488.7 482.5 476.7 471.1 100.9

~ 1997 626.1 608.1 596.7 588.0 579.6 571.7 564.2 557.0 550.3 543.8 537.7
---!J 1998 722.9 709.4 699.0 689.1 679.7 670.7 662.2 654.2 646.5 639.2

~ 1999 855.9 843.3 831.4 820.0 809 799.0 789.2 780.0 771.2
--4.1 2000 1115.7 1099.3 1083.7 1068.9 1054.9 1041.5 1028.8 1016.7

~ 2001 1283.1 1264.2 1246.3 1229.3 1213.1 1197.7 1183.1

~ 2002 1503.6 1481.5 1460.5 1440.6 1421.6 1403.6--¥s 2003 1762.1 1736.2 1711.6 1688.2 1665.9
2004 2064.9 2034.5 2005.7 1978.2-Ts 2005 2419.6 2384.0 2350.2-T7 Capital recovery 2006 2135.9 2104.5-fa + aPEX 2007 2382.9

29
30 Total Cost of low cemnc Urban subscribers 113.5 865.5 950.0 997.7 1255.4 1514.4 1815.9 2396.1 2890.4 3512.2 4291.2 5274.2 6405.0 7730.4 9256.4 11024.4 13084.4 14760.9 16569.1
31 Revenue from low urban callers In crores 2035.5 2510.2 3095.6 3817.4 4707.5 5804.9 6934.0 8044.1
32 NUSC for Low Urban Callers In crores 3238.7 3894.8 4634.8 5439.0 6317.0 7279.5 7927.0 8524.9

• For pra 1988 Low calling Urban DELe, onlv apex has been shown ee the cesex would have already been recovered by 1998 and will not effect the subsidy calculations for post 1999

1---7- ---- ~
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Annexure 5-J-4 I Model 4 I -I~ - 1- ,-
NUSC calculations for low calling Urban' DELs (u to 200 calls per month CapexU24%,(Hlstorical cost) & Opex010% for all LCUS
Plrtlcular. Units

~~11f~rmO1 Yur 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 • '. 98-99 ,. 99"00 00-01 01-02 02.0!I
IO'~"

~( n
2 TotAllDELo 0 000 3801 4174 4589 5074 5810 6797 8026 9795 11978 14543 1.7802 21594 26652 32813 40397 '013. UI III( ~
LowCllllng i

3 UrblnOEu 1220 1339 1473 1628 1864 2181 2575 3112 3834 4668 5658 8854 8494 10479 12929 '5080 11I1I7ft ~'Wj A~1" IIffi
CopltAll
Inv.,.tment on .'
10011(DOT&

4 MTNL)( C) R, eror •• 1171 1721 2213 2360 2823 3708 4214 5203 6516 6714 7781 . 8505

Capilli COlt per

iIIm lfII"' 01105 DEL A.C/D RI 47058 53352 48628 38380 37573 34289 29401 29845 26184 23876 22430 21308 20243 19231 18280 17353
IP'tAI'ccet per

Urbon DEL.
e All.085 R. 44186 50096 45660 36037 35280 32197 27606 28024 24586 22419 21061 20008 19007 18057 17154 152ge , IMnl 11[111 ~l1<
7 Nuse for low calling urban in Rs Crores

~~1r1048 87-88 88-89 89-90 90·91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 104.08
9 Till 1988' 538 9 754 5 6110 5569 4395 430 3 3927 3367 3418 2999 2734 256 9 2440 2318 2202 209.2 1988 nil 11 ~
10 1989 180.1 187.1 181.8 170.3 169.4 165.7 160.2 160.7 156.6 154.0 152.3 240 228 21.6 206 19.5 Ifl~

l~ li~-.g 1990 226.7 220.8 207.9 206.9 202.8 196.7 197.3 192.7 189.8 188.0 186.6 253 240 228 21.7 _~O n
~ 1991 241.8 226.8 225.6 220.8 2136 214.3 2089 205.6 203.4 201.8 200.3 281 267 25.4 2 "

~~
j~.-.g 1992 289.2 287.4 280.2 269.3 270.3 262.2 257.1 253.9 251.4 249.0 246.8 40.5 38.5 :to.!! 1 \ill

~ 1893 379.8 370.1 355.5 356.9 346.0 339.1 334.8 331.5 328.3 325.3 322.4 ·51.8 49,0 --;; {I
~ 1994 431.7 413.6 415.2 401.7 393.1 387.8 383,6 379.7 375.9 372.4 369.0 It.

~~f- r
~ 1006 504.1 506.3 487.8 476.2 468.9 463.3 457.9 452.8 447.9 443.3 43M

~ 1996 687.9 663.0 647.4 637.6 630.0 622.8 615.9 609.4 603.2 69 ,3 ~UR i;l~ 1997 696.6 678.6 667.3 658.5 650.1 642.2 634.7 627.6 620,6 5, ,
---!J 1996 755.2 741.7 731.3 721.4 712.0 703.0 694.5 eae, _"7U ~f,~ 1999 655.9 843.3 831.4 820.0 809.2 799,0 780,2 ;a-41 2000 1115.7 1099.3 1083.7 1068.9 1054.9 1041.6 .102 ••

~ 2001 1283.1 1264.2 1246.3 1229.3 1213.1 1111. 1f:r~ 2002 . 1503.6 1481,5 1460.5 1440,1 ~~~ 2003 .. 1762.1 1736.2 1711.1 llli1, 40 U

~ 2004 I~ 2064.9 2034.6 2005, 1i1t·~
~ 2005 IJ 2410.6 2314, ~le~~
~ Capital recovery 2006 - 2135.0 2( 1I

28 +OPEX 2007 211~t
29

l11G,1il30 Total Cost of low call1na Urban 180.1 1024.8 1201.2 1333.8 1699.5 2063.9 2449.8 3150.6 3715.4 4369.5 5148.5 6065.0 7103.1 8336. 9777.7 11437.7 13392.2 14994,'
31 Revenue from low urban calle,. in croree 2035.5 2510.2 3095.6 3817.4 4707.5 5804.9 8834,0

8e~r.~432 Subsidy for Low Urban Callers In crores 4029.53 4592.91 5240.92 5960.28 6730.17 7587.28 8150.43
• For pre1988 Low calling Urban DEle only opex ha. been ehcwn as the eepex would have already been recovered by 1998 and will not effect the subsidy calculations for post 1999
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Annexure 5--K-1 Model 1

NUSC c.lc"I.lIono for low c.lllnQ Urban DEL. Upto SOOc.IIs-".m. Opex010% tcr all LCUS
Partlcula,. Units

1 Vear 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
2 Total eEls o 000 3000.8 4174.3 4589.0 5074.3 5809.9 6796.7 8025.6 9795,3 11978.4 14542.6 17801.7 21593.7 26652.2 32812.6 40396.9 49734.3 61229.9 75382.5 89145.1 105420.4

low Calling
Urban OELa

3 0.624'0 1992.7 2188.6 2406.0 2660.4 3046.1 3563.5 4207.8 5085.2 6264.8 7626.4 9245.2 11198.2 13878.0 17-122.0 21123.7 26060.D 32149.0 39659.6 46638.4 54834.2
Capta
Inv.ralment on
local (DOT &

4 MTNL C Rs Crerea 1170.5 1720.9 2212.5 2359.9 2823.2 3707.7 4213.8 5203.1 6515.6 6714.1 n81.5 8S05.3

Capital coat per
5 DEL A.C/D R. 47057.7 53351.8 48627.7 38379.6 37573.3 34289.3 29400.8 29845.4 26183.9 23876.2 22429.5 21308.0 20242.6 19230.5 18269.0 17355,5 16487.8 15663.4 14880.2

Capital Coat per
6 Urban DEL 8: R. 44185.6 50095.6 45659.8 36037.1 35280.1 32196.5 27606.4 28023.9 24585.8 22419.0 21060.6 20007.5 19007.2 18056.8 17154.0 16296.3 15481.5 14707.4 13972.0
7 NUSC for low callln urban In Rs Crotes
S 87-88 88-89 89_90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

Till 1988' 880.5 1232.7 998.3 909 .s 718.1 703.0 641.6 550.1 558.4 489.9 446.8 419.7 398.7 378.8 359.8 341.8 324.7 308.5 293.1 278.4
ro 1989 86.5 98.1 89.4 70.6 69.1 63 .o 54.1 54.9 48.1 43.9 41.2 39.2 37.2 35.4 33.6 31.9 30.3 28.8 27.4

-H 1990 108.9 99.3 78.4 76.7 70.0 6O.D 60.9 53.5 4~.7 45.8 43.5 41.3 39.3 37.3 35.4 33.7 32.0 30.4

~ 1991 116,2 91.7 89.8 81.9 70,2 71.3 62.6 57.0 53.6 SO.9 48.4 45.9 43.6 415 39.4 37.4 35.6-..g 1992 139.0 136.1 124.2 106.5 108.1 94.8 86.5 81.2 n.2 73.3 69.6 66.2 62.9 59.7 56.7 53.9

~ 1993 182.5 166.6 142.8 145.0 127.2 116.0 109.0 103.5 98.3 93.4 98.8 84.3 80.' 76.1 72.3

~ 1994 207.4 In.g 180.6 158.4 144.4 135.7 128.9 122,5 116.3 110.5 105.0 99.7 94.8 9O.D

~ 1995 242.2 245.9 215.7 196,7 184.8 175.6 166.8 158.4 150.5 143.0 135.8 129.0 122.6

~ 1996 330.6 290.0 264.4 248.4 236.0 224.2 213.0 202.3 192.2 182.6 173,5 164.8

~ 1997 334.8 305.3 286.8 272.4 258.8 245.9 233.6 221.9 210.8 200.2 190.2

~ 1998 362.9 340.9 323.9 307.7 292.3 2n.7 263.8 250.6 238.1 226.2

~ 1999 411.3 390.7 371.2 352.6 335.0 318.3 302.4 287.2 272.9

K 2000 536,2 S09.4 483.9 459.7 436,7 414.9 394.1 374.4

~ 2001 616.6 585.8 556.5 528.6 502,2 4n.l 453.2

~ 2002 722.6 686.5 6S2.1 619.5 588.5 559.1

~ 2003 846.8 804.4 764.2 726.0 689.7

K 2004 992.3 942.7 895.5 850.8

~ 200S 1162.8 1104.6 1049.4

~ 2006 ~ 1026.4 975.1
28 OPEX 2007 1145.1
29
30 Total Cost 01 low callin Urban subscribers in 86,5 1205.3 1214.7 1097.7 1257.2 1354.8 1403.9 1755.6 1875.0 2072.7 2358.4 2776.6 3254.4 3814.3 4470.3 5239.' 6139.9 6859.3 7661.4
31 Revenue from low urban callers in crcres 3lJ28.0 3727.9 4589.6 5650.4 6956.4 8564.3 10127.9 11977.0
32 NUSC for Low Urban C.II.r. In crores -251.4 -473.5 -775.3 -1180.1 -1717.3 -2424.4 -3268.6 -4315.5

=1==- ··t~-+- 1-- .-~ -l-- +- 111
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Annexure 5-K-2 Model 2
NUSC calculations for low calling Urban DELs Upto 500 calls p.m. C.pox02~% lor pool 00 LCUS & Opex@10'Yo(lorall LCUS)
Particulars Units

1 Year 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 05-98 0~1ni.107·0S 08·00 90-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
2 Total DEle 0 000 3800.8 4174.3 4589 5074.3 5809.9 6796.7 8025.6 9795.3 110111 1/l10~ 21503.7 26662.23 32813 ~0397 49734 61230 75383 89145 105420

ow calling Urban
3 DELo 1992.7 2188.6 2406.0 2660.4 3046.1 3563.5 4207.8 5085.2 6204,0 7t1NI~ Q:~~ 11100,2 13076,0 17122.0 21123.7 26060.0 32149.0 39659.6 46638.4 54834.2

Capl1allnveratment
on local (DOT &

4 MTNL)( C) Re Crore 1170.5 1720.9 2212.5 2359.9 2823.2 3707.7 4213.8 5203.1 6515.6 6714,1 71~lJI MO~~'
apllal coat per

5 DEL A=CID Rs 47057.7 53351.8 48627.65 38379.55 37573.3 34289.283 29401 29845 26104 ?~O70 "~2f!_f!Qfl • 01,0 1013612 '023~.c6 18208.08 17365.53 18487,75 16863,36 14860.10
Capital Cost per
Urban DEL = A I

61.065 Rs 44105.6 50095.6 45659.77 36037.14 35280.1 32196.51 27606 28024 24586 ~?4'Q 210110~t} Pnoo'.N~ '1IOO1,nN Ion n, '" .~ I ,n?1II1;t! ll\A8140 14707,30 130nOl
7 NUSe for low calli" urban in Rs Crores
8 87-88 86-89 69-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-07 07-08 06.1Xl;n~ 1 1Xl00 OOQ 0 'tf o 6 )~ 104-~s Os·OO 06.07

~ Till 1988' 880.5 880.5 998.3 909.9 718.1 703,0 641.6 550,1 5584 4899 448,0 ~I:~I~"111\ '~1) :1011 203, 270,~
1989 86.5 98.1 89.4 70.6 69.1 63.0 54.1 54.9 48.1 ~3,0 -,,1,2 ~'rj ~H -1lH 303 28,8 27.4I-fi 1990 108.9 99.3 78.4 76.7 70.0 60.0 60.9 53.5 ~8.7 45.8 ,

~ • :'31 32,0 30.4
~ 1991 116.2 91.7 89.8 81.9 70.2 71.3 62.6 57.0 8~,S ~H ~~~

~ '1. 3 " 37,4 35,6f---i3 1992 139.0 136.1 124.2 106.5 108.1 94.8 86.6 SL2 1 H :~~f- a ,0 BW, 58.7 53.9t--tl 1993 182.5 166.6 142.8 145.0 127.2 118.0 100,0 ,0 ill V1.~ U~,3 60,1 76.1 72,3f-fs 1994 207,4 177.9 180,6 156.4 144,4 13U ',,;:; ~i~'~f O. 'Os.o ~0,7 94.6 90.0I---Ts 1995 242,2 245.9 215,7 1~8,7 1~~ 11 a . ~'D. 143,0 135,8 129,0 122.6f---#
1996 330,6 290,0 264.4 248, ~".O

~

,0 202. 192,2 182,6 173.5 164.8r--tij 1997 334.8 305,3 205.8 ~1~4
~~;,.u 233.8 22U 210,8 200,3 190.2I--j9 1998 362,9 340,0 ~, V ~2.3 277.7 283,8 250.6 238,1 226.2~ Opex only 1999 411.3 3~O.( ~ U2.8 335,0 318.3 302,4 287.2 272.9

~ 2000 lU3,b .-i~ 1710, 1748,5 1723.5 1701.7 1680.9 1661,2

~ 2001 ~1lS , 2036.3 2008.5 1982.0 1956.9 1933.1

~ 2002 245U 2420,6 2366,3 2353,7 2322,7 2293.3

~ 2003 2679.0 2836.7 2796,5 2758.3 2722.0

~ 2004 3373,7 3324,1 3277.0 3232,2

,~
2005 3953,4 3895.2 3840.0

~ Capital recovery + 2006 3489.7 3438.4
28 OPEX 2007 3893.4
29
30 Total Cost of low call1na Urban 86.5 1205.3 1214.7 1097.7 1257.2 1354.8 1403.9 1755.6 1875.0 2072.7 2358.4 4003 eo 1.0 ~3'6,1 11003.4 14153.6 17845.0 21027.8 24578.2
31 Revenue from low urban calle in crores 8545,0 ellSl,O 9042,' 12264.6 15103.8 18615.0 21947.2 25873.3
32 NUSC for Low Urban Callers in crores . -2481.8 -2048.0 -1827.7 -1251.2 -950.1 -770.0 -919.4 -1295.1
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Annexure 5-K-3 Model 3
NUSC calculations for low calling Urban DEls u to 500 calls per month Capex024% (Current Cost) & Opex010%
Particulars Units

1 Year 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

2 Total DEL_ (0 000 3800.8 4174.3 4589.0 5074.3 5809.9 6796.7 8025.6 9795.3 11978.4 14542.6 17801:7 21593.7 26652.2 32812.6 40396.9 49734.3 61229.9 75382.5 89145.1 105420.4
Low Calling

3 Urban DELs 1992.7 2188.6 2406.0 2660.4 3046.1 3563.5 4207.8 5085.2 6264.8 7626.4 9245.2 11198.2 13878.0 17122.0 21123.7 26060.0 32149.0 39659.6 46638.4 54834.2
Capital
lnveratment
on local (DOT

4 & MTNLJ·( C J Raeror., 1170.5 1720.9 2212.5 2359.9 2823.2 3707.7 4213.8 5203.1 6515.6 6714.1 7781.5 8505.3
Capital cost
per DEL A=C

5/0 Rs 47057.7 53351.8 48627.7 38379.6 37573.3 34289.3 29400.8 29845.4 26183,9 23876.2 22429.5 ~1308,O 20242.6 19230.5 18269.0 17355.5 16487.8 15663.4 14880.2

Capital Cost
per Urban DEL

6=A/l.065 Rs 44185.6 50095.6 45659.R 36037.1 35280.1 32196.5 27606.4 28023.9 24585.8 22419.0 21060.6 20007.5 19007.2 18056.8 17154.0 11)295.3 15481.5 14707.4 13972,(>
7 NUSC for low callinQ urban In Rs Crores
8 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
9 Till 1988' 880.5 1232.7 998.3 909.9 718.1 703.0 641.6 550.1 558.4 489.9 446.8 419.7 398.7 378.8 359.8 341.8 324.7 308.5 0293.1 278.4
10 19S9 185.5 197.1 188.4 169.5 168.1 162.0 153.0 153.9 147.1 142.9 140.2 39.2 37.2 35.4 33.6 31.9 30.3 28.8 27.4....g 1990 218.8 209.2 188.3 186.6 179.9 169.9 170.8 163.4 158.6 155.7 153.4 41.3 39.3 37.3 35.4 33.7 32.0 3004....g 1991 244.8 220.3 218.4 210.5 198.9 199.9 191.2 185.7 182.2 179.5 177.0 45.9 43.6 41.5 39.4 37.4 35.6.-g 1992 333.9 331.0 319.1 301.4 303.0 289.8 281.4 276.2 272.1 268.2 264.6 66.2 62.9 59.7 56.7 53.9

~ 1993 444.0 428.1 404.3 406.5 388.7 377.5 370.5 365.0 359.8 354.9 350.3 84.3 80.1 76.1 72.3

~ 1994 533.1 503.5 506.2 484.1 470.1 461.4 454.6 448.1 442.0 436.2 430.7 99.7 94.8 90.0

~ 1995 685.7 689.4 659.2 640.2 626.3 619.1 610.3 601.9 594.0 586.5 579.3 129.0 122.6-.g 1996 926.8 886.2 860.6 844.6 832.2 820.4 809.2 798.5 788.4 778.8 769.7 164.8

~ 1997 1023.0 993.5 975.0 960.7 947.1 934.1 921.8 910.1 899.0 888.5 878.5....g 1998 1181.1 1159.1 1142.1 1125.9 1110.5 1095.9 1082.0 1068.8 1056.3 1044.4

~ 1999 1398.5 1377.9 1358.4 1339.8 1322.2 1305.4 1289.5 1274.4 1260.0
-4.1 2000 1823.0 1796.2 1770.7 1746.5 1723.5 1701.7 1680.9 1661.2

~ 2001 20S6.4 2065.6 2036.3 2008.5 1982.0 1956.9 1933.1

~ 2002 2456.8 2420.6 2386.3 2353.7 2322.7 2293.3

~ 2003 2879.0 2836.7 2796.5 2758.3 2722.0

~ 2004 3373.7 3324.1 3277.0 3232.2

~ Capital 2005 3953.4 3895.2 3840.0

~ recovery + 2006 3489.7 3438.4
28 OPEX 2007 3893.4
29
30 Total Cost of low callina Urban 185.50675 1414.1776 1552.2369 1630.16 2051.1365 2474.37 2966.96 3914.95 4722.579 5738.45 7011.32 8617.39 10465.1 12630.5 15123.8& 18012.6 21378.3 24117.58 27071.84
31 Revenue from low urban callers in crores 6545.02 8067.02 9942.81 12254,63 15103.76 18615 2'j947,21 25873.3
32 NUSC for low Urban Callers In crores 2072 2398 2681.7 2869.3 2908.8 2763 2170.4 1198.5

• For pre 1988 Low cnlllnq Urban DELs only cpex has been shown as the caoex would have already been recovered by 1998 and will not effect the subsidy calculations for post 1999
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noxure 6· K-4 ! !ModeI4!
se • for low calling Urban DELs Cuplo 500 calls p.m.: • (H lIorlc.' COli, & Opex010'

IUnll.
191-92 192-93 33-94 94-95 195-96 196-97 197-98 198-99 199-00 00-01 101-0: 102-03 103-04 04-05 105-06 06-077-BB iBB-89 169-90

~ (0) 'DOLo 1000 3801 4174 -'589 5074 5810 6797 8026 9795 11978 14543 17802 21594 26652 32613 40397 49734 61230 75383 89145 105420

1993 2189 2406 2660 3046 3583 4206 5085 6265 7626 9245 1198 13878 17122 ,21124 26060 32149 39G60 46638 54834

2213 ·2360 2623 3708 4i14 5203 6516 6714 778' 8505,1171 172

4705853352486283836037573342852940129ME261M23876224302130820~31923118269m561G48S15663 14880

1;;:;'10' ~O'l
I~~~oes R. 4418G 50096 45660 36037 35280 32197 27606 28024 24586 2241. 21061 20008 18007 18057 17154 16296 15481 14707 13972

NUSCfor loweemne urban, ,Rs Croes)
187-88 188-89 189-90 '0_91 91-92 12-93 193-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 37-98 198-99 199-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 04 104-05 05- 106-0;

Till198s' 88C 1232. 998. 909.' 118.
,.89 294.: 305. 278.

703. 641. 550. 55B. 489.'
176. 270. 261. 262. 255.'

446.1 419. 398. 37
251. 248. 39.

359., 341
35. 33.,

324. 308.:
30.:

278.
2,

1990 170. 360: 339.
, •• , 370.1

338. 331. 321 322.: 314.•
368. 360: 349. 350. 34'

310.: 307. 304.
335. 33: 129.

39. 37. 35.
32 45., 43.' 41

33.
39.,

30

472. 469. 457. 440-' 441. 428.'
620 604. 580.1 583. 565.:

420. 414. 410.
554. 5.. 541

40 403. 66. 62.
536. 531. 526., 84.

59:
80.

705.: 675. 678.' 656.
823. 827. 797.

642. 633. 626.
176. 766. 756:

620.: 614.: 608., 602.
74S. 739.: '31. 724.

99.

,1083.
138.

10S; 104' 1029.
1108. 1090. 075.,
1233. ,12~ 194.,

101< 1006.: 995: 985. 975.
106: 1049.: 1037. 025. 1014. 100 99,.
7B. 1163.: 114B. 134. 112' 1109. 097.

1398. 13~
1~23.'

294.2 1674. 1962.' 2179.: 2776.7 3372. 4002.' 5147. 6070.' 7139.: 8412. 9909.5 1605. 13620,,15975.6 18687. 21881-3 24482, 27239,8
Rovanu. Iromlowu,bln ,nllor. 11 crores 6545. 8067. 9942. ~254. 151e 18615.' 2194, 2587:

In crores 3364.4 3538.6 3678.0 3721.0 3584.0 3266.3 2535.5 1366.5
0"', opex has' 1 as lhe capex would have alreadybeen recovered by 998and witt nct eflecl the su >.,dycalculations or pcst :

32 NUSC duo 10 low urban callers
I
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Annex5-L
UAL Summary Sheet

VPT and Rural DEL
IRural Revenue = As 4724 per annum

UAl

~
Model4 7.4 7.6 7.5 5.2

In

. 'Al 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
Upto200 Calls

Modell 2.7 2.4 2.1 1.5 1.1 0.7 0.0 -0.4

Model2 0.9 4.3 6.9 6.7 8.1 9.1 9.2 8.4
Model3 16.0 16.6 16.7 14.5 14.1 13.6 12.5 10.5
Model4 17.6 17.7 17.5 15.0 14.5 13.6 12.6 10.5

5.0 4.6 4.3 3,1

Model 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Model 2 0.0 1.3 2.6 1.4 2.1 2.7 2.9 2.3
Model 3 59 64 67 46 4.6 4.4 4.2 3.1

eluding VPT, Rural DEL a'nd LCUS

UAL with 500 C2liS
99-00 00-01 01-02 02-·03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07

Model 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Model 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.2 1.4 0.6
Model 3 12.4 12.7 12.5 9.6 9.0 7.9 6.5 5.0
Model 4 17.9 16.6 15.5 11.9 10.4 6.7 6.9 4.3

VPT and Rural DEL

Rural Revenue = Rs 2232 per annum

99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07
Model 1 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.5 1.4 1.1 0.6 0.7
Model 2 2.9 4.6 6.1 5.0 5.8 6.4 6.7 6.1
Model 3 9.3 9.9 10.2 6.2 8.3 8.2 6.0 6.9
Model 4 10.9 11.1 11.0 6.7 8.6 '6.3 6.0 6.9

Including VPT, Rural DEL and LCUS
UAl 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 UAL with 500 calls

Upto 200 Calls 99-00 00-01 01-02
Model 1 6.~ 5.9 5.7 5.1 4.6 4.4 3.6 3.4 Model 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Model2 4.3 7.8 10.4 10.3 11.0 12.6 13.0 12.2 Model 2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Model3 19.4 20.1 20.3 16.1 17.6 17.3 16.3 14.3 Model 3 15.6 16.2 16.1
Model4 23.5 23.0 22.4 19.5 1B.7 17.9 16.6 14.4 Model 4 21.4 20.3 19.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
02-03 03-04 04-05 00-06 06-07

0.0 4.4 5.4 5.7 4.9
13.4 12.7 11.6 10.2 6.6
15.5 14.0 12.4 10.7 8.1
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